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ABSTRACT 
Raman Microspectroscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy, and Electric Cell-substrate 
Impedance Sensing for Characterization of Bio-Interfaces:  
Molecular, Bacteria, and Mammalian Cells 
by 
Gerald D. McEwen, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 2012 
 
Major Professor: Dr. Anhong Zhou 
Department: Biological Engineering 
 
A fundamental understanding of bio-interfaces will facilitate improvement in the 
design and application of biomaterials that can beneficially interact with biological 
objects such as nucleic acids, molecules, bacteria, and mammalian cells.  Currently, there 
exist analytical instruments to investigate material properties and report information on 
electrical, chemical, physical, and mechanical natures of biomaterials and biological 
samples.  The overall goal of this research was to utilize advanced spectroscopy 
techniques coupled with data mining to elucidate specific characteristic properties for 
biological objects and how these properties imply interaction with environmental 
biomaterials. 
My studies of interfacial electron transfer (ET) of DNA-modified gold electrodes 
aided in understanding that DNA surface density is related to the step-wise order of 
which a self-assembled monolayer is created on a gold substrate.  Further surface 
modification plays a role in surface conductivity, and I found that electro-oxidation of the 
iv 
DNA involved the oxidation of guanine and adenine nucleotides.  Scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) was used to create topography and current images of the SAM 
surfaces.  I also used Raman microspectroscopy (RM) to obtain spectra and spectral maps 
of DNA-modified gold surfaces. 
For studies of bacteria, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) images showed similar morphological features of Gram-positive and 
Gram-negative bacteria.  Direct classical least squares (DCLS) analysis aided to 
distinguish co-cultured strains.  Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy proved 
insightful for characteristic bands for Gram-positive bacteria and a combined AFM/RM 
image revealed a relationship between culture height/density and peak Raman intensity.  
In our mammalian cell studies we focused on human lung adenocarcinoma 
epithelial cells (A549), metastatic human breast carcinoma cells MDA-MB-435 (435), 
and non-metastatic MDA-MB-435/BRMS1 (435/BRMS1).  RM revealed similarities 
between metastatic 435 and non-metastatic 435/BRMS1 cells compared to epithelial 
A549 cells.  AFM showed increases in biomechanical properties for 435/BRMS1 in the 
areas of cell adhesion, cell spring constant, and Young’s modulus.  Fluorescent staining 
illustrates F-actin rearrangement for 435 and 435/BRMS1.  Electric cell-substrate 
impedance sensing (ECIS) revealed that 435 cells adhere tightly to substrata and migrate 
rapidly compared with 435/BRMS1.  For ECIS, ≤10-fold diesel exhaust particles (DEP) 
concentration exposure caused clastogenic DNA degradation whereas ≥25-fold DEP 
exposure caused cytotoxic results.  Resveratrol (RES) at 10 µM showed minimal to mild 
protection against DEP before and after exposure and aided in improving injury recovery. 
 (326 pages) 
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT 
Raman Microspectroscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy, and Electric Cell-substrate 
Impedance Sensing for Characterization of Bio-Interfaces:  
Molecular, Bacteria, and Mammalian Cells 
Gerald D. McEwen 
Understanding bio-interfaces will help improve the design and application of 
biomaterials that can interact with biological objects like nucleic acids, molecules, 
bacteria, and mammalian cells.  Currently, there exist instruments to investigate material 
properties for the electrical, chemical, physical, and mechanical nature of biomaterials or 
biological samples.  Our goal is to use advanced spectroscopic methods and data analysis 
to find specific properties of biological objects and see how these properties show the 
biological object’s response to their environment. 
My studies of interfacial electron transfer (ET) of DNA coated gold electrodes 
aided to understand that the density of DNA on the surface is related to the order at which 
it is added during surface coating.  Furthermore, surface coating affects the conductivity 
of the electrode and I found that guanine and adenine are destroyed through current 
induced oxidation.  Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was used to see the height of 
surface coatings and verify decreased conductivity.  I also used Raman 
microspectroscopy (RM) to obtain Raman peaks and spectral images of DNA coated on 
the gold surfaces. 
For bacteria studies atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) images showed visually similar features of Gram-positive and Gram-
vi 
negative bacteria.  Data analysis aided to visually separate mixed strains of bacteria and 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy showed specific peaks for Gram-positive 
bacteria.  A combined AFM/RM image showed that there was a relationship between the 
sample height and the Raman peak intensity.  
For mammalian cell studies, RM revealed similarities between two types of breast 
cancer cell lines.  AFM showed increases in biomechanical properties for breast cancer 
cells that do not metastasize versus those that spread.  Fluorescent staining illustrates 
breast cancer cell physical arrangement of the cytoplasm.  Electric cell-substrate 
impedance sensing (ECIS) revealed that breast cancer cells which do not metastasize, 
grow more slowly compared to those that do metastasize,  and do not spread when 
wounded (i.e. surgically removed).  It was found that for ECIS, diesel exhaust particles 
(DEP) concentration caused lung cells to either mutate or rapidly die.  Resveratrol (RES) 
showed some protection against DEP before and after exposure and aided in improving 
injury recovery of airway epithelial cells. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED RESEARCH 
A simple interface is the place or point where two objects come together, meet, 
and form contact.  A bio-interface is the point where a bio-molecule comes into contact 
with a solid surface.  More complex bio-interfaces are formed when more complex 
biological objects are incorporated at the interface site (i.e. bacteria, mammalian cells, 
tissues, organs systems, and so on).  A fundamental understanding of bio-interfaces is 
useful to gain insight into how surface modification can allow beneficial coexistence 
between complex biological objects and surfaces that may not readily be present in 
nature. 
The overall thematic research on bio-interfaces entails several explored areas 
throughout this dissertation.  Therefore, the broad overview of the research can be 
classified as exploratory; wherein, each individual chapter contains hypothesis driven 
research along with results and discussion.  Also, because the technical Chapters 2 – 6 
contain more background specific to the research described therein, a brief background is 
covered below followed by an outline of the dissertation. 
1.2 BACKGROUND 
The study of bio-interfaces and biomaterials has been around since the 1960’s [1] 
and has continued to thrive with the increase in the use of sophisticated analytical 
instruments.  The research presented in the following chapters of this dissertation  
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Figure 1.1.  A schematic overview of the instrumentation used to study the 
bio-interfaces of molecules, bacteria, and mammalian cells. 
explores different types of bio-interfaces and utilizes several different instruments to 
perform the experiments. 
Figure 1.1 illustrates the four main techniques that we used to probe bio-
interfaces.  Two of the techniques were electrical (A and D) while the other two were 
optical (B) and mechanical (C).  All of these different techniques utilized specific 
instruments to investigate bio-interfaces respectively.  The bio-interfaces that we focused 
on in our biological samples, ranged from DNA oligonucliotides, bacterial cell walls, and 
three types of mammalian cell-lines. 
1.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSING 
We begin with cyclic voltammetry (I vs. V curves) (Figure 1.1-A), where the DNA 
mediated electron transfer of the redox probe was facilitated by the conductivity of our 
modified gold electrode surface (Figure 1.2).  When the redox probe is reduced, we 
Electrochemical 
sensing 
Raman 
microspectroscopy 
Atomic force 
spectroscopy 
Electric cell-substrate 
impedance sensing 
Bio-
interfaces 
A B 
C D 
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obtain a peak potential (Figure 1.2-A) and the reversible reaction yields an oxidation peak 
(Figure 1.2-B).  Based on cyclic voltagrams (similar to the one inset in Figure 1.2), for 
each surface modification, we can understand the DNA-mediated recyclable conductivity 
changes of the surface by indirectly monitoring I vs. V curve of the redox probe - 
potassium ferricyanide (K3Fe(CN)6
3-
). 
1.4 RAMAN MICROSPECTROSCOPY 
With Raman microspectroscopy (Figure 1.1-B) we use monochromatic light to 
excite molecules, within a sample, to a virtual excited state (Figure 1.3-A).  At the decay 
from the excited state to the ground state energy is given off.  The majority of the energy 
 
 
Figure 1.2.  Schematic of DNA mediated electron transfer at the modified 
gold surface.  DNA is indirectly probed by monitoring the reduction or 
oxidation reaction within the redox probe solution (0.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6 + 
0.01 M PBS) at various scan rates.  Hoechst 33258 is used to increase the 
conductivity of the double stranded DNA.  The inset cyclic voltagram 
illustrates a typical reduction peak (A) and oxidation peak (B) of the semi-
reversible reaction. [Image inspired from [2]]. MB = methylene blue and 
LB = leucomethylene blue, where LB goes on to reduce ferricyanide in 
solution. 
A:  K3Fe(CN)6
3-
 + e
-
 = K3Fe(CN)6
4-
 (reduction) B:  K3Fe(CN)6
4-
 - e
-
 = K3Fe(CN)6
3-
 (oxidation) 
A 
B 
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scattered returns the molecular energy to the initial ground state.  This type of scatter is 
called Rayleigh scatter.  A small change in the energy, either an increase above the 
ground state or below the ground state is termed Stokes of Anti-Stokes scattering.  These 
small changes in energy are known as the Raman effect and are what we measured in our 
studies.  Due to the differing vibrational frequencies (corresponding to specific chemical 
bond vibrations), we have a wavenumber range of Raman active bands that produce a 
spectral profile (Figure 1.3-B). 
Raman scattering (also known as the Raman effect) is named for the Indian 
physicist, C.V. Raman, who was acknowledged with the discovery in 1928.  This was a 
very significant discovery and Professor Raman received the Nobel Prize in Physics for  
 
 
Figure 1.3.  A classical-simple representation of the energy states for the 
different forms of scatter.  The shift in the Raman effect is due to the 
spacing between the vibrational energy states and the ground state (A). 
Inset illustrates a Raman profile of A549 mammalian cells (B).  Image 
adapted from [3]. 
A B 
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this discovery in 1930.  Prior to the Nobel Prize the recognition of the Raman effect was 
cited in more than 150 papers in that year and a half alone [3].  At present Raman 
microspectroscopy is utilized in a range of industrial applications [4].  Some examples of 
Raman applications include; pharmaceuticals [5], semiconductors and thin films [6, 7], 
biocompatibility [8], forensics, and archeometry [9].  As the instrumentation has 
improved over the past five decades, increased Raman microspectroscopy performance 
has opened an area in bioanalytical applications for biology, chemistry, and medicine 
[10-12]. 
Raman microspectroscopy (RM) is a nondestructive vibrational classification 
routine that can be utilized to identify characteristic spectroscopic fingerprints of living 
cells based on chemical compositions and molecular structures [13].  Briefly, Raman 
spectral frequencies are recorded in wavenumber units which are proportional to 
vibrational energies based on molecular polarizability [14].  Many former RM studies 
focused mainly on physical and structural investigations.  Over the past few decades, due 
to advances within instrumentation design [11, 15], biological applications [10, 16], and 
methods for biochemical information extraction [12, 17], RM has exhibited increased 
popularity in the field of mammalian cell biology [18, 19].  Short et al. demonstrated the 
use of RM to detect biochemical changes, in tumorigenic versus non-tumorigenic cells, as 
a result of proliferation [20].  More recently, Abramczyk et al. reported the hallmarks of 
normal, malignant, benign breast tissue characterized by Raman studies [21].  Several 
other studies reported the appearance of cellular biopolymers (including DNA/RNA, 
lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates) in cell growth [17, 19, 22].  As RM has increased in 
popularity, new analysis routines have emerged to extract useful information from Raman 
6 
spectra.  Advances have been made to obtain Raman scatter from inherent background 
fluorescence through automation [23, 24], while other groups move toward an automated 
pre- and post-processing routine to eliminate natural user variability [25] and categorize 
Raman spectra [26].  Also new and emerging methods have been explored to enhance the 
usefulness of Raman spectral maps/images.  Principal component analysis (PCA) was 
used to evaluate maps of freeze dried and living cells [27].  Ling et al. demonstrated 
image-processing algorithms to restore Raman image degradation in the study of 
anticancer drug distribution within living cells [13].  When key molecular components 
are used, RM becomes a powerful tool for rapid identification of normal and transformed 
breast epithelial cell-lines [19] and multivariate analysis classification models can 
discriminate, through distinct Raman bands, normal from abnormal tissue in cervical 
cancer progression [17]. 
During recent years Raman microspectroscopy has increased in popularity in the 
field of microbiology as a tool to identify microorganisms, such as bacteria [12, 28-32].  
Gram-positive Bacillus anthracis, B. thuringiensis, and B. atrophaeus spores, and B. 
cereus vegetative cells have been characterized and differentiated via Raman imaging 
and using data analysis algorithms [33].  Work continues to explore rapid quality control 
methods to detect pathogenic Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria [34].  Both 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria have been characterized by SERS to provide 
molecular level information [35], and rapid fingerprinting combined with principal 
component analysis (PCA) to distinguish simulated biological threats [36]. 
On the clinical side of research, cancerous cell characterization and detection via 
Raman microspectroscopy has increased rapidly with time.  Confocal Raman 
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microspectroscopy has been used to characterize normal and transformed human breast 
epithelial cell lines and has shown that, in the tumorigenic cell nuclei, DNA duplication is 
significantly higher than in normal cell nuclei [37].  Yu et al. propose a new technique for 
rapid cell identification utilizing sub-cellular level Raman bands [37].  Similar studies 
have been performed for other cancer cell line identification; such as, prostate [38], 
ovarian [39, 40], liver and other tissues [41], lung [42], pancreatic [43], cervical [17], and 
leukemia [44].  We employed RM to locally track biochemical changes (DNA/RNA, 
lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates) during cell growth (Chapters 4, 5, 6) and with DEP 
and resveratrol treatment (Chapter 6). 
1.5 ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY 
Atomic force microscopy (Figure 1.1-C) uses a very tiny cantilever and tip to 
detect the attraction and repulsion forces at the atomic level (Figure 1.4-A).  These forces 
are represented in the force versus distance diagram (Figure 1.4-B).  The repulsion, 
attraction, and no deflection forces move the cantilever and thus move the laser position 
on the diode and yield measureable forces.  These forces can then be used to construct 
topography images (Figure 1.4-C) and force maps (Figure 1.4-D). 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is also known as scanning probe microscopy 
(SPM) and has been around since 1985 when it was invented by Binnig, Quate, and 
Gerber [45].  It was created to probe and image non-conductive surfaces via direct 
contact in air [45].  In the simplest form, AFM can be described similar to workings of an 
audio phonograph or vinyl record player.  For the AFM, an extremely small tip is used 
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Figure 1.4.  A schematic of the beam deflection system used in AFM (A) 
and a potential energy diagram of a probe and sample (B).  Respective 
topographical image (C) and force map (D). 
(10 – 30 nm) to move along the “grooves” or topography of a sample.  The sample 
topography is relayed back to a computer and an image is created based on the distance 
the AFM tip moves in the Z-direction.  Tip movement is usually measured by laser 
deflection off the back of the tip and onto a position sensitive detector (Figure 1.4-A).  
All of the collected data is then used to create an image of the surface that was probed by 
the AFM tip. 
The force sensor for an AFM will only work if the probe tip can interact with the 
associated force field of a surface.  A force distance curve is illustrated in Figure 1.4-B.  
In the repulsive regime (contact region), the AFM cantilever tip is held very close (just a 
few angstroms) to the sample surface and the interatomic forces between the cantilever 
and sample surface are repulsive (causing deflection) [46].  In the attractive regime (non-
contact region), the tip is far away from the surface (tens to hundreds of angstroms) and 
the interatomic forces between the cantilever and sample surface are attractive [46].  
A B 
C D 
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When the tip is very far from the surface, there is no deflection.  By using Hook’s law, 
the stiffness cantilever, and the deflection distance [47], we can calculate the interatomic 
forces of the sample.  Then by utilizing this force distance curve, one can begin to study 
the biomechanical properties of a biological sample (e.g. mammalian cells) [48]. 
AFM offers some advantages compared with other imaging techniques such as 
scanning electron microscopy.  One advantage for AFM it that it can be used to image 
samples in fluids and therefore, biological samples can be imaged in near physiological 
conditions.  Also, fluids can be changed or modified during scanning to image real-time 
processes.  Since the introduction of AFM, as an imaging technique, there have been 
many studies of biological samples/materials [49].  Some examples of AFM 
characterization of biological materials included here are DNA/RNA, bacterial cells, 
cancerous cell lines, and viruses.  The potential for new applications of AFM has 
expanded as it has been used across multiple disciplines compared to the traditional area 
for which it was originally designed [50]. 
AFM has been used to characterize synthetic DNA oligonucleotides adsorbed 
onto an electro-analytical sensor surface to better understand surface coverage, pores in 
the self-assembled layer, and areas where non-specific binding may occur [51].  A 
fundamental understanding such as this can enable better electro-analytical biosensors to 
be developed.  AFM has been utilized to visualize the movement of RNA polymerase 
along a DNA template – aiding in understanding the cellular decision making process 
[52].  Circular plasmid DNA has been characterized before and after heat denaturing to 
reveal that DNA takes on a compact particle shape once denatured [53]. 
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Bacillus spores were imaged via AFM to determine if characteristic surface 
features could be used to distinguish related species and the information rich surface can 
be used, with statistical analysis, to distinguish B. anthracis and close relatives [54].  
Similarly, contrasts for Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria have been reported in 
air and in liquid environments with superior results depending on the method of bacterial 
culture [55].  AFM has shown the visible deterioration of the bacterial cell envelope to 
nitric oxide [56], oritavancin [57], natural herbs [58], and antimicrobials [59]. 
Breast cancer characterization of BT-20 cells has shown cellular uptake and 
internalization of poly-(ethylene glycol) or folic acid coated nanoparticles for targeted 
intracellular delivery [60].  AFM has been used in studies to view topographical features 
for J82 bladder cancer cells [61] and also to view anti-cancer drug induced cellular 
membrane changes in human cervical carcinoma, human heptocellular liver, and rat 
glioma cells following treatment [62].  AFM studies have reported that cellular 
tumorigenicity and transformation have a decrease in cell modulus and elasticity – 
implicating these in cellular metastatic potential [63].  The above mentioned and other 
applications of AFM are providing new insights into the realm of cell biology [64]. 
1.6 ELECTRIC CELL-SUBSTRATE IMPEDANCE SENSING 
Electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) – is another electrical technique 
to monitor cellular behavior in real-time (Figure 1.1-D). The cells are modeled as disks 
and parameters for the cell membrane capacitance, barrier function, electron flow under 
the cells, and the tightness of attachment can be calculated.  ECIS can also be used for 
electroporation and wounding cells on the working portion of the electrode. 
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Figure 1.5.  An 8W10E+ array containing >40 working electrodes (A), an 
8W1E array with a single working electrode (B), ECIS time versus 
capacitance profile (C), and a simplified depiction of the ECIS model (D).  
Barrier resistance (Rb), current flow between the ventral side of the cell 
and the substratum (α), average capacitance of the cell plasma membrane 
(Cm), cell radius (rc), and the average distance (h) between the electrode 
and the basal membrane of the cell.  [image adapted from Applied 
BioPhysics, NY, USA]. 
Figure 1.5 illustrates ECIS arrays that contain multiple electrodes (Figure 1.5-A) 
or a single electrode (Figure 1.5-B).  Also, a respective capacitance versus time profile is 
shown in Figure 1.5-C.  A simplified example of the ECIS model is illustrated in Figure 
1.5-D, where mammalian cells are modeled as spherical disks that have an insulated 
membrane surface and contain a conducting electrolyte (a more in-depth study of the 
model is developed in reference [65]). 
Briefly, ECIS utilizes a mathematical model of impedance changes based on cell 
presence on the gold working electrode.  Because the cells are attached to the gold 
working surface via focal adhesion plaques the cells are considered, for modeling 
A B 
C D 
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purposes, to be hovering above the surface substratum.  Considering that the current 
changes are caused by the surface coverage of the electrode, a bare electrode is used as a 
reference and changes in the impedance are used to calculate the following 
morphological parameters; barrier resistance (Rb), the current flow between the ventral 
side of the cell and the substratum (α), and the average capacitance of the cell plasma 
membrane (Cm).  Rb is important for endothelial and epithelial cell permeability.  As 
related to rc, α can be used to evaluate the average distance (h) between the electrode and 
the basal membrane of the cell.  Cm gives the average capacitance of the cell plasma 
membrane, but cannot distinguish between the apical and basal membranes [65].  
Furthermore, Rb (ohm cm
2
) is related to cell-to-cell junctions and decreases with smaller 
cell-to-cell junction formation, α (ohm cm2) is linearly related to rc and inversely related 
to h by the equation α2 = rc
2
 × ρ/h, where ρ is the resistivity of the medium, 
and Cm (µF/cm
2
) is the average capacitance of the cell plasma membrane. 
To more fully appreciate ECIS, it is helpful to understand what a typical time 
profile illustrates.  For example, Figure 1.6-A and Figure 1.6-B illustrate ECIS time 
profiles for both resistance and impedance changes with cell adhesion and spreading.  In 
Figure 1.6-A cells were inoculated at time zero and allowed to settle to the bottom of the 
wells and begin to attach and proliferate.  This attachment and proliferation is illustrated 
by an increase in resistance with time, due to the thin barrier that the cells create above 
the electrode.  Conversely in Figure 1.6-B the capacitance decreases, as we would expect 
for normal cell adhesion and proliferation during culture.  To model our data and extract 
quantitative values, we utilized various frequencies (62.5, 125, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 
8000, 16000, 32000, and 64000 Hz).  Figure 1.6-C and Figure 1.6-D show the ratio of the  
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Figure 1.6.  ECIS time profiles for resistance (A) and capacitance (B).  
Cell to cell-free ratio for confluent cells measured at different frequencies 
for resistance (C) and capacitance (D).  Surface response for resistance (E) 
and capacitance (F) at each frequency and with respect to time. 
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cell covered well (“cell”) to the open wells (“cell-free”) for each frequency when the 
mammalian cells were completely confluent (~24 hours).  Finally, Figure 1.6-E and 
Figure 1.6-F are response surface graphs of the change in cell to cell-free ratio with time 
and frequency.  Cell to cell-free ratios were calculated using Applied BioPhysics – ECIS  
Software (v1.2.71.5, Applied BioPhysics, NY, USA).  Figure 1.6-E illustrates that the 
greatest difference in the cell ratio, for resistance measurements, is at 4000 Hz and Figure 
1.6-F shows the greatest difference, for capacitive measurements, is at 64000 Hz, 
respectively.  Therefore, we have chosen the look at resistance values at 4000 Hz and 
capacitance values at 64000 Hz to get the most valuable information from our collected 
data. 
1.6.1 Diesel exhaust particles 
Diesel exhaust particles (DEP) are produced from compression-ignition engines 
that burn diesel fuels. It has been shown, that on the basis of equal horsepower, diesel 
engine exhaust is 100 times more toxic than gasoline engine exhaust [66].  In 1998 the 
California Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Environmental Health Hazard 
Assessment (OEHHA) completed a comprehensive health assessment of diesel exhaust 
and determined that DEP is an assorted mixture of gases and particulates with over 40 
toxic air pollutants [67].  In humans, there are a number of these pollutants that have been 
shown to cause a range of illness and disorders ranging from cardiac, pulmonary, cancer, 
hypertension, neurotoxicity, prenatal health, and infertility [68].  Some of the pulmonary 
effects include: airway inflammation induced bronchial asthma [69], bacterial infection 
[70], endotoxic inflammation [71], and gene regulation [72].  We utilized DEP to incite 
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cytotoxic responses in human lung carcinoma (A549) cells and monitored the growth and 
viability responses using ECIS and RM with respect to exposure time and concentration.  
1.6.2 Resveratrol 
Figure 1.7, Resveratrol (3,5,4′-trihydroxystilbene), is a naturally occurring 
polyphenol, found in red grapes, peanuts, and other plant sources, that exhibits potential 
health benefits.  Studied benefits include anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory, cardio-
protective, and anti-tumor activities [73] along with benefits against age-related diseases, 
like cancer, diabetes (type 2), cardiovascular, and neurological conditions [74].  
Resveratrol has also been shown to target components for intracellular signaling 
pathways which include:  pro-inflammatory mediators, apoptosis and cellular survival 
regulators, upstream kinases for angiogenic tumor and metastasis switches, and 
transcription factors and regulators [72].  In cultured cells, some specific anti-cytotoxic 
and -genotoxic effects range from cancer prevention due to increased metabolism of 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) by inhibiting cytochrome P450 enzymes [75, 
76], by increasing phase II enzymes to excrete potentially harmful carcinogenic 
chemicals [77, 78], activate NAD+-dependent deacetylases which affect protein targets 
and other transcription factors [74], and stimulate endothelial nitric oxide synthase 
(eNOS) activity to catalyze nitric oxide (NO) formation [79, 80].  Our desire in this 
dissertation was to monitor in vitro protective effects of resveratrol treated human lung 
cells pre- and post-DEP exposure. 
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Figure 1.7.  Chemical structure of resveratrol (3,5,4′-trihydroxystilbene) 
[Image courtesy of www.sigmaaldrich.com]. 
1.7 DISSERTATION OUTLINE 
In Chapter 2, our research explored the interfacial electron transfer (ET) of DNA 
modified gold surfaces to better understand DNA-mediated electron transfer mechanism.  
Synthetic DNA was self-assembled on a gold substrate and then electrochemically 
studied.  Cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy were used to 
evaluate the effects of immobilization order on interface electron transfer related 
parameters.  Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and Raman microspectroscopy were 
used to create topography and current images and to obtain a Raman spectrum and a 
spectral image. 
The area of focus in Chapter 3 was to distinguish between Gram-positive and 
Gram-negative bacteria.  Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) were used to collect topography images. Raman microspectroscopy 
was used to obtain characteristic spectra for both Gram-positive and Gram-negative 
bacteria.  Raman spectral images were obtained for Gram-negative and co-cultured 
Gram-positive and negative bacteria.  Raman spectral images were analyzed using direct 
classic least squares (DCLS) to separate Raman spectra based on pure reference spectra.  
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Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to collect Gram-positive spectra 
and mapping on gold coated surface.  A tandem AFM/Raman measurement of Gram-
positive bacteria was collected to create a combined Raman spectral map and topography 
image. 
In Chapter 4 we studied two mammalian cell lines with the goal to develop a 
combined Raman and AFM technique to detect subtle differences in the membrane 
components and nanomechanics of both; A549 and MDA-MB-435 (breast cancer ductal 
carcinoma) with and without expression of breast metastasis suppressor 1 (BRMS1) gene.  
We further explored ways to apply PCA for data mining and clustering. 
The research focus in Chapter 5 was to employ AFM and fluorescent staining of 
MDA-MB-435 (435) and MDA-MB-435/BRMS1 (435/BRMS1) to look at alterations in 
cell topography and ultrastructures.  Raman was used to compare spectroscopic bands 
between both cell lines 435 and 435/BRMS1.  Electric cell-substrate impedance sensing 
(ECIS) was used to monitor cell line attachment, proliferation, and death during growth 
and wounding assays. 
In Chapter 6, my research focused on a novel arrangement of ECIS and Raman 
microspectroscopy to explore cytotoxic response in A549 cell line exposed to diesel 
exhaust particles (DEP).  I monitored cellular adhesion and growth, wound healing, toxic 
effects of DEP, and protective effects of resveratrol against DEP exposure.  Confocal 
Raman spectra were acquired for different locations of the cell and relative Raman 
spectra locations and intensities are compared.  Data mining was also used to cluster 
different monitored locations for the treated A549 cells.  
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In Chapter 7, I conclude with a brief review of the results from each of the 
technical chapters outlined above.  I also explore some recommendations for future 
research. 
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 CHAPTER 2 
IMMOBILIZATION, HYBRIDIZATION, AND OXIDATION OF SYNTHETIC 
DNA ON GOLD SURFACE: ELECTRON TRANSFER INVESTIGATED BY 
ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND SCANNING TUNNELING MICROSCOPY  
AND RAMAN MICROSPECTROSCOPY 
1
 
2.1 ABSTRACT 
Fundamental understanding of interfacial electron transfer (ET) among 
electrolyte/DNA/solid-surface will facilitate the design of sensors for the electrical 
detection of DNA molecules. In this report, the electron transfer characteristics of 
synthetic DNA (sequence from pathogenic Cryptosporidium parvum) self-assembled on a 
gold surface was electrochemically studied. The effects of immobilization order on the 
interface ET related parameters such as diffusion coefficient (D0), surface coverage (θR), 
and monolayer thickness (di) were determined by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). DNA surface density (ΓDNA) was 
determined by the integration of the charge of the electro-oxidation current peaks during 
the initial cyclic voltammetry scans and was imaged via Raman microspectroscopy. It 
was found that the DNA surface density on the gold electrode (Au), at different 
modifications of synthetic double-stranded DNA (dsS-DNA) and 6-mercapto-1-hexanol 
(MCH), followed the order: ΓDNA (dsS-DNA/Au) > ΓDNA (MCH/dsS-DNA/Au) > ΓDNA 
(dsS-DNA/MCH/Au). It was also revealed that the electro-oxidation of the DNA 
modified gold surface would involve the oxidation of nucleotides (guanine and adenine) 
with a rate constant of 5.51 electron transfer and the oxidative desorption of DNA and 
                                                 
1
 Gerald D. McEwen, Fan Chen, and Anhong Zhou, Analytica Chimica Acta, 643 (2009) 26-37. 
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MCH molecules by a 3 electron transfer rate constant. STM topography and current 
image analysis indicated that the surface conductivity after each surface modification 
followed the order: dsS-DNA/Au < MCH/dsS-DNA/Au < oxidized MCH/dsS-DNA/Au < 
Hoechst/oxidized MCH/dsS-DNA/Au. The results from this study suggest that varying 
the immobilization order on the gold surface may provide an alternative approach for the 
optimization of DNA hybridization and the further development for the electrical 
detection of DNA. 
2.2 INTRODUCTION 
Electrochemical biosensors play an important role in biological, pharmaceutical, 
clinical, and agricultural areas of study because of their association with viruses, 
microorganisms, and genetic and biological materials. The introduction of the 
electrochemical DNA hybridization biosensor initiated an area of research which has 
continually grown in popularity over the past decade [1]. Compared with other 
biosensing techniques, such as fluorescence-based DNA analysis, which has some 
limitations (e.g., expensive instrumentation and sophisticated numerical algorithms to 
interpret the data), electrochemical biosensors have gained great attention in molecular 
diagnostics due to their high sensitivity, small dimension, low cost, ease-of-use and 
compatibility with micro-fabrication, and integrated array technology [2, 3]. A basic 
DNA hybridization biosensor consists of single stranded DNA (ss-DNA) immobilized on 
a transducer surface which can then hybridize a complementary target DNA (t-DNA) 
sequence. The double strand DNA duplex, which is formed on the transducer surface, is 
known as a hybrid [4] and can be electrochemically studied by measuring the interfacial 
ET behaviors. 
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The DNA hybridization event can be converted into a measurable analytical 
signal via interaction with redox active molecules. Different redox active molecules, 
coupled with electrochemical techniques, can be used to specify and amplify detection 
signals. Metal complexes like hexaamineruthenium(III) chloride and tris(2,2'-bipyridyl) 
cobalt(III) perchlorate have shown that electrostatic binding to DNA is not affected with 
nucleic immobilization to an electrode surface [5]. Electroactive tags such as ferrocene 
yield higher electron transfer rates than [Ru(NH3)6]
3+
 [6]. Cationic phenoxazine dyes 
such as methyl blue (MB) [7] and Nile blue (NB) have been utilized because of π-
stacking intercalation [8]. External labels such as bisbenzimide dyes (Hoechst 33258) 
bind to the minor groove and are more selective than intercalators [9]. More recently, 
these external small electroactive molecules have been applied to probe the electron 
transfer characteristic of DNA lesion [10] and single base mutations [11] on a modified 
gold electrode surface.  
Cryptosporidium parvum, a deadly waterborne pathogenic parasite, has been 
recognized by the World Health Organization as a significant global threat [12, 13]. 
There is an increasing need for fast, reliable, and cost-effective methods of detection. 
Electrochemical hybridization biosensors for the detection of Cryptosporidium parvum 
DNA have been reported. One approach utilized a metal complex, Co(phen)3
3+
 to 
improve the signal of adsorptive immobilized probe DNA on a carbon paste transducer 
for the capture and detection of an rRNA oligonucleotide specific to C. parvum [14]. 
Another approach was a DNA-hybridization assay with electrochemical detection 
through covalent attachment on a gold location that was separate from the working 
electrode. An alkaline phosphatase conjugate was used to produce an electrochemically 
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active species, p-aminophenol (PAPR) and p-aminophenyl phosphate (PAPP), for 
detection at the working electrode, which was amplified with time [15]. These reported 
electrochemical approaches to detect C. parvum DNA focused on the improvement of 
detection limits; however, they did not reveal specific interfacial electrochemical (or ET 
related) characteristics of C. parvum DNA. 
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has also been utilized to investigate 
modified and unmodified DNA with a variety of substrates [16, 17, 18]. This surface 
imaging technique offers the unique capability of high resolution imaging of DNA at the 
atomic or nanoscale, and provides insight into surface electric properties [16]. STM has 
also been used to observe the binding of Hoechst 33258 with DNA [19]. Raman 
microspectroscopy, a non-destructive vibrational/structural characterization method, was 
utilized to identify the characteristic Raman peaks of nucleotide bases [20]. 
In this study, we used synthetic DNA (40 bases) from the heat shocked protein 
(hsp 70) of the human genotype C. parvum (Genebank Access No. AF221535). Our 
present paper is divided into two main sections. In the first section, we investigated the 
interfacial electron transfer of DNA molecules at a gold modified electrode surface by 
electrochemical techniques. Then, in the second section, we investigated oxidation events 
that occurred at the gold surface by electrochemical techniques and scanning tunneling 
microscopy. A final section contains a Raman spectral image of a DNA immobilized gold 
surface. The ultimate goal of this work is to develop a highly specific and sensitive 
biosensor array to detect different genotypes of C. parvum. An understanding of the 
interfacial ET behaviors will assist to achieve this goal. 
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2.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.3.1 Chemicals and reagents 
All chemicals were of analytical reagent grade and were supplied by Sigma-
Aldrich unless otherwise stated. Molecular biology grade water was used in all solutions. 
Probe DNA (5′-HS-(CH2)6-
AAATCGAAGATCAATACATTTCTCTCGCCAGTTCCTTTCT-3′), target DNA (t-
DNA), (5′-AGAAAGGAACTGGCGAGAGAAATGTATTGATCGATTT-3′), and 
synthetic double strand DNA (dsS-DNA), a complementary hybrid of the probe and 
target DNA, were synthesized and purified from SynGen Inc. (San Carlos, CA) and were 
diluted to a 100 mM concentration stock solution. The DNA stock solution was then 
diluted in 0.01 M PBS buffer to desired concentrations for further experiments. One 
millimolar 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH) was prepared in molecular biology grade water. 
A 100 µM Hoechst 33258 solution was prepared by dissolving powder in 0.01 M 
phosphate buffered solution.  Hoechst solution was stored at 4 
o
C and used within a 1-
week period.  
2.3.2 Surface treatment of gold electrode 
A gold electrode (diameter 2 mm; 0.0314 cm
2
) was cleaned with piranha solution 
(75% H2SO4 + 25% H2O2) for 10 minutes to remove organic impurities and then rinsed 
with double distilled water (Milli-Q). CAUTION: Piranha solution reacts violently with 
organic solvents and is a skin irritant. Extreme caution should be exercised when making, 
storing (do not store air tight), and working with piranha solution. The gold surface was 
then ‘renewed’ by sequential hand polishing with a polishing kit (CHI120) (CH 
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA), with 1.0 micron alpha alumina powder on a nylon 
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polishing pad for ~60 seconds, then with 0.3 micron alpha alumina powder on a nylon 
polishing pad for ~90 seconds, and finally with 0.05 micron gamma alumina powder on a 
micro-cloth polishing pad for ~120 seconds. The gold surface was rinsed with double 
distilled water between each polishing step. 
It has been discussed in the literature that effectiveness in the monolayer is 
correlated to the method of substrate preparation [21]. In order to reduce the surface 
roughness and improve reproducibility [22] the hand polished gold electrode was then 
electrochemically cycled (~15 cycles at 60 mV s
-1
) from a potential of 0.0 to +1.57 V in 1 
M H2SO4 solution until stable gold oxidation peaks at ~1.06 V vs. Ag/AgCl were 
observed. The reactivity of the gold electrode is distinctly affected by the presence of 
absorbed layers of organic contaminants used in the common polishing step [22, 23, 24]. 
In each cycle, a monolayer of chemisorbed oxygen was formed and reduced. The 
reduction charge per microscopic unit area has been experimentally determined as 
390±10 µC cm
-2
 [25]. The microscopic surface area was obtained by integrating the 
reduction current peak to obtain the reduction charge, and dividing this by 390 µC cm
-2
. 
By this method, our polished gold electrode indicated a roughness of ca. 1. 
2.3.3 DNA modification of gold electrode 
surface 
Figure 2.1 is an illustration of the gold substrate modification that we used in this 
study. The freshly prepared gold electrode (step 1) was immersed in 1 µM ss-DNA in 
0.01 M PBS buffer at 4 
o
C for 24 hours. The ss-DNA modified electrode was then rinsed 
with 0.01 M PBS, pH 7.4, to remove any probes that were non-specifically absorbed. The 
electrode was mounted in an electrode holder for CV and EIS measurements. Next, ss-
DNA/Au electrode (step 2) was immersed in 1 mM MCH solution for a period of 1 to 12 
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hours, and then rinsed with PBS buffer to form MCH/ss-DNA/Au (step 3). After that, the 
resulting probe DNA modified gold electrode was then incubated with 2×SSC (saline 
sodium citrate) buffer containing t-DNA (1 μM) for 90 min at 37 oC with interval 
agitation. After the reaction, the substrate was washed with 2×SSC buffer solution to 
remove non-specifically bound DNA, to form a t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au (step 4) 
modification. After being rinsed with PBS buffer, the modified gold electrode was then 
immersed in a 100 µM Hoechst 33258 in 0.1 M KCl solution for 5 minutes at 25 
o
C to 
form the Hoechst/t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au (step 5) modification. The electrode was then 
rinsed with Tris-HCl (10 mM) buffer to remove non-specifically adsorbed Hoechst  
 
 
Figure 2.1.  The sequential modification of the gold working electrode 
beginning with the bare Au substrate (1), addition of single strand-DNA 
(ss-DNA) (2), addition of 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH) (3), hybridization 
with target-DNA (t-DNA) (4), binding Hoechst 33258 (5), and the cyclic 
voltammetric oxidation of the DNA modified on electrode surface (6). 
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33258. Finally, the Oxidation/Hoechst/t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au (step 6) modification 
was achieved by running cyclic voltammetry oxidation of the gold electrode surface (step 
5) in 5 mM Na2HPO4 + 5 mM NaH2PO4 between 0 - 1.3 V at 30 mV s
-1
 to irreversibly 
oxidize Hoechst 33258 (bound to hybridized ds-DNA) [9] and/or oxidize immobilized 
DNA during the substrate gold oxidation [26]. All experiments were carried out at 
ambient laboratory temperature (25 
o
C). Finally, if necessary, the oxidized electrode 
surface (step 6) was re-immersed in 100 µM Hoechst 33258 solution for 5 min to see if 
the CV behavior changed after the DNA or bound Hoechst was oxidatively damaged. 
2.3.4 Electrochemical measurements  
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed with a CHI 1220 Electrochemical 
Analyzer via the CHI software Version 4.30 (CH Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Initial 
experiments were undertaken using a three-electrode setup consisting of a platinum wire 
counter electrode (CHI115), a Ag/AgCl reference electrode (CHI111), and a gold 
working electrode (CHI101) (CH Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). All potentials refer to 
the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The CV curves were measured between 0.6 V and -0.1 
V in a solution of 0.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.01 M PBS over a range of scan rates; 0.005, 
0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 V s
-1
. Electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed using a VMP2/Z multi-channel 
potentiostat (Princeton Applied Research, TN, USA) via the EC-Lab software Version 
9.32 (Bio-Logic, France). These EIS measurements were conducted in a solution of 0.5 
mM K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.5 mM K4Fe(CN)6 + 0.01 M PBS under an alternating current (AC) 
amplitude of 0.01 V and a frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz. The EIS parameters 
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(RΩ, Cd, Rct, ZW, Ka
0
, θR, and di) were obtained by modeling the EC-Lab data using 
ZSimpWin 3.21(EChem Software, AnnArbor, Michigan, USA). 
2.3.5 Scanning tunneling microscopy 
STM imaging for DNA/MCH coated Au (111) substrate in air was conducted 
with a PicoPlus AFM system (Agilent Technologies, AZ) with Picoscan 5.3 version data 
acquisition software. STM tips (Pt0.8Ir0.2 wire) were used. The Au (111) substrate used for 
STM imaging consisted of a fresh mica substrate coated with a ~200 nm thick, gold 
deposited, layer (Agilent Technologies, AZ). Immediately before use, the gold substrates 
were annealed in a hydrogen flame for 90 seconds. A gas chamber was used to provide 
an argon environment, and an STM scanner with a maximum scan range of 1.5 µm was 
used. The annealed gold substrate was immersed in 1.0 µM of oligonucleotide solution 
(HS-ssDNA or HS-dsDNA) of 1.0 M phosphate buffer at 4 
o
C for different coating times. 
Then, the gold substrate was removed from the solution, rinsed thoroughly with distilled 
water, and dried in an argon gas stream. Unless otherwise stated, the images were 
acquired using the same parameters with the tip scanning from left to right. The scan rate 
was kept at 2.7~3.1 lines/second. The modifications of the Au (111) followed the same 
aforementioned procedure as the CV/EIS gold working electrode (polycrystalline gold 
surface).  
2.3.6 Electron transfer characterization by CV 
and EIS 
The association of electroactive species (Hoechst 33258) with DNA structure 
facilitates the electron transfer of immobilized DNA at the electrode surface. The 
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electrode reaction mechanisms of the electroactive species at the electrode surface can be 
determined by either CV or EIS measurements.  
The Randles–Sevick equation [27], Eq. 1, depicts a linear relationship between 
the peak current (ip) and scan rate (ν
1/2
) where T is ~25 
o
C. 
      (1) 
In Eq. 1, n is the number of electrons transferred, A the area of the working 
electrode, and C the concentration of the redox species in solution. The slope can then be 
used to determine the rate of species diffusion, or the diffusion coefficient (D0), of the 
electroactive species to or away from the electrode surface. The magnitude of D0 reflects 
the mass transport characteristic of electroactive species diffusing to or away from the 
electrode surface. 
The electron transfer through a DNA self-assembled monolayer on metal 
substrates has been intensively studied using EIS [28, 29, 30], and is generally described 
as an equivalent circuit model [31]. The basic equivalent circuit model (Randles model) 
consists of four components; the electrolyte resistance (RΩ), charge-transfer resistance 
(Rct), double-layer capacitance (Cd), and Warburg impedance (ZW) due to mass transport 
at the electrode surface. A Nyquist plot, imaginary part (Zim) versus real part (Zre), was 
used for the impedance analysis. The Nyquist plot for an electrode is generally a 
semicircular region lying on the Zre axis followed by a straight line. The semicircle 
portion, measured at higher frequencies, corresponds to a direct electron transfer limited 
process, whereas the straight linear portion, observed at lower frequencies, represents a 
diffusion-controlled electron transfer process. Modification of the working electrode 
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surface with an organic layer tends to decrease the double layer capacitance and delays 
the interfacial electron transfer rate as compared to a bare working electrode [32, 33, 34]. 
The general features of the Nyquist plot are understood intuitively [35]. The 
imaginary component of the impedance comes solely from Cd. The Cd contributions fall 
to zero at high frequencies because it offers no impedance. All the current is the charging 
current, and the only impedance seen is the ohmic resistance. As the frequency continues 
to drop, the finite impedance of Cd is manifest as a significant Zim. At the very low 
frequencies, the capacitance (Cd) offers high impedance; hence the flow passes mostly 
through Rct and RΩ. Therefore, the imaginary impedance component falls off again. 
Generally, a departure from the low frequency regime is expected and the Warburg 
impedance (ZW) will become important [31]. When the Nyquist data is modeled, the 
above mentioned parameters are determined and can be further explored. 
Kinetic parameters related to the electron transfer at the DNA modified electrode 
surface can also be obtained by EIS analysis. The heterogeneous standard charge-transfer 
rate constant (Ka
0
) was obtained by using Eq. 2 [27],  
-
       (2) 
where the charge-transfer coefficient α is assumed to be 0.5, C0
*(1-α)
 = CR
α
 = C0, C0 being 
the concentration of the bulk solution. The other constants in Eq. 2 are as follows; T = 
298 K, A = 0.0314 cm
2
, n = 1 (for the Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 redox probe used here), F Faraday’s 
constant (96485 C mol
-1
), and R universal gas constant (8.31 J mol
-1
 K
-1
)  
Furthermore, the surface coverage (θR) for each addition to the monolayer was 
calculated by using Eq. 3 [36], where Rct
Au
 and Rct
SAM
 are the charge-transfer resistance 
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values for the bare and DNA-modified Au electrode, respectively. An increase in R 
would yield a decrease in D0. 
-         (3) 
On the other hand, Eq. 4 was used [37] to estimate the monolayer thickness (di) 
from the capacitance values:  
         (4) 
where di is the thickness of the ith layer, Cd is the differential capacitance of the double 
layer, ε0 is the permittivity of free space (8.854×10
-12
 s
4
A
2
kg
-1
m
-3
), εi is the dielectric 
constant of the layer, and A is the electrode area (0.0314 cm
2
). For our calculations, we 
use the dielectric constant of water (80) as the εi value [38].  
2.3.7 Raman microspectroscopy 
Raman spectra were recorded using a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope 
(controlled by WiRE 3.0 software) equipped with a 785 nm near-IR laser. Laser light was 
focused through a Leica 50  0.75 N PLAN optical glass microscope objective. Rayleigh 
scattering was eliminated by the use of filters. Within the spectrometer, Raman scattering 
passed through a 50 m slit, then was collected and dispersed by a holographic diffraction 
grating (1200 l/mm), and finally the entire Raman shift was recorded as a spectrum by a 
thermoelectrically cooled charge coupled device (CCD). The instrument was wavelength 
calibrated with silicon at a static spectrum centered at 520.5 cm
-1
 for 1 second. The Au 
(111) mica slide was mounted on a standard stage (Leica 11501200) of the Olympus 
microscope, focused under the collection assembly, and spectra were collected in static 
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mode of 1 accumulation at 5 second laser exposure at a fixed wavenumber range of 760.4 
cm
-1
.  
2.4 RESULTS 
2.4.1 STM image of DNA immobilized on Au 
(111) 
Figure 2.2 gives the STM topography images of Au (111) surface with different 
modifications under constant current mode: (A) bare Au (111), (B) ss-DNA modified 13 
hour, (C) MCH modified 6 hour, (D) ss-DNA 24 hour/MCH 6 hour, (E) ds-DNA 24 
hour, (F) ds-DNA 24 hour/MCH 6 hour, (G) MCH 6 hour/ds-DNA 24 hour. Figure 2.2 
(A) illustrates the atomically flat Au (111) surface with a depth of ~2.5 Å between two 
adjacent terraces. The surface topography modified with 40 base pair ss-DNA is shown in 
Figure 2.2-B. The gold atom layers are still observed and wave-like features appear on 
the flat gold surface which is related to the immobilized ss-DNA. The zig-zag-like 
structure [39] was observed on the Au (111) surface for shorter DNA oligonucleotide as 
well (not shown). Compared to ss-DNA modification, MCH modification presents 
smoother surface features; however, MCH modification is rougher than the bare Au 
(111). It is expected that MCH, like other alkanethiol molecules, form self-assembled 
monolayer structures on the gold surface after 6 hour immobilization. However, the 
immobilizations of ss-DNA for 24 hours and then subsequent MCH for 6 hours result in 
atomically flat, non-distinctive, gold layers shown in Figure 2.2-D. This observation is 
because the MCH molecules have filled in the boundaries of the gold atom layers. The 
role of MCH in DNA immobilization is to remove any non-specifically bound ss-DNA 
from the gold surface by replacement of ss-DNA [5].  
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Different surface topography features are observed for the synthetic double strand DNA 
(denoted as dsS-DNA) modified Au (111) surface. Immobilization of dsS-DNA for 24 
hours forms DNA cluster structures which aggregate on the Au (111) surface, as 
indicated in Figure 2.2-E. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2.  STM topography images of (A) bare Au (111) electrode (-0.5 
V, 0.01 nA), (B) ss-DNA modified 13 hr (-0.5 V, 0.03 nA), (C) MCH 
modified 6 hr (-0.5 V, 0.01 nA), (D) ss-DNA 24 hr/MCH 6 hr (-0.5 V, 
0.03 nA), (E) dsS-DNA 24 hr (-0.5 V, 0.05 nA), (F) dsS-DNA 24 hr/MCH 
6 hr (-0.5 V, 0.05 nA), (G) MCH 6 hr/dsS-DNA 24 hr (-0.5 V, 0.05 nA). 
The numbers in parenthesis are the bias and tunneling current set points 
under which the images are collected. All coatings of DNA and MCH are 
conducted in 5 mM phosphate buffer. dsS-DNA is designated as the 
synthetic double strand DNA. Arrow in (E) indicate the DNA cluster 
structures and aggregates. The arrows in (G) show the rod-like structure. 
   
    A B C D 
E F G 
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The cross section analysis from one of these clusters (not shown here) indicates a 
size of 20 × 10 nm (length × height), which is similar in size for ds-DNA imaged by STM 
in air [40], but much larger than the heights for ds-DNA imaged by AFM [41]. For AFM 
investigation in air, the heights for ds-DNA immobilized on a solid substrate vary from 
0.5 to 1.9 nm [41], which is smaller than the helix diameter, probably due to elastic 
deformations of the ds-DNA caused by the AFM tip [41]. The ds-DNA, “forest” as 
shown in Figure 2.2-F, is observed for the coating of dsS-DNA for 24 hours, followed by 
MCH for 6 hours. Figure 2.2-F and -D give different surface topography features, 
respectively, for the dsS-DNA and ss-DNA confined gold surfaces. In both cases, the 
DNA molecules are perpendicularly oriented to the electrode surface due to the 
replacement by MCH. The former produces more densely packed DNA molecules and no 
observable gold atom layer as compared with the latter where the terrace of the gold atom 
layer is vague yet distinguishable. If the coating order is reversed with MCH for 6 hours 
and then dsS-DNA for 24 hours, then 20 × 10 nm (length × width) rod-like structures are 
observed, as in Figure 2.2-G. Similar rod-like structures have been reported in literature 
for ds-DNA with mercapto-hexyls on the 5′ end of each chain [40]. It is apparent that by 
reversing the immobilization order between MCH and dsS-DNA yields visible 
differences seen in AFM surface topography. 
2.4.2 Electron transfer behaviors of the 
Hoechst/t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA modified 
electrode surface  
Figure 2.3 illustrates cyclic voltammograms in 0.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.01 M PBS 
of the sequentially modified gold electrode. The electrochemical behaviors of the  
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electroactive Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 redox couple is used to reflect the ET characteristic of the gold 
surface at each modification. As for bare Au (curve 1), a pair of redox peaks for 
Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 appeared at 0.176 V and 0.263 V at a scan rate (ν) of 60 mV s-1 giving a 
formal potential E
0’
 of 0.22 V and the peak potential difference ΔEp of 0.087 V. The ΔEp 
increased with increasing the scan rate and the peak current was directly proportional to 
ν1/2 (Figure 2.3 insert), which indicates a quasi-reversible surface electrode process [8].  
After the immersion in 1µM ss-DNA for 24 hours, ss-DNA/Au (curve 2), there 
was a decrease in the redox peak current and an increase in the ΔEp. This could be 
attributed to a modification of the gold surface with the 5′-end thiolated 40-mer ss-DNA 
(via gold-thiol bond) that blocks the interfacial electron transfer between the gold surface 
and bulk solution [42]. Next, with the addition of 1 mM MCH for 1 hour to form 
MCH/ss-DNA/Au, the redox peaks are completely suppressed (curve 3), which indicate 
further coverage by MCH on the gold surface. As mentioned previously for the STM 
work, it is believed that MCH plays a two-fold role in the treatment of ss-DNA modified 
electrodes. First, it can take part in the replacement of thiolated ss-DNA (via thiol-thiol 
exchange) to remove or decrease non-specifically bound ss-DNA, and second, it can form 
a barrier (via the gold-thiol bond) to electron transfer [42]. Next, the probe DNA 
modified gold electrode is then immersed in 1 µM t-DNA in 2×SSC hybridization buffer 
for 1.5 hours to form t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au (curve 4). 
At this stage a ds-DNA duplex is formed, yet the Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 redox peaks 
remained negligible. The DNA prevents a redox response of the bulk solution (potassium 
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Figure 2.3.  Voltammetric behaviors of Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 redox couple (0.5 mM 
K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.01 PBS) on step-by-step ss-DNA modified electrodes. The 
data corresponds to electrode modifications: bare Au (1), ss-DNA/Au (2), 
MCH/ss-DNA/Au (3), t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au (4), and Hoechst/t-
DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au (5) (all scans performed in 0.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6 + 
0.01 M PBS, pH 7.4; at scan rate 60 mV s
-1
). Inset: Dependence of ipa and 
ipc on ν
1/2
, for scan rates; 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.08, 
0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 V s
-1
. 
ferricyanide ions) after the immobilization or hybridization of DNA on the gold electrode 
surface [24]. Finally, the interaction of 100 µM Hoechst 33258 with the t-DNA 
hybridized gold surface for 5 minutes (curve 5, Hoechst/t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au) 
restores some of the modified surface conductivity, as compared with curve 4. This 
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means that Hoechst bound ds-DNA duplexes facilitate the interfacial electron transfer 
reaction [9]. 
Table 2.1 lists the calculated diffusion coefficient (D0) of the Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 ions 
obtained by cyclic voltammetry and the Randles-Sevick equation (Eq. 1). For simplicity, 
the cathodic peak currents were used in this calculation. The bare gold electrode gives 
rise to D0 of 6.59 ×10
-6
 cm
2
 s
-1
, which is close to the literature reported value [43]. After 
ss-DNA immobilization, D0 decreases to 1.54 ×10
-6
 cm
2
 s
-1
 because the DNA layer acts 
as a barrier to block the diffusion of electroactive Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 ions at the ss-DNA 
modified gold surface. This role is further evidenced by the subsequent immobilization of 
MCH and the t-DNA hybridization where no D0 values are obtained. However, D0 
returns to a very low level of 9.3×10
-9
 cm
2
 s
-1
 after Hoechst binds with the hybrid ds-
DNA duplex. 
Figure 2.4 shows the EIS Nyquist plots after each electrode modification as 
described in Figure 2.3. Bare Au (curve 1) possesses a straight line in the low frequency 
region with unit slope, but has no semicircular portion in the higher frequency region.  
Table 2.1.  Diffusion coefficients (D0) for successive modifications on bare gold 
by ss-DNA, MCH, t-DNA, and Hoechst binding. 
Step Modifications D0
φ
 / cm
2
 s
-1
 
1 Bare gold 6.59E-06 
2 ss-DNA 1.54E-06 
3 MCH undetectable 
4 t-DNA undetectable 
5 Hoechst 9.30E-09 
φ
Calculated from Equation 1 by using cathodic peak currents. 
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The low frequency signal indicates that the redox couple electron transfer process is 
diffusion-controlled. On the other hand, for the ss-DNA/Au (curve 2) modified electrode 
immersed in 1µM ss-DNA for 24 hours, there is a semicircular portion in the higher 
frequency region, which corresponds to a direct electron transfer limited process, and a 
 
Figure 2.4.  Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of step-by-
step ss-DNA modified electrodes: bare Au (1), ss-DNA/Au (2), MCH/ss-
DNA/Au (3), t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au (4), and Hoechst/t-DNA/MCH/ss-
DNA/Au (5). Inset: modified equivalent Randles circuit used to model 
impedance data; RΩ, electrolyte resistance; ZW, Warburg impedance; Rct, 
charge-transfer resistance; and Cd, double-layer capacitance. The coating 
conditions are the same as Figure 2.3. EIS was conducted in 0.5 mM 
K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.5 mM K4Fe(CN)6 in 0.01 M PBS, pH 7.4 with 10 mV AC 
amplitude. 
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straight line in the low frequency region which represents a diffusion-controlled electron 
transfer process. 
After immersion in 1 mM MCH for 1 hour, MCH/ss-DNA/Au (curve 3), the 
semicircular portion in the higher frequency region increased and the straight line in the 
low frequency region has a decreasing slope. For the hybridization with 1µM t-DNA for 
1.5 hours, t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au (curve 4), the semicircular portion in the higher 
frequency region increased substantially revealing increased barrier properties of the 
resultant hybridized ds-DNA duplex on the modified gold surface. The effect of 
immersion in 100 µM Hoechst for 5 minutes on the hybridized ds-DNA is evidenced in 
curve 5 (Hoechst/t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au) where there is a greater decrease in the 
semicircular portion. The insert in Figure 2.4 is the modified Randles circuit used to 
model the EIS data. 
The values for circuit components RΩ, Cd, Rct, ZW, Ka
0
, R, and di are listed in 
Table 2.2. For this set of experiments, the solution resistance (RΩ) had an average value 
of 155.2 Ω, which is expected for measurements under identical experimental conditions. 
The interfacial double-layer capacitance (Cd) for the bare gold electrode is estimated at 
1.12 µF, which is in the range of 20~50 µF cm
-2
 [44] (considering our electrode 
geometric area 0.0314 cm
2
). Cd increases to 9.64 µF with the ss-DNA modification due to 
the fact that ss-DNA is a charged macromolecule, then this value decreases to 2.92 µF 
with the subsequent MCH modification due to the replacement of ss-DNA by MCH, and 
increases to 3.76 µF after the formation of the hybrid ds-DNA duplex, and remains 
constant (3.75 µF) with the final binding of Hoechst. It is not surprising that Hoechst  
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interaction does not affect the Cd due to Hoechst attachment with the inner duplex of the 
helical ds-DNA via a minor groove binding mechanism [9], and this binding may not 
significantly change the surface charge of the ds-DNA modified electrode surface. The 
electron transfer characteristics of the step-by-step modification could be reflected by the 
changes in the charge transfer (Rct,) and heterogeneous charge-transfer rate constant 
(Ka
0
), which are associated with each other by Eq. 2. In each step, from bare gold to t-
DNA, the modification results in the rapid increase of Rct and an inversely significant 
decrease in Ka
0
. For example, the immobilization of ss-DNA on the bare gold surface 
leads to a 37-fold increase of Rct, from 1 kΩ to 37 kΩ; correspondingly, Ka
0
 decreases 
from 1.51×10
-2
 cm s
-1
 to 4.54×10
-4
 cm s
-1
 (approximately a two order of magnitude 
decrease). The subsequent increase of Rct (or decrease of Ka
0
) is due to the formation of 
the thiolated ss-DNA layer on the gold surface after this modification, which prevents the 
electron transfer of the redox couple Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 at the modified Au/solution interface. It 
is interesting to note that the binding of Hoechst to the hybridized ds-DNA duplex yields 
an approximate 10-fold decrease of Rct (conversely a ~10-fold increase of Ka
0
), compared 
to that obtained from the t-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au modified surface. This is evidence 
that the binding of Hoechst to the ds-DNA on the modified gold surface increases 
conductivity, and thus facilitates the ET of Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 at this modified electrode surface. 
This effect is seen in the restored D0 value (Table 2.1) after the Hoechst binding. There is 
not much change in the Warburg impedance (ZW) and the electrolyte resistance (RΩ) for 
each modification, except the variations in RΩ and ZW after the t-DNA hybridization step. 
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Table 2.2.  Diffusion coefficients (D0) for successive modifications on bare gold 
by ss-DNA, MCH, t-DNA, and Hoechst binding. 
Step Modifications 
¥
RΩ / Ω 
¥
Cd / µF 
¥
Rct / Ω 
¥
ZW/µΩ s
-1/2
 
£
Ka
 0
 / cm s
-1
 
€θR di / nm 
1 Bare gold 147.9 1.12 1120 80.4 1.51E-02 - - 
2 ss-DNA 150.2 9.64 37360 68.7 4.54E-04 0.970 2.31 
3 MCH 145.7 2.92 95930 63.9 1.77E-04 0.988 7.63 
4 t-DNA 184.5 3.76 255400 32.3 6.63E-05 0.995 5.92 
5 Hoechst 147.9 3.75 32360 72.7 5.24E-04 0.965 5.93 
¥
Calculated based on the modified Randles equivalent circuit; 
£
 Calculated using 
Equation 2; 
€
 Calculated using Equation 3; and  Calculated using Equation 4. 
It is also found that there are changes in surface coverage (θR) and thickness (di) 
for each modification of the gold electrode surface (Table 2.2). For each modification 
step, the values for both θR and di are calculated from Eq. 3 and 4. The initial 
immobilization of ss-DNA results in θR of 0.97 and di of 2.31 nm. The subsequent 
modification with MCH may replace some immobilized ss-DNA and/or non-specifically 
bound ss-DNA to allow more ss-DNA molecules to stand-up vertically due to charge 
repulsion (step 3 in Figure 2.1). Therefore, it is not surprising to observe a slight increase 
in θR (to 0.988) and a significant increase in di (to 7.63 nm), the latter resulting in a 
thickness increase (∆di) of 5.32 nm due to the MCH modification. Considering that the 
estimated (or theoretical) thickness of MCH is closer to a height of 7~8 Å (with a 30
o
 tile 
angle toward the substrate), this increased thickness would imply the formation of a 
multi-layer MCH structure as seen in step 3 of Figure 2.1, similar to other thiol multi-
layers formed on gold surfaces [45, 46, 47]. This multi-layer MCH structure could be due 
to hydrogen bonding between the –O~H and –S~H that exist between the inter-layer 
MCH molecules. This hypothesis of multi-layer MCH structures will need to be further 
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verified by other surface analysis tools such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 
and/or ellipsometry. The further hybridization of t-DNA with MCH/ss-DNA/Au causes a 
slight increase of θR from 0.988 to 0.995 despite a decrease in di from 7.63 nm to 5.92 
nm. It is understandable that the formed ds-DNA duplex might have a decreased 
thickness compared to the MCH/ss-DNA/Au, where MCH helps the ss-DNA to orient 
vertically. After the hybridization with t-DNA, the resulting ds-DNA would have an 
increased probability to orient more parallel to the electrode substrate surface, which 
could account for the decreased thickness at the ds-DNA/MCH/ss-DNA/Au modification. 
On the other hand, during hybridization, the t-DNA could replace the multi-layer MCH 
structures previously formed on the modified gold surface shown in step 3 of Figure 2.1. 
This replacement would also result in the decrease of the layer thickness. The Ka
0
 value 
increases about by one order of magnitude with the binding of Hoechst to the ds-DNA 
(due to the increase of the conductivity of the bound ds-DNA duplex), at this 
modification step, the interfacial double layer capacitance Cd (3.75 µF) and layer 
thickness di (5.93 nm) remain unchanged. This reaffirms the idea that Hoechst binding 
within the minor groove [48, 49] of the helical structure of the hybrid ds-DNA duplex 
does not significantly change Cd and di but facilitates the interfacial electron transfer 
indicated by an increase in Ka
0
. 
2.4.3 Electron transfer behaviors of the 
Hoechst/CV oxidation/Hoechst/MCH/dsS-
DNA modified electrode surface  
To compare the ET characteristic difference between ss- and ds-DNA, the 
electrochemical behaviors of synthetic ds-DNA (“dsS-DNA”) were also investigated. 
This ds-DNA duplex was formed by the hybridization of ss-DNA (probe DNA) with t-
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DNA (each 40 base pairs). Figure 2.5 depicts cyclic voltammograms of the sequentially 
modified gold electrode beginning with bare Au, followed by dsS-DNA, MCH, Hoechst 
binding, CV oxidation, and Hoechst re-binding. In this comparison study, the same bare 
gold electrode CV curve in Figure 2.3 (curve 1) is used. After the bare electrode is 
immersed in 1 µM dsS-DNA for 24 hours, dsS-DNA/Au (curve 2), there is a pair of 
compressed redox peaks for Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 and an increase in the peak potential difference, 
similar to the ss-DNA/Au modification seen in curve 2, Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.5.  Voltammetric behaviors of Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 redox couple (0.5 mM 
K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.01 PBS) on step-by-step synthetic ds-DNA modified 
electrodes: bare Au (1), dsS-DNA/Au (2), MCH/dsS-DNA/Au (3), 
Hoechst/MCH/dsS-DNA/Au (4), Oxidation/Hoechst/MCH/dsS-DNA/Au 
(5), and Hoechst/Oxidation/Hoechst/MCH/dsS-DNA/Au (no data) (6). 
Inset: 5 mM Na2HPO4 + 5 mM NaH2PO4 between 0 - 1.3 V at 30 mV s
-1
. 
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However the diffusion coefficient D0 for dsS-DNA, 3.84 ×10
-6
 cm
2
 s
-1
 (Table 2.3), 
is more than double that of ss-DNA, 1.54 ×10
-6
 cm
2
 s
-1
 (Table 2.1). This implies that the 
ss-DNA would form a more densely compact or uniform DNA layer, than dsS-DNA, on 
the bare gold electrode for the same 24 hour immobilization time. This is also verified by 
the di value difference shown in Table 2.2 and Table B2.5 (Appendix B). Similarly, the 
subsequent modification of the DNA immobilized gold in 1 mM MCH for 6 hours 
exhibits no Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 redox peaks. This also suggests that the replacement of dsS-DNA 
by MCH could have achieved better surface coverage for the MCH/dsS-DNA/Au 
modification (curve 3). Next, the immersion in 100 µM Hoechst 33258 for 5 minutes to 
form the Hoechst/MCH/dsS-DNA/Au modification (curve 4), shows a little more 
conductivity of the modified gold electrode, seen by a slight increase in the current 
responses for both the reduction and oxidation branches of the CV curve (compared to 
curve 3). The binding of Hoechst with the immobilized dsS-DNA yields the same D0 of 
9.3 ×10
-9
 cm
2
 s
-1
 (Table 2.3) as that of the hybrid ds-DNA duplex as shown in Table 2.1. 
After three cycles of voltammetric oxidation (Figure 2.5, inset) in 5 mM Na2HPO4 + 5 
mM NaH2PO4 between 0 - 1.3 V at 30 mV s
-1
, the CV oxidation/Hoechst/MCH/dsS-
DNA/Au is formed and the well-defined Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 redox peaks return (curve 5), giving 
peak potential and peak current heights that are close to those of the bare gold electrode 
(curve 1). We propose that a combined effect of the oxidative DNA damage and 
oxidative desorption of the immobilized dsS-DNA and MCH due to this CV oxidation 
increases surface conductivity and contributes to the return of the Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 redox 
peaks in curve 5. This cyclic oxidation of the Hoechst bound dsS- DNA modified gold  
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Table 2.3.  Diffusion coefficients (D0) for successive modifications on bare gold 
by dsS-DNA, MCH, Hoechst, CV oxidation, and Hoechst binding. 
Step Modifications D0φ /cm2 s-1 
1 Bare gold 6.59E-06 
2 dsS-DNA 3.84 E-06 
3 MCH undetectable 
4 Hoechst (1) 9.30 E-09 
5 CV Oxidation 7.26 E-06 
6 Hoechst (2) -- 
φ
Calculated from Equation 1 by using cathodic peak currents. 
surface results in an increase of D0 by three orders of magnitude, from 9.3 ×10
-9
 cm
2
 s
-1
 
to 7.26 ×10
-6
 cm
2
 s
-1
 (Table 2.3). A second immersion in 100 µM Hoechst 33258 (5 
minutes) of the oxidized Hoechst bound dsS-DNA would form the 
Hoechst/Oxidation/Hoechst/MCH/dsS-DNA/Au modification (curve 6). Unfortunately, 
the D0 value for Step 6 in Table 2.3 was not obtained. 
The EIS Nyquist plots for the steps described above are displayed in (Appendix 
B) Figure B2.11. The same EIS equivalent circuit model from Figure 2.4 was used and 
the simulated values for RΩ, Cd, Rct, ZW, Ka
0
, R, and di are listed in Table B2.5.  
Compared to the ss-DNA (Table 2.2), with the same immobilization time (24 
hours) and probe concentration (1 µM), the first step in the immobilization of the 
synthetic dsS-DNA gives smaller values: double layer capacitance (Cd = 7.64 µF), charge 
transfer resistance (Rct = 4.8 kΩ) and surface coverage (R = 0.766) (Table B2.5). The 
larger values of these three parameters for the ss-DNA immobilization imply the ss-DNA  
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Figure 2.6.  Voltammetric behaviors of modified electrodes between 0 V 
to 0.9 V in 100 µM Hoechst 33258 + 0.01 M PBS buffer: bare Au (1), ss-
DNA for 1 hr (2), t-DNA and ss-DNA hybrid (3), dsS-DNA for 12 hrs (4), 
and oxidized dsS-DNA (5). Scan rate: 100 mV s
-1
. Oxidation was 
conducted in 5 mM Na2HPO4 + 5 mM NaH2PO4 between 0 - 1.3 V at 30 
mV s
-1
 for three cycles. All DNA concentrations are 1 µM.  
layer is more densely spaced than the ds-DNA layer on the gold electrode surface under 
current experimental conditions. A larger Ka
0
 (3.54×10
-3
 cm s
-1
) is observed due to the 
dsS-DNA immobilization. This Ka
0
 value is approximately one order of magnitude 
greater than the ss-DNA immobilization of 4.54×10
-4
 cm s
-1
 (Table 2.2). The measured 
thickness for dsS-DNA is about 2.91 nm, which is a little larger than the ss-DNA layer of 
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2.31 nm. After further modification with MCH, a decreases in both Cd (3.1 µF) and Ka
0
 
(1.86×10
-4
 cm s
-1
) are observed, which are 40% and 5.3% of the respective values 
obtained for the ss-DNA immobilization. As expected, the MCH modification show an 
increase in Rct (91 kΩ), R (0.988), and di (7.19 nm), respectively. At step 4, the self-
assembled dsS-DNA (with MCH) molecules are then bound with Hoechst (CV curve 
shown in Figure 2.5 and not shown in EIS plot Figure B2.11). In step 5 a very conductive 
gold surface is produced, due to the oxidative damage of the dsS-DNA and oxidative 
desorption of the dsS-DNA and MCH, as evidenced by the increase in Ka
0
 (4.04×10
-3
 cm 
s
-1
). In spite of the similarity between the values for Rct and R in step 2 versus those of Rct 
(4.2 kΩ) and R (0.733) in step 5, the values for Cd (2.63 µF) and di (0.85 nm) in step 5 
(CV oxidation) are significantly less than those at step 2 (7.64 µF and 2.91 nm), 
respectively. The significant decrease in both R and di, (compared to step 3), are a result 
of the desorption of dsS-DNA and MCH from the gold surface, after the electrochemical 
oxidation at a high positive potential (up to 1.3 V). The resulting surface conductivity 
would be comparable to the immobilized dsS-DNA only in terms of Rct (or Ka
0
). 
Especially, the thickness di (0.85 nm) after the CV oxidation, which is similar to a single 
layer of MCH (or the length of the linking spacer, -S(CH2)6-, of the synthetic dsS-DNA 
or pure MCH). After the re-binding with Hoechst for the oxidized gold surface, the 
increase of Rct (5.5 kΩ), R (0.799), and di (2.13 nm) are accounted for by non-specifically 
bound Hoechst. Most dsS-DNA molecules have been oxidized and removed away from 
the modified gold surface at step 5, thus there is a less likely chance for Hoechst to bind 
with dsS-DNA. 
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Figure 2.7.  Cyclic voltammograms (A) oxidation of dsS-DNA (pre-
immobilized for 12 hours) in 5 mM Na2HPO4 + 5 mM NaH2PO4 solution 
between 0 - 1.3 V at 30 mV s
-1
 for three cycles; (B) continuous scanning 
of Hoechst bound dsS-DNA-modified gold electrode in 100 µM Hoechst 
33258 + 0.01 M PBS, pH 7.4; scan rate 100 mV s
-1
. The first scan in (B) is 
the same from curve 5 in Figure 2.6.  
For comparison purposes, the electron transfer behaviors of the Hoechst/CV 
oxidation/dsS-DNA/MCH modified electrode surface was also investigated by CV and 
EIS. The results are shown in Figure B2.12 - Figure B2.13 and Table B2.6 - Table B2.7. 
2.4.4 Hoechst interactions with ss-DNA, 
hybridized ds-DNA, dsS-DNA, and 
oxidatively damaged dsS-DNA 
Figure 2.6 shows cyclic voltammograms of Hoechst 33258 bound to DNA 
modified gold electrodes in 0.01 M PBS buffer. Curve 1 represents the CV response of 
the bare gold electrode between 0 to 0.9 V in a 100 µM Hoechst 33258 + 0.01 M PBS 
solution. It exhibits an irreversible oxidation peak for Hoechst at the peak potential of 
0.647 V and peak current of -0.634×10
-6
 A, which is consistent with values reported in 
the literature [50]. After modification with ss-DNA for 1 hour, the ss-DNA modified 
electrode is run by CV with the same conditions, as shown in curve 2. Hoechst bound ss-
A B 
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DNA in the presence of the Hoechst solution shows an oxidation peak shifted to the 
potential 0.580 V with a larger current response of -0.682×10
-6
 A (Iss), indicating the 
oxidation potential of Hoechst is more negative than that measured on the bare gold 
surface. Then the ss-DNA modified gold electrode is hybridized with t-DNA to form a 
ds-DNA(hybrid)/Au. This ds-DNA duplex interaction with Hoechst results in a slightly 
positively shifted peak current at 0.586 V and a further increase in current to -0.74×10
-6
 
A (curve 3, Ids,hybrid). As a control, synthetic ds-DNA (dsS-DNA) is immobilized on the 
bare gold surface for 12 hours and then moved to the same Hoechst PBS buffer solution 
for CV analysis, as shown in curve 4. This voltammogram gives a similar shape, peak 
potential (0.588 V), and peak current (-0.722×10
-6
 A, Ids-S) as those in curve 3 (dsS-DNA 
hybrid). This means the Hoechst prefers to bind with ds-DNA other than ss-DNA, which 
yields a larger current response (Ids,hybrid ~ Ids-S > Iss). Finally, the (12 hour) dsS-DNA 
modified gold electrode is first oxidized in 5 mM Na2HPO4 + 5 mM NaH2PO4 by cycling 
at 100 mV s
-1
 (as illustrated in Figure 2.7-A), and then run with CV in the 100 µM 
Hoechst 33258 PBS buffer. As shown in curve 5, the Hoechst binding to the oxidatively 
damaged dsS-DNA leads to a significant negatively shifted oxidation peak of Hoechst at 
0.539 V and a decreased peak current of -0.40×10
-6
 A (Ids,damaged). The binding of Hoechst 
33258 with ds-DNA is attributed to a minor groove binding mechanism [51, 52, 53], 
where Hoechst selectively binds to A-T base pairs [48, 49]. The first scan in Figure 2.7-B 
is the same as curve 5 in Figure 2.6. The continuous scans (scan 2, 3, etc) gives rise to 
almost no further oxidation of Hoechst due to irreversible oxidation on the electrode 
surface (Figure 2.6, curve 5). It is interesting to observe that the oxidation currents of 
Hoechst on the DNA modified electrode follow the order: Ids,hybrid  ~ Ids-S > Iss > Ids,damaged. 
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Figure 2.8.  Chemical structure of Hoechst 33258 in solution as used in 
this study. [Image courtesy of www.sigmaaldrich.com]. 
From the chemical structure of Hoechst 33258 (Figure 2.8), the most probable 
oxidation sites are in the N-3 and N′-3 of the two benzimidazole rings [53]. Since the 
imidazole ring shows a partial electrostatic charge, when binding with ss-DNA, it would 
bind to the phosphate groups of DNA by electrostatic binding in the ss-DNA state [24]. 
The Hoechst 33258 binding mode changes to a minor groove binding for the ds-DNA 
duplex. 
2.4.5 Comparison of current vs. time curves of 
DNA oxidations on electrode surfaces 
with different modifications 
The current versus time curves of three cases: (A) Hoechst 33258 (5 min)/MCH 
(6 hours)/dsS-DNA (24 hours)/Au (corresponding to the inset in Figure 2.5), (B) dsS-
DNA (24 hours)/MCH (6 hours)/Au (corresponding to the inset in Figure B2.12), and (C) 
dsS-DNA (12 hours)/Au (corresponding to Figure 2.7-A) are shown in Figure B2.14 (see 
Appendix B). Each CV illustrates the first three cyclic voltammetry scans and are 
numbered 1, 2, and 3. The surface densities of ds-DNA in these cases can also be 
obtained from the electro-oxidation charges of A or G nucleotides [26, 54] on a ds-DNA 
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modified gold electrode. From the CV scans in each case, it can be seen that the oxidation 
of the gold substrate is not prevented but only retarded. The first current peaks for these 
cases (A) through (C) appear at 1.11 V, 1.11 V, and 1.00 V, respectively, whereas the 
reduction peaks for all cases appear, ca. 0.46~0.47 V. The small reduction peaks 
observed in each of the cases (A) through (C) may be attributed to the electro-reduction 
of electro-oxidation products produced on the electrode surface at each oxidation process. 
It is not clear what the small reduction peaks actually represent in Figure B2.14-D. These 
small reduction peaks (are absent in A-C) are from the last three CV scans of the electro-
polishing processes by repetitive CV cycles of the bare gold electrode in a solution of 1.0 
M H2SO4 between 0 - 1.3 V at 60 mV s
-1
. Table 2.4 lists all the charges for the first three 
electro-oxidation peaks and corresponding electro-reduction peaks obtained from the 
individual CV curves.  
The surface density (Γ0) of the DNA immobilized on the gold surface can be 
obtained from Eq. 5, where QDNA is the oxidation charge difference between the first scan 
(Qo1) and the second scan (Qo2): 
QDNA = Qo1 - Qo2        (5) 
         (6) 
In Eq. 6, Rs is the roughness factor (Rs is approximately 1 for the gold electrodes 
used here). The surface density (ΓDNA, mol cm
-2
) of DNA immobilized on the gold 
surface can be calculated from Eq. 7 below: 
         (7) 
where m is the number of base pairs in the DNA strand and z is the charge of the redox 
molecules. 
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Therefore, the surface DNA densities (ΓDNA) on the different modified gold 
electrodes are determined as: 3.33×10
-11
 mol cm
-2
 for Hoechst/MCH/ds-DNA/Au, 2.94 
×10
-11
 mol cm
-2
 for ds-DNA/MCH/Au, and 3.92 ×10
-11
 mol cm
-2
 for ds-DNA/Au, by the 
DNA electro-oxidation charge (QDNA,ox) given in Table B2.8, assuming an average 
electron-transfer of 5.51 electrons per base pair. The calculation for the number of 
electrons transferred through DNA is carried out as follows: if we assume 6 and 4.7 
electrons for the electrochemical oxidation of the adenine and guanine moieties [26], the 
average number of electrons needed for the oxidation of each base pair is given by the 
relationship (0.625×6) + (0.375×4.7) = 5.51 electrons, because the current 40 bp 
oligonucleotide contains A-T and G-C in a ratio of 0.625/0.375 (25 A-T pairs/15 G-C 
pairs). The immobilization of ds-DNA directly on the bare electrode for 12 hours gives a 
DNA density of 3.92 ×10
-11
 mol cm
-2
, which is close to the literature value [6, 55]. Our 
results show that the treatment of MCH on the DNA-modified gold surface leads to a 
slightly lower DNA surface density than that of the gold surface without the MCH 
treatment. A similar observation has been reported [42]. It is found that the DNA 
densities at these modifications follows this order:  ΓDNA (dsS-DNA/Au) > ΓDNA 
(MCH/dsS-DNA/Au) > ΓDNA (dsS-DNA/MCH/Au).  
On the other hand, assuming that ds-DNA molecules are adsorbed flat on the gold 
substrate surface in a saturated monolayer, a surface density of 6.1×10
-12
 mol cm
-2
 can be 
estimated from the area of a single ds-DNA molecule (length × width) of 27.2 nm
2
 for a 
40 bp duplex. It is obvious that the actual surface density obtained from the CV is larger 
than the theoretical calculation. This may be due to the fact that ds-DNA is not actually 
laying flat on the substrate, but more likely it is in a “coiled” state, rather than in a 
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compact (flat) state, on the gold surface. The former state would yield a smaller single 
molecule area, and thus lead to a larger surface density. This coiled effect becomes more 
plausible for the long 40 bp oligonucleotide. From the EIS measurement, ss-DNA/Au and 
ds-DNA/Au give the thickness values of 2.31 nm for ss-DNA (Table 2.2) and 2.91 nm for 
ds-DNA (Table B2.5), both are greater than the theoretical 2 nm thickness (using a DNA 
width of 2 nm). 
Meanwhile, according to the oxidative desorption charge (Qox-des) for each 
individual modified electrode at voltammetric scans, one could calculate the surface 
density of the oxidatively desorbed thiolated molecules immobilized on the gold surface 
by assuming a three-electron transfer of desorption [56]. 
AuSR + 2H2O  Au (0) + RSO2
-
 + 3e
-
 + 4H
+
   (8) 
It is seen that the Qox-des decreases with an increase in the number of scans for all 
three modified electrodes (Table B2.8). Applying the individual Qox-des to Eq. 6 and 7, 
one can obtain the DNA oxidative desorption density. For instance, if the gold electrode 
is immobilized with dsS-DNA (i.e., dsS-DNA/Au, case C), the surface density due to 
DNA oxidative desorption is 1.26 ×10
-10
 mol cm
-2
 for the 1
st
 scan, 1.15 ×10
-10
 mol cm
-2
 
for the 2
nd
 scan, and 1.02 ×10
-10
 mol cm
-2
 for the 3
rd
 scan, respectively, which are about 
three times larger than the surface density due to DNA oxidation, 3.92 ×10
-11
 mol cm
-2
. 
These calculation details can be found in Appendix B. It is understandable that the 
surface density, due to DNA oxidative desorption, decreases over the cyclic scanning 
time, because more and more of the adsorbed thiol-group DNA molecules (and MCH in 
the cases of the other two modifications) are oxidized to a more soluble RSO2
-
 species 
that results in the gradual removal of the DNA from the gold surface. 
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Table 2.4.  Oxidation/Reduction charges for cyclic voltammetric oxidations of 
different modified gold electrodes. 
 Modifications QO1 QR1 QO2 QR2 QO3 QR3 
A 
Hoechst 33258 (5 min)/MCH 
(6 hrs)/dsS-DNA (24 hrs)/Au 
102.04 47.38 77.18 48.33 74.47 47.94 
B dsS-DNA (24 hrs)/MCH (6 hrs)/Au 120.33 47.41 96.77 48.34 92.80 47.96 
C dsS-DNA (12 hrs)/Au 119.08 47.49 89.42 47.48 85.72 48.50 
(A)-(C) were conducted in 5 mM Na2HPO4 + 5 mM NaH2PO4 between 0 - 1.3 V at 30 
mV s
-1
; QO1 (QR1), QO2 (QR2), and QO3 (QR3) are the charges for the 1
st
, 2
nd
, 3
rd
 oxidation 
(reduction) peaks, respectively. The columns QO1, QO2, and QO3 can be broken down to 
three columns shown in Table B2.8. Unit of charge: µC. 
 
 
2.4.6 STM imaging of electro-oxidation of DNA 
modified gold surface 
In order to observe the DNA modified gold electrode surface details of before and 
after electro-oxidation, we used the same immobilization procedures mentioned above to 
modify a single crystalline gold surface (111). This Au (111) electrode surface is 
atomically flat and suitable to image DNA. In this study, we utilized the nanoscale 
resolution of STM imaging to assess the surface topography and surface conductivity of 
the gold surface for different modifications. Figure 2.9 illustrates typical STM 
topography (A) and current (B) images that were obtained using a constant current mode, 
at different oxidation stages for the dsS-DNA modified Au (111) surface. The procedures 
to process these STM images are described in detail in Appendix B. A bright spot was 
chosen at random as indicated by arrow in images (A) and (B) and then, for further 
analysis, magnified images (5.3 × 5.3 nm) for both topography (C) and current (D) were 
created. One simple way to analyze both images can easily be done by cross section 
analysis for both the topography and current images (see Appendix B). The cross section 
profiles (c1) and (c2) correspond to the green line and red line in the topography image 
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(C), respectively. Similarly, (d1) and (d2) correspond to the green line and the red line in 
the current image (D), respectively.  
It is interesting to note that the area where the green line crosses in the topography 
image (C) yields a different cross section profile as does the red line. The red line crosses 
a dark area in the topography image (C) and yields a decrease in height (c2), whereas the 
green line shows an increase for the height of the area it crosses (c1). This implies that 
the bright spots on the Au (111) surface are probably accounted for as modified 
molecules and the dark areas (or pinholes) are the gold substrate. These pinholes are 
often observed in the reductive desorption of alkanethiols due to the breaking of the Au-S 
bond formed on the Au (111) surface [39, 57, 58]. It is also noteworthy to observe that 
the corresponding bright spot in the current image (D) is at the same location for the 
topography image (C). The bright spot crossed by the green line (d1) gives a much higher 
conductance than the spot crossed by the red line (d2). Considering that our sample is a 
ds-DNA modified flat gold (111) surface, it is plausible to tentatively assign the bright 
spot in both the topography (height information) and current images (conductance 
information) to at least three possible species: i) the oxidized thiol linker (-HS(CH2)6-) of 
the adsorbed ds-DNA molecules, ii) the electroactive Hoechst molecules that could be 
bound with oxidized DNA or native DNA molecules on gold surface, and iii) oxidized 
and/or broken DNA fragments. 
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Figure 2.9.  STM topography (A) and current (B) images of Au (111) 
surface after being modified by dsS-DNA for 12 hrs, subsequently by 
voltammetric oxidation, and then binding with Hoechst 33258 for 5 min. 
scan area 100 ×100 nm. The bring spot (black arrow) of the inset in 
topography image (A) corresponds to that spot (black arrow) of the inset 
in current image (B). Magnified in images are shown in topography image 
(C) and current image (D). Scan area 5.3 × 5.3 nm. Cross section profiles 
(c1) and (c2) correspond to the green line and red line in (C), respectively. 
Similarly, (d1) and (d2) correspond to the green line and red line in (D), 
respectively. Voltammetric oxidation was conducted in 5 mM Na2HPO4 + 
5 mM NaH2PO4 between 0 - 1.3 V at 30 mV s
-1
 for three cycles.  
  
  
  
  A B 
C D 
c1 d1 
c2 d2 
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For i) the charged species is most likely in the format of –O2S(CH2)6-, as shown 
in Eq. 8. When the STM tip approaches the conductive species, like –O2S(CH2)6-, the 
topography image will give an increase in the height and the current image will exhibit an 
increase in conductivity. From the cross session of the green line (c1) in the topography 
image (C), the height of the bright spot is estimated to be ~ 6~7 Å (depth relevant to the 
substrate). Considering the length of MCH to be 1.2 nm [59], this bright spot corresponds 
to a tilt angle of about 30
o
 toward the substrate for mercaptohexane groups. For ii), the 
dimension of the bright spot in image (C) is about 1.3 × 0.48 nm, which is comparable to 
the theoretical size of single Hoechst 33258 [9], 2.12 × 0.48 nm (length × width). Finally, 
for iii), since it does not resemble the observed island structure as shown in Figure 2.2-E 
after the electro-oxidation on the dsS-DNA modified gold electrode, it is speculated that 
the thiolated 40 bp dsS-DNA previously immobilized on the gold surface could be 
broken down to DNA fragments or pieces of nucleotides (by opening the duplex helix), 
after voltammetric oxidation. On the other hand, the 6~7 Å height of the bright spot is 
close to the thickness of ss-DNA [59]. Thus, after the oxidization of bases at a very 
positive potential, it could be likely that the helical duplex structure of ds-DNA would be 
opened to become either single strand DNA or DNA fragments.  
Nevertheless, it is difficult to definitively distinguish which species or 
combination of species could be assigned to the numerous bright spots shown on the gold 
surface after the electro-oxidization (it is known that these bright spots represent a 
conductive species on the electrode surface). 
After analysis of the gold surface immobilized dsS-DNA for 24 hours, we 
obtained a current distribution of conductance from the STM current images for that gold  
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Figure 2.10.  Current distributions obtained from STM current images for 
24 hours dsS-DNA modified gold surface at different surface oxidation 
status with the following modification order: dsS-DNA modification, 
MCH modification, voltammetric oxidation, and binding with Hoechst 
33258. Triplicate images are analyzed at each modification. 
surface at different oxidation stages for the successive modifications of dsS-DNA, MCH, 
voltammetric oxidation, and binding with Hoechst 33258. Images were analyzed in 
triplicate for each surface modification and the results are shown in Figure 2.10. It was 
observed that the surface conductivity (based on the current of the bright spots in Figure 
2.9) after each modification follows the order: dsS-DNA/Au < MCH/dsS-DNA/Au < 
oxidized MCH/dsS-DNA/Au < Hoechst/oxidized MCH/dsS-DNA/Au. This trend is 
consistent with the results shown in the CV curves of Figure 2.5 and the EIS plots of  
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Figure B2.11 which was obtained for the polycrystalline gold electrode using the same 
surface modifications. STM was previously applied to observe the Hoechst 33258 bound 
ds-DNA [19]; however, no quantitative information was obtained in that application. 
From the results obtained in this present work, conductivity changes of the gold electrode 
surface could be estimated by at least three methods: cyclic voltammetry (cyclic shape 
changes), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS parameter changes, e.g., Rct), 
and STM current image (changes in current). Furthermore, it will be of interest to utilize 
the combined in situ electrochemical STM (in situ EC-STM) to quantitatively correlate 
results obtained by these different methods. 
2.5 RAMAN MICROSPECTROSCOPY 
Figure 2.11-A is a bright field image of a DNA modified Au (111) surface and 
Figure 2.11-B is the accompanying Raman spectral map of the selected area.  The white 
areas of the spectral map represent high Raman intensities while dark areas represent low 
Raman intensities for the Raman band 760.4 cm
-1
.  Figure 2.11-C is a typical Raman 
spectrum from the DNA modified Au (111) surface and the bands at ~610 cm
-1
, 760 cm
-1
, 
800 cm
-1
, and 917 cm
-1
 correspond to the characteristic Raman shifts for nucleotide 
conformation [20].  Band in the region from 600 to 800 cm
-1
 can be assigned to ring 
breathing vibrations.  These four bases can be divided into purine bases (adenine and 
guanine) and pyrimidine bases (cytosine and thymine), however further studies would be 
necessary to distinguish a characteristic band for each nucleotide base. 
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Figure 2.11.  Bright field image of DNA modified Au (111) surface (A), 
Raman map with wavenumber center at 760.4 cm
-1
 (B), and typical 
Raman spectrum for nucleic acid bands (C).  Image acquired by 50x 
objective, 100% laser power and 5 second exposure. 
2.6 CONCLUSIONS 
In this study we have demonstrated the formation of DNA SAM by a variety of 
step-by-step immobilization procedures to understand the DNA-mediated electron 
transfer behaviors on modified gold electrode surfaces by electrochemical methods 
(cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy), STM and Raman. As 
expected, in these immobilization procedures MCH plays an essential role in the 
replacement of thiolated DNA molecules (via thiol-thiol group exchange) and removal of 
non-specifically bound DNA from the modified electrode surface, and therefore further 
adjusting the interfacial electron transfers on electrode/DNA/electrolyte. These roles of 
A/G A C A/T 
A B 
C 
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MCH are elucidated by investigating the changes in CV curves and Randles equivalent 
circuit model parameters for each of the immobilization (i.e. surface modification) 
procedures. The change of layer thickness (di), as shown in Eq. 4, obtained from the 
change in the interfacial double layer capacitance (Cd) before and after MCH 
immobilization, implies that there may be a multilayer structure of MCH that could be 
attached on the modified electrode by the hydrogen bond between MCH molecules (H-
S···HO). However, this hypothesis needs to be confirmed by other surface analysis 
techniques.  
It is proposed that the electro-oxidation of the DNA-confined electrode in PBS 
buffer solution involves oxidative DNA damage (via 5.51 electron transfer rate constant) 
as well as the oxidative desorption (via 3 electron transfer rate constant) of DNA and 
MCH (if immobilized), according to the electrical charges obtained from the 
voltammetric oxidation. Hoechst 33258, as an electroactive non-intercalator, has been 
introduced to probe the conductivity changes before and after the electro-oxidation of the 
ds-DNA modified electrode surface. The constant layer thickness and remarkable 
increase in electron transfer rate before and after Hoechst binding indicate that Hoechst 
33258 prefers to bind with ds-DNA, rather than ss-DNA, by a minor groove binding 
mechanism. STM topography and current image analysis are, for the first time, 
introduced to study the conductivity of the modified electrode surfaces. The results 
suggest that there is a possibility of the co-existence for oxidative DNA damage and 
oxidative desorption on the modified electrode surface at a positive potential (e.g., > 1.1 
V vs. Ag/AgCl). Our results highlight that the combined techniques, such as EC-STM, 
may provide a new tool to qualitatively and quantitatively measure the DNA-mediated 
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electron transfer passing through the DNA nucleotides/bases, as well as the visualization 
of the DNA oxidative damage on modified electrode surface at nanoscale resolutions. 
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 CHAPTER 3 
CHARACTERIZATION AND ANALYSIS OF GRAM-POSITIVE AND GRAM-
NEGATIVE BACTERIA AND CO-CULTURE MIXTURES BY RAMAN 
MICROSPECTROSCOPY, FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED 
SPECTROSCOPY, AND ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY
2
 
3.1 ABSTRACT 
The molecular composition of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria cell 
walls is structurally different. In this work, Raman microspectroscopy was applied to 
discriminate Gram type (Gram-positive and Gram-negative) by assessing specific 
characteristic spectral features. Analysis of Raman spectra indicated that Gram-positive 
and Gram-negative bacteria exhibit different spectral patterns under our experimental 
conditions due to their different extracellular polymeric substances (EPSs). Fourier 
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, as a supplementary vibrational spectroscopy, 
was also applied to analyze the biochemical composition of the representative bacterial 
strains. As for co-cultured bacterial mixtures, the distribution of individual cell types was 
obtained by quantitative analysis of Raman and FTIR spectral images and the spectral 
contribution from each cell type was distinguished by direct classical least-squares 
(DCLS) analysis. Coupled atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Raman 
microspectroscopy (RM) realized simultaneous measurements of topography and spectral 
images for the same sampled surface. This work demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing 
a combination of Raman microspectroscopy, FTIR, and AFM techniques to effectively 
characterize spectroscopic fingerprints from bacterial Gram types and mixtures. 
                                                 
2
 Gerald D. McEwen, M. Tang, Y. Wu, C. D. Miller, A. Zhou (manuscript in preparation). 
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 
During recent years Raman spectroscopy has increased in popularity in the field 
of microbiology as a tool to identify microorganisms, such as bacteria
1-6
. Raman 
microspectroscopy is a nondestructive vibrational/structural characterization method that 
can identify a characteristic spectroscopic fingerprint of bacteria based on chemical 
molecular compositions
4
. A number of applications of Raman microspectroscopy have 
been reported to monitor the appearance of surface biopolymers (including DNA/RNA, 
lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates) in growth and antibiotic interaction,
7
 during the 
cultivation of Staphylococcus,
8
 and in metabolism characterization of Staphylococcus 
Epidermidis.
9
 However, studies on characterization of diverse genera of Gram-positive 
and Gram-negative bacteria by Raman spectroscopy are limited.  
FTIR is a physico-chemical method based on the measurement of molecular 
vibrations when excited by IR radiation at a specific wavelength range. FTIR spectra 
reflect the overall molecular composition of the sample. The spectra can serve as a 
spectroscopic fingerprint that can enable accurate identification of microorganisms.
10-12
  
In AFM, a sharp probing tip scans the sample surface and the interaction forces 
between the tip and sample are regulated via a feedback loop. Thus, AFM can provide 
high resolution topographic images from the micrometer scale to the atomic scale. The 
technique has been further developed into a versatile tool for the structural and 
mechanical analysis of biological samples and has been utilized specifically with 
bacteria.
13-15
 
Bacteria studied included Mycobacteria (Gram-positive) and Pseudomonas putida 
and Escherichia coli (Gram-negative). Three Gram-positive Mycobacteria sp. JLS, KMS 
70 
and MCS were isolated and characterized by Dr. Ron Sims’s group of Utah State 
University from the Champion International Superfund site at Libby, Montana. These 
microorganisms have been demonstrated to degrade polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs).
16
 The genomes of these three soil mycobacterium were sequenced by the U.S. 
Department of Energy/Joint Genome Institute (JGI), and each sequence is available in the 
NCBI database. Pseudomonas putida KT2440 is a Gram-negative bacterium derivative of 
P. putida strain mt-2 (the toluene degrading isolate) and was developed as the first 
biosafety strain to be considered by the Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee.
17-19
 
KT2440 is utilized as a model soil bacterium in bioremediation because of diverse 
metabolism,
18
 the complete genome sequence,
18,20
 and an ability to survive in the general 
environment. Also, KT2440 has been exploited for other applications such as agriculture 
and biotransformations.
20
  
Studies have shown that bacterial extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) play a 
major role in bioremediation through the biosorption of heavy metals,
21
 especially in 
activated sludge,
22
 and within the marine food chain.
23
 Another study focused on the 
structural analysis of extracted EPS from P. putida G7 to the mechanisms of toxic metal 
binding.
24
 Our research group presented new insightful views for EPS growth and 
nanostructural features of the KT2440 cell wall at different culture times by utilization of 
Raman microspectroscopy and AFM techniques.
25
 
The Gram-positive cell wall is primarily made up of peptidoglycan (ca. 40-80% 
of the dry weight of the wall), which is a polymer of N-acetylglucosamine and N-
acetylmuramic acid, containing mainly carboxyl, amide, and hydroxyl functional  
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groups.
26
 Two other important constituents of the Gram-positive cell wall are teichoic 
acids, a polymer of glycopyranosyl glycerol phosphate, and teichuronic acid (similar to 
teichoic acid), but replaces the phosphate functional groups with carboxyls. The Gram-
negative bacteria cell wall is more complex due to the presence of an outer membrane in 
addition to a thin peptidoglycan layer, but does not contain teichoic or teichuronic 
acids.
27
 Instead; the outer membrane contains phospholipids, lipoproteins, 
lipopolysaccharides, and proteins. 
This work focused on distinguishing vibrational spectroscopic features between 
Gram-positive bacteria, including Mycobacteria KMS, JLS, and MCS, and Gram-negative 
bacteria, including E. coli TOP 10, E. coli JS4, and P. putida KT2440. FTIR spectra of 
bacterial cells were used to analyze their total composition, including proteins, fatty 
acids, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, and lipopolysaccharides. The distribution maps 
obtained from individual Raman, FTIR, and AFM were applied to reveal variation of the 
bacteria concentration at different locations in co-cultured mixes. 
3.3 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
3.3.1 Bacterial culture 
Mycobacteria KMS, JLS, MCS, E. coli TOP 10, E. coli JS4 and P. putida KT2440 
were obtained from Dr. Charles Miller within the Department of Biological Engineering, 
Utah State University. Organisms were cultured on plates containing Luria Broth (LB) 
agar composed of yeast extract, peptone from casein, sodium chloride, and agar (mass 
ratio, 1:2:1:3) at room temperature in air.  
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3.3.2 Morphology observations via Atomic 
Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
AFM deflection images of bacterial cells were collected using a contact mode 
AFM controlled by PicoScan 5.4 software (PicoPlus, Agilent Technologies, USA). The 
measurements were conducted under contact mode at room temperature in air. The spring 
constants for the AFM probes were 0.58 N/m (or 0.12 N/m),
28
 and 0.12 N/m (or 0.06 
N/m) ,
25
 respectively and were used for probing both Gram-positive and Gram-negative 
bacteria. Electron micrographs for both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria were 
obtained using a Hitachi (S-4000) scanning electron microscope (SEM). 
3.3.3 Raman microspectroscopy 
Raman spectra from Mycobacteria KMS, JLS, MCS, E. coli TOP 10, E. coli JS4 
and P. putida KT2440 on agar were recorded using a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope 
(controlled by WiRE 3.0 software) equipped with a 785 nm near-IR laser. Laser light was 
focused through a Leica 50 × 0.75 N PLAN optical glass microscope objective. Rayleigh 
scatter was eliminated by the use of notch filters. Within the spectrometer, Raman scatter 
passed through a 50 μm slit, was then collected and dispersed by a holographic 
diffraction grating (1200 lines/mm), and finally the entire Raman shift was recorded as a 
spectrum by a thermoelectrically cooled charge coupled device (CCD). The instrument 
was wavelength calibrated with silicon at a static spectrum centered at 520.5 cm
-1
 for 1 
second. The bacteria agar plate was mounted on the stage (Leica 11501200) of a Leica 
microscope, focused under the collection assembly, and spectra were collected in static 
mode of three accumulations at 10 seconds laser exposure over a wavenumber range of 
500-1800 cm
-1
. 
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3.3.4 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
The FTIR spectra were recorded using a Continuum Microscope (Thermo Fisher) 
in micro reflectance mode controlled with OMNIC software (Version 7.2). The bacteria 
sample was prepared in solution and a droplet was allowed to dry on the instrument 
sampling substrate-interface. Samples were spotted at different concentrations and 
conglomerations of bacterial colonies were formed and imaged. The cursor was placed on 
a dark area of the sample to collect a single point spectrum using 64 scans with an 8 cm
-1
 
resolution. Following spectral collections, area maps of ~250  200 microns and 300  
150 microns were collected to reveal the transition pattern between the bacteria layers.  
3.3.5 Coupled AFM/Raman microspectroscopy  
In order to simultaneously collect nanoscale topography and Raman 
microspectroscopy, a coupled AFM/Raman system was utilized. The phase feedback 
height image was collected by a Nanonics MV2000 AFM, using a SuperSensor
TM
 tuning 
fork with 20 nM chromium cantilever with tuning frequency ~35 kHz and Q value of 
~1055, in non-contact mode in air. The Nanonics MV2000 AFM was controlled using 
Quartz Software for SPM by Cavendish Instruments (Version 1.4.2.0). After collection, 
the AFM image was post-processed with the Quartz Software to perform auto plane 
removal, line normalization, and contrast stretching. These processing steps were 
performed to remove noise that was added during the simultaneous Raman collection. 
Concurrent Raman spectra were acquired at 100% laser power with 1 second exposure 
time for each point on the AFM image. The Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope was 
controlled using QuartzSpec for Renishaw WiRE3 by Cavendish Instruments with no 
further post-processing. 
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3.3.6 Gram staining 
The bacterial cell wall is a rigid structure which contributes to bacteria shape and 
serves as a protective layer that keeps the cytoplasm and internal structures protected for 
the outside environment. Not all bacterial cell walls are the same and these differences in 
bacterial cell walls are of great interest both microbiologically and also for clinical 
diagnostics. In 1888 a Danish physician, Christian Gram, developed the Gram staining 
procedure.
29
 This procedure identifies bacteria based on either the retention or loss of 
crystal violet stain when rinsed with alcohol. Bacteria that retain the crystal violet stain 
are, generally, classified as Gram-positive and bacteria that do not retain the stain are 
Gram-negative.  
3.3.7 DCLS analysis of Raman spectra and 
spectral image 
When collecting Raman data from complex systems with many different spectral 
features, it is often inappropriate to use univariate methods to accurately determine the 
location and proportion of specific biochemical compounds. Thus multivariate data 
analysis is ideal to investigate these systems. If reference spectra of all pure chemical 
components are available, direct classical least-squares (DCLS) can be used. DCLS is 
also referred to as classical least squares (CLS) or ordinary least squares (OLS) in 
literature.
30
 In our case reference spectra were obtained by scanning individual plates of 
bacteria using the same imaging instrument and acquisition settings. 
DCLS is based on Beer’s law: 
        (1) 
In equation 1,  is the  data matrix,  is the  concentration matrix,  
is the  matrix consisting of pure spectra corresponding to unit concentration,  is 
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the  model residual matrix and  is the number of components and  is the matrix 
transpose. 
DCLS estimates the concentration by a least-square approximation: 
       (2) 
In equation 2,  is the  reference spectra matrix. If each reference spectrum 
matrix  is scaled corresponding to unit concentration,  which consist of estimates of 
absolute concentrations. However, the absolute amount of a chemical component 
corresponding to a solid-state spectrum measured with an imaging instrument is usually 
not available. Thus, determining the absolute concentration is not possible due to the 
scaling difference between  and . This is the so-called intensity ambiguity problem 
and the situation can be illustrated by the following equation: 
      (3) 
For equation 3,  is the reconstructed data matrix,  is a diagonal matrix, 
 and . Because the diagonal matrix  is not an identity matrix, 
differences in magnitude between the estimated concentration  and absolute 
concentration  exist. However, for a given component, the relative concentration 
distribution is consistent with the actual distribution. 
Reference spectra can be used from previously collected spectra or from within 
the collected image data. There are two general approaches based on DCLS: 1) All 
reference spectra - for fractional analysis to give repeatable results the reference spectra 
must all be collected under equivalent conditions (or appropriately scaled) and when 
creating the images use “no normalisation”. Also for optimum results the reference 
spectra should have a high signal-noise ratio. With careful use, this technique can give an 
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indication of component fractional estimates, and could provide a basis for a quantitative 
calibration approach. 2) Partial reference spectra - now the solution will only be partial as 
some image data cannot be described by the limited reference spectral information. This 
will not yield any useful semi-quantitative information; however, the data may be 
qualitatively useful. 
3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.4.1 Morphological observation of bacterial 
cells under AFM and SEM 
Figure 3.1 shows the representative AFM deflection images of Gram-positive 
strains M. JLS (A), M. KMS (B), M. MCS (D), and SEM images of M .KMS (C) and P. 
putida KT2400 (G). Flagella were clearly observed for both E. Coli (E) and KT2440 (F) 
and (G) in both the AFM and SEM images, which are typical cell structures of Gram-
negative bacteria. For Gram-positive Mycobacterium, both AFM and SEM images show 
very similar morphology and shape. 
3.4.2 Raman microspectroscopy 
characterization of Gram-positive and 
Gram-negative bacteria 
In Gram-positive bacteria (Figure 3.2), the thick and rigid cell wall structure is 
composed of many layers of peptidoglycan. This thick cell wall also contains teichoic 
acids. There are two types of teichoic acids, which are lipoteichoic acid and wall teichoic 
acid. The lipoteichoic acids span the peptidoglycan and are linked to the plasma 
membrane and the wall teichoic acids are linked to the peptidoglycan layer. These  
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Figure 3.1.  AFM deflection images of M. JLS (A), M. KMS (B), M. MCS 
(D), E. Coli (E), P. putida KT2440 (F), and SEM images of M. KMS (C), 
and P. putida KT2400 (G). 
teichoic acids provide much of the antigenic properties of the cell wall.
31
 In recent years, 
it was determined that vibrational spectroscopy (Raman and infrared) has a high potential 
for novel imaging in microbiology and medical microbiology.
32,33
 Since that time, Raman 
has been used to image single bacteria colonies on agar plates and a mixture of colored 
microorganisms; Micrococcus luteus and Rothia mucilaginosa,
3
 Bacillus atrophaeus 
spores and Escherichia coli (Gram-negative) in water,
34
 and biochemical information in  
A B C 
D E 
F G 
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Figure 3.2.  A typical schematic of the Gram-positive bacteria cell wall. 
Gram-positive bacteria lack an outer membrane and the associated 
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) that is present in Gram-negative organisms 
(Figure 3.5). In the Gram-positive bacteria cell wall, the peptidoglycan 
layer is thicker than the Gram-negative cell wall and contains teichoic 
acids (derived from 
31
). 
Cupriavidus metallidurans.
5
 Other Gram-positive bacteria studied with Raman include 
cultivation conditioned staphlyococcus,
8
 and the identification of oral streptococci.
35
 
Mycobacteria are considered to be Gram-positive eubacteria that are slender, 
irregular rods and contain a waxy substance in the cell wall. These unique bacteria 
contain both features of Gram-positive and Gram-negative organisms. Mycobacteria have 
an outer cell membrane (Figure 3.3) that is covalently bonded to a peptidoglycan layer. 
After the peptidoglycan layer is the arabinogalactan layer that contains both galactan and 
arabinan. Lipoarabinomannan can span the peptidoglycan and arabinogalactan layers. 
Above the arabinogalactan layer is a mycolic acid layer that contains intercalated lipids. 
Above the mycolic acid layer is a capsule-like material, which lipoarabinomannan can 
cross. Mycobacterium species can cause tuberculosis and leprosy in humans. Raman 
spectroscopy has been utilized for rapid identification of mycobacterium to explore the 
possibility of identifying mycobacterium without biosafety 3 level precautions.
36
 Due to 
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the unique structures of the complex glycans; mycolic acid-arabinogalactan-
peptidoglycan complex and polysaccharide-rich arabinomannan and mannan capsule, 
inhibition target drugs are possible against human diseases.
37
 
Our Raman spectral analysis focused on a spectral fingerprint range of 500-1800 
cm
-1
. Vibrational bands typical of proteins, phospholipids, nucleic acids, and 
polysaccharides are anticipated to contribute to these spectra. Figure 3.4 shows the 
representative Raman spectra of Gram-positive bacteria in the 500-1800 cm
-1
 region and 
tentative peak assignments of Gram-positive bacteria are given in Table 3.1. It was found 
that, M. KMS, M. JLS, and M. MCS share similar characteristic peaks of 780, 1003, 1154, 
1186, 1212, 1262, 1524, and 1651 cm
-1
. Three strong bands at 1003, 1154, and 1524 cm
-1
 
could be tentatively assigned as C-CH3 deformation, C-C stretching, and C=C stretching 
modes of sarcinaxantin (or carotenoids), respectively. The 780 cm
-1
 peak is related to 
cytosine and uracil ring stretching, while 1262 and 1651~1657 cm
-1
 are associated with 
amide III and amide I. It is interesting to note that the peak intensity at 1487 cm
-1
 (CH2 
deformation) follow the order M. JLS > M. KMS > M. MCS (undetectable). For M. MCS, 
peaks at 1062, 1082, and 1128 cm
-1
 imply the presence of unsaturated fatty acids on the 
cellular surface. 
For Gram-negative bacteria (Figure 3.5), the cell wall is made up of a few layers 
of peptidoglycan and an outer membrane. The peptidoglycan is bonded to the 
lipoproteins which are covalently bonded to the outer membrane. The periplasmic space 
is the space between the cell wall and the plasma membrane. Inside the periplasmic space 
are a host of enzymes and transport proteins. Unlike the Gram-positive cell wall, the 
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Table 3.1.  Tentative peak assignments of Gram-positive and Gram-negative 
bacteria 
Gram-positive bacteria Gram-negative bacteria 
Wavenumber 
(cm
-1
) 
Description Assignment 
Wavenumber 
(cm
-1
) 
Description Assignment 
780 m 
ν(ring) 
DNA/RNA C, U 
783 m 
ρ(ring) DNA/RNA U, 
T, C 
1003 vs δ(C-CH3) 1002 vs δ(ring) Phenylalanine 
1154 vs ν(C-C) 1126 m, b ν(C-C) 
1262 w amide III 1342 b δ(CH2)/DNA G 
1524 vs ν(C=C) 1449 b 
ν(CH2)/asymmetric 
δ(CH3) 
1651 m, b amide I 1661 b amide I 
vs, very strong; m, medium; w, weak; b, broad; ν, stretching; δ, deformation; ρ, breathing. 
 
 
Figure 3.3.  Schematic of mycobacterium cell wall structure (derived from 
37,38
). 
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Gram-negative cell wall does not contain teichoic acids. The outer membrane of the cell 
wall is made up of lipopolysaccharides, phospholipids, and lipoproteins. The outer 
membrane is the first line of defense for the Gram-negative bacteria and aids in evading 
phagocytosis, and is a barrier for antibiotics, enzymes, detergents, heavy metals, bile 
salts, and certain dyes.
39
 The Gram-negative cell wall contains porins that can allow for 
the passage of molecules. There are also O-polysaccharides that function as antigens and 
lipid A which is an endotoxin.
39
 Raman spectroscopy has been used to study carotenoids 
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Figure 3.4.  Raman spectra of Gram-positive M. JLS, M. KMS, and M. 
MCS grown on LB agar. 
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in Halobacterium salinarium colonies grown on agar,
40
 distinguishing Pseudomonas 
fluorescens from other bacteria,
3
 and identifying different constituents of molecular 
fragments in Acidothiobacillus ferrooxidans and secreted extracellular polymeric 
substances (EPSs).
41
 
Figure 3.6 show Raman spectra for each Gram-negative bacterium and the 
characteristic peak assignments for the Gram-negative microorganisms are listed in Table 
3.1. There are two dominant peaks observed at 783 and 1002 cm
-1
 and four broad peaks 
at 1126, 1342, 1449, and 1661 cm
-1
, respectively. DNA/RNA breathing modes of 
cytosine, thymine, and uracil bases can be assigned to the band at 785 cm
-1
. The peak at 
1006 cm
-1
 is related to phenylalanine of proteins or δ(ring) deformation. In the broad 
bands, peak 1127 cm
-1
 is associated with C-C stretching in saturated fatty acids, 
 
Figure 3.5.  Schematic of Gram-negative bacteria cell wall with several 
layers of polysaccharides and glycoconjugates. The periplasmic space 
contains peptidoglycan and proteins. The outer leaflet of the outer 
membrane is rich in lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and (n) variable number of 
O-antigen repeats. With permission from.
25
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whereas 1342 cm
-1
 can be assigned to guanine in DNA or δ(CH2) deformation in proteins 
and carbohydrates and the major peak at 1454 cm
-1
 could correspond to a ν(CH2) 
stretching or a δ(CH3) deformation associated with lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates. 
The 1660 cm
-1
 peak is related to the amide I band. Tentative peak assignments for Gram-
negative bacteria are listed in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.6.  Raman spectra of Gram-negative bacteria; E. coli TOP 10, E. 
coli J4S, and P. putida KT2440 grown on agar. 
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Figure 3.7.  Raman mapping on the agar surface containing KT2440. 
Bright field image (A), the crosshair of the image indicates the actual 
spectra (B); DCLS spectral data fit to a spectrum of KT2440 (C) (blue 
curve); DCLS spectral data fit to a spectrum of M. KMS (D) (blue curve). 
The rainbow color image is a concentration distribution of KT2440 (E).  
Raman spectra of the four color regions (F). Red and yellow represents 
higher concentration and green and blue represents lower concentration. 
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3.4.3 DCLS analysis of P. putida KT2440 
Raman mapping for KT2440 was conducted as a spectral image and was acquired 
over the fingerprint region 500-1800 cm
-1
, as shown in Figure 3.7. The data were 
processed by direct classical least squares (DCLS) fitting of the collected spectra to a 
linear combination of the specified component spectra. For the DCLS analysis, a number 
of representative spectra exhibiting similar features to the pure components were needed 
as an input for the generation of the DCLS map. Such a requirement was achieved by 
extracting spectra from the mapping data and comparing them to the reference samples of 
M. KMS and KT2440 prepared separately from cultured bacteria. DCLS analysis uses a 
linear combination of spectra from the pure components from each species contained in 
the sample that most closely match the Raman spectrum of the sample. It is seen that the 
crosshair point in Figure 3.7-B (red spectrum in Figure 3.7-C and -D) represent a good 
match for the KT2440 reference spectrum (blue curve in Figure 3.7-C), while the 
crosshair point (red spectrum) does not match the M. KMS reference spectrum (blue 
curve in Figure 3.7-D). From the Raman spectral map of KT2440, the Gram-negative 
organism can be identified (red region in Figure 3.7-B) based on DCLS analysis. It is 
observed in Figure 3.7-C that the Raman spectra obtained from KT2440 more closely 
match the reference spectra obtained from pure KT2440 cells. The rainbow color image 
(Figure 3.7-E) represents variation of KT2440 concentrations at different locations in the 
map (color gradient represents the variation in cell concentration). Red represents the 
greatest concentration and blue the lowest concentration. Figure 3.7-F gives Raman 
spectra of KT2440 for the different color regions in Figure 3.7-E. 
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3.4.4 Interaction analysis of mixture of 
Mycobacteria MCS with Pseudomonas 
putida KT 2440  
One useful application of Raman spectral mapping would be to distinguish co-
cultured bioremediation soil bacteria. Figure 3.8 shows the Raman mapping using the 
Streamline image acquisition mode, on an LB agar surface that contains both M. MCS 
and P. putida KT2440. Figure 3.8-B shows the Raman mapping on the agar surface 
containing both M. MCS (red region in Figure 3.8-C) and KT2440 (green region in Figure 
3.8-D). Figure 3.8-E shows the DCLS reference spectrum (blue curve) fit to a spectrum 
of M. MCS (red curve) and Figure 3.8-F shows DCLS reference spectrum (blue curve) fit 
to a spectrum of KT2440 (green curve). Raman mapping (Figure 3.8-B, -C, -D) was then 
used to distinguish between both M. MCS and KT2440 based on DCLS analysis. The red 
region indicated the presence of M. MCS and the green region indicated the presence of 
KT2440. It was observed that the spectra of M. MCS (red curve in Figure 3.8-E) derived 
from red region was similar with the Raman spectra of M. MCS in the range of 842 cm
-1
 
to 1212 cm
-1 
in Figure 3.4. The derived spectrum (red curve) in Figure 3.8-E clearly 
shows two characteristic peaks at 1003 cm
-1
 and 1154 cm
-1
 respectively. Whereas the 
spectra of KT2440 (green curve in Figure 3.8-F) derived from green region not only 
shows a characteristic peak at 1002 cm
-1
, but also shows a weak characteristic peak at 
1154 cm
-1
, the reason was probably due to the combination of bacteria mixed and grown 
together. Thus, it was shown that Raman mapping and the derived Raman spectrum can 
be used to identify a mixture of M. MCS and KT2400.  
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Figure 3.8.  Raman spectral map of LB agar surface containing both M. 
MCS and P. putida KT2440. Bright field image (A), Raman spectral map 
of both co-cultured M. MCS and KT2440 (B). Individual Raman spectral 
maps of M. MCS (C) and KT2440 (D). DCLS spectral data fit to a 
spectrum of M. MCS (E, blue curve = reference, red curve = actual) and 
DCLS spectral data fit to a spectrum of KT2440 (F, blue curve = 
reference, red curve = actual).  
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3.4.5 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR)   
Each bacterial species has a complex cell wall/membrane composition that gives a 
unique IR fingerprint. This uniqueness is due to the stretching and bending vibrations of 
molecular bonds or functional groups present in proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, sugars, 
and lipopolysaccharides within the cell wall. The molecular composition can vary from 
species to species and even at the strain level. Therefore each bacterium will have a 
unique and characteristic spectrum, and single microorganisms could be identified from a 
FTIR spectrum.  
Figure 3.9 shows the representative infrared spectrum of M. KMS on four 
different substrates in the 700 – 4000 cm-1 range. The main bands were labeled in Figure 
3.9 and detailed spectral band assignments for bacteria are listed in Table 3.2. IR spectra 
measured for intact cells of bacteria are usually complex and the peaks are broad due to 
superposition of contributions from all the biomolecules present in a bacterial cell (Figure 
3.9). In the absence of water, Naumann
10,42
 recommended that five major absorbance 
regions in IR spectra should be analyzed for the identification of bacteria: the 3000 – 
2800 cm
-1
 spectral region is the fatty acid region (region I); 1700 – 1500 cm-1 contains 
the amide I and II bands of proteins and peptides (region II); 1500 – 1200 cm-1 is a mixed 
region of fatty acid bending vibrations, proteins, and phosphate-carrying compounds 
(region III); 1200 – 900 cm-1 contains absorption bands of the carbohydrates in microbial 
cell walls (region IV); and 900 – 700 cm-1 is the “fingerprint region” that contains weak 
but very unique absorbance values that are characteristic to specific bacteria (region V). 
Regions I and II are the most useful for routine bacterial identification; however, the 
other regions may be used to better understand minor variations in the structure and 
89 
composition of bacteria. The fingerprint region is significant for the discrimination of 
microorganisms at the strain level. The wave number positions of absorbance peaks, peak 
intensities, and peak widths are useful for functional group, cell component, and sample 
identification.
43
 There are several interesting peaks that appear on an IR spectrum of 
bacteria, and most of them represent functional group vibrations in the main biomolecular 
constituents like protein, fatty acids, nucleic acid, and carbohydrates.  
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Figure 3.9.  Representative IR absorbance spectra (700 – 4000 cm-1) of M. 
KMS on four different substrates: gold surface (A), multibounce ZnSe 
crystal (B), Orbit with a diamond crystal (C), and Ge ATR crystal (D).   
A B 
C D 
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Table 3.2.  Assignment of functional groups associated with major vibration 
bands in IR spectra of bacteria. 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Definition of the spectral assignment 
3290 N-H and O-H stretching vibration: polysaccharides, proteins 
2920 
CH2 asymmetric stretch: mainly lipids, with the little  contribution from 
proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acids 
2850 
CH2 symmetric stretch: mainly lipids, with the little  contribution from 
proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acids 
1651 Amide I (protein C=O stretching): α helices 
1539 Amide II (protein N-H bend, C-N stretch): α helices 
1462 CH2 Bending: lipids 
1396 COO
-
 symmetric stretch: amino acid side chains, fatty acids 
1238 
PO
-
2 asymmetric stretching: mainly nucleic acids with the little 
contribution from phospholipids 
1084 PO
-
2 symmetric stretching: nucleic acids and phospholipids 
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Figure 3.10.  FTIR spectrum and mapping of M. KMS coated on gold 
surface. Bright field view (A), concentration heat map (B, red = high, blue 
= low), selected points with the heat map (C), and a 3D surface image of 
the heat map (D). 
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Figure 3.10 gives the FTIR spectrum and mapping of M. KMS. The FTIR 
mapping was conducted at 1653 cm
-1
, which corresponds to (NH2), (NH3
+
) association, 
(CH2), (C-O), (NH3
+
) symmetrical vibrations. However, it is apparent that the 
fingerprint region of 500 – 1800 cm-1 did not give detailed chemical composition 
information due to the low spectral resolution. The major restriction of using FTIR for 
bacteria characterization is that FTIR is not optimal for application with aqueous 
samples. Furthermore, the detection limit with IR methods is often not sufficient to 
quantify low levels of analytes. So it is critical to concentrate bacteria and remove as 
much liquid (water) from the sample as practical
44
 for qualitative as well as quantitative 
analysis. In contrast, Raman spectra provided a greater number of spectral features for the 
bacterial cell membrane compared with FTIR. Raman scattering relies on changes in the 
polarizability of functional groups as atoms vibrate while IR absorption requires a change 
in the intrinsic dipole moment to occur with molecular vibrations.
45
 Polar groups such as 
C=O, N-H, and O-H have strong IR stretching vibrations and non-polar groups, such as 
C-C and S-S have intense Raman bands.
46,47
 Raman spectroscopy provides some major 
advantages over IR spectroscopy for investigations of biological samples
48
 since 
interference of water spectral features is less problematic. In addition, more spectral 
features are detectable in a Raman spectrum than in an infrared one over the same 
wavenumber range. Raman bands tend to be narrower than those in the IR range because 
Raman laser/detectors offer greater specificity. Figure 3.10 shows that the surface 
distribution can resolve both physical and chemical differences compared with sections 
that were bacteria free. The rainbow color in the distribution map (Figure 3.10-B) 
represents variation of the M. KMS concentration at different locations in the map. Red 
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represents an intense presence and blue almost total absence of bacteria. Four spectra 
were extracted from the map (a, b, c, d curves in Figure 3.10-C derived from red, yellow, 
green and blue regions in Figure 3.10-B respectively). The lower right image (Figure 
3.10-D) is a 3D representation of the distribution based on the absorption intensity in the 
spectrum at each point.  
3.4.6 Combined AFM/Raman 
microspectroscopy of mycobacterium  
Figure 3.11 illustrates a combined AFM/Raman measurement of M. JLS coated 
on a gold (111) coated mica slide. The AFM phase feedback height image Figure 3.11-A 
was collected in non-contact mode in air and concurrent Raman spectra were acquired for 
each point on the AFM image. From the software, the respective crosshair indicates one 
individual Raman spectrum in, Figure 3.11-B, and shows characteristic peaks of 
mycobacterium at ~1003 cm
-1
 and 1154 cm
-1
. Next, from the 169 Raman spectra (13×13 
matrix), a spectral heat map at Raman band 1154 cm
-1
 was created using QuartzSpec 
software and the relative intensity of this band is shown in Figure 3.11-C. The 
significance of the combined AFM/Raman is the ability to gather mechanical/force 
properties for the sampled specimen from the AFM image and also have the 
accompanying chemical information from the Raman spectra. 
3.5 CONCLUSIONS 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria are biochemically characterized by 
Raman, FTIR and AFM and can be separated on the basis of either the presence or 
absence of Raman peaks that can serve as identifiable markers for the analyzed bacteria.  
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Figure 3.11.  Combined AFM/Raman measurement of M. JLS on gold 
coated mica (A) acquired in phase feedback mode in air. Raman spectral 
intensity map at 1154 cm
-1
 (B). Raman spectrum at crosshair on AFM 
image (C) acquired at 100% laser power with 1 second exposure and a 
center of 1040 cm
-1
. Scale is = 30 x 30 μm. M. JLS was cultured Luria 
Broth (LB), concentrated by centrifugation at 2000 rpm for 2 minutes and 
spotted on the gold coated mica substrate and allowed to dry in air. 
The large differences in molecular composition of the outer membrane and cell wall of 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria lead to variation in spectral regions of each 
individual Raman spectra. This study is an evaluation of Raman spectroscopy as a new 
method for rapid and nondestructive screening of Gram-positive and Gram-negative 
bacteria. In addition, the intensities of various peaks from distribution maps of Raman 
and FTIR give us additional information related to the variation of the bacteria 
B 
C 
A 
1003 cm
-1
 1154 cm
-1
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concentration at different locations within the respective samples. Raman 
microspectroscopy could therefore serve as a reagentless alternative to routine Gram 
testing with the advantage of easy automation for spectral analysis and simple sample 
preparation. 
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 CHAPTER 4 
SUBCELLULAR SPECTROSCOPIC MARKERS, TOPOGRAPHY AND 
NANOMECHANICS OF HUMAN LUNG CANCER AND BREAST CANCER 
CELLS EXAMINED BY COMBINED RAMAN MICROSPECTROSCOPY AND 
ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY
3
 
4.1 ABSTRACT 
Nanostructures and hydrophobic properties of cancer cell membranes are 
important in membrane fusion and cell adhesion. These are directly related to cancer cell 
biophysical properties, including aggressive growth and migration. Additionally, 
chemical component analysis of the cancer cell membrane could potentially be applied in 
clinical diagnosis of cancer by identification of specific biomarker receptors expressed on 
cancer cell surfaces. In the present work, a combined Raman microspectroscopy (RM) 
and atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique was applied to detect the difference in 
membrane chemical components and nanomechanics of three cancer cell lines; human 
lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cells (A549), and human breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-
435 with and without BRMS1 metastasis suppressor). Raman spectral analysis indicated 
similar bands between A549, 435 and 435/BRMS1 including ~720 cm
-1
 (guanine band of 
DNA), 940 cm
-1
 (skeletal mode polysaccharide), 1006 cm
-1
 (symmetric ring breathing 
phenylalanine), and 1451 cm
-1
 (CH deformation). The membrane surface adhesion forces 
for these cancer cells were measured by AFM in culture medium: 0.478±0.091 nN for 
A549 cells, 0.253±0.070 nN for 435 cells, and 1.114±0.281 nN for 435/BRMS1 cells, 
                                                 
3
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DeWald, A. Zhou, (manuscript in preparation). 
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and the cell spring constant was measured at 2.62±0.682 mN/m for A549, 2.105±0.691 
mN/m for 435, and 5.448±1.081 mN/m for 435/BRMS1.  
4.2 INTRODUCTION 
The mechanical properties of cells play a fundamental role in the regulation of 
cell structures and functions, such as intracellular and/or intercellular forces sensing and 
transmitting, biochemical signals transducing, and generating cellular responses [1]. The 
mechanical properties (including adhesion, elasticity, and stiffness) of cancer cells have 
been recognized as a contributing factor in cellular adherence, mobility, transformation, 
invasion, and metastasis [2]. It is known that the mechanical properties, cell topography, 
membrane surface nanostructures, and cellular biochemical components change among 
different cancer cell lines, and these differences are connected to the development of new 
clinical diagnostic approaches [2-5]. Therefore, it is of importance to characterize these 
cellular differences at the single cell and sub-cellular level. However, this type of 
characterization remains largely uninvestigated due to the lack of applicable technologies 
that can reach nanoscale resolutions. The development and application of atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and Raman microspectroscopy (RM) provide new access to cell 
mechanics, cytoarchitectures, and biochemical components of cancer cells [2-8] at the 
single cell and sub-cellular levels.  
4.2.1 Breast cancer metastasis suppressor 1 
(BRMS1) gene 
It has been shown that breast cancer metastasis suppressor 1 (BRMS1) gene can 
suppress the formation of metastasis without affecting orthotopic tumor growth [9], and 
BRMS1 expression in breast adenocarcinoma cells (MDA-MB-435) can be restored 
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using microcell mediated chromosome transfer and thus result in suppression of 
metastasis [10, 11]. However, it is unclear how BRMS1 expression could alter cell 
topographical structures, membrane surface nanostructures, cytoskeleton, cell mechanics, 
and cellular biochemical compositions, or, how these biophysical and biochemical 
parameters for MDA-MB-435 cells differ from those of other cancer cell line like 
epithelial A549 cells (human lung adenocarcinoma cell line). Knowledge of these 
differences could facilitate new applications of AFM and RM for early diagnosis of 
human cancers. 
4.2.2 Raman microspectroscopy  
RM is a nondestructive vibrational classification routine that can be utilized to 
identify characteristic spectroscopic fingerprints of living cells based on chemical 
compositions and molecular structures [12]. Briefly, Raman spectral frequencies are 
recorded in wavenumber units which are proportional to vibrational energies based on 
molecular polarizability [13]. Many former RM studies mainly focused on physical and 
structural investigations. Over the past few decades, due to advances within 
instrumentation design [14, 15], biological applications [16, 17], and methods for 
biochemical information extraction [18, 19], RM has exhibited increased popularity in 
the field of mammalian cell biology [7, 20]. Short et al. demonstrated the use of RM to 
detect biochemical changes, in tumorigenic versus nontumorigenic cells, as a result of 
proliferation [21]. More recently, Abramczyk et al. reported the hallmarks of normal, 
malignant, benign breast tissue characterized by Raman studies [22]. Several other 
studies reported the appearance of cellular biopolymers (including DNA/RNA, lipids, 
proteins, and carbohydrates) in cell growth [7, 19, 23]. As RM has increased in 
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popularity, new analysis routines have emerged to extract useful chemical composition 
information from Raman spectra. Advances have been made to obtain Raman scattering 
from inherent background fluorescence through automation [24, 25], while other groups 
move toward an automated pre- and post-processing routine to eliminate natural user 
variability [26] and categorize Raman spectra [27]. Also new and emerging methods have 
been explored to enhance the usefulness of Raman spectral maps/images. Principal 
component analysis (PCA) was used to evaluate maps of freeze dried and living cells 
[28]. Ling et al. demonstrated image-processing algorithms to restore Raman image 
degradation in the study of anticancer drug distribution within living cells [12]. When key 
molecular components are used, RM becomes a powerful tool for rapid characterization 
of normal and transformed breast epithelial cell-lines [7] and multivariate analysis 
classification models can discriminate normal from abnormal tissue in cervical cancer 
progression [19]. 
4.2.3 Atomic force microscopy 
Previously, AFM had been widely used in cell biology studies, because it can 
simultaneously obtain surface structures and mechanics of cells. This has allowed 
researchers to better understand the relationship between cell functions and biophysical 
alterations, such as to assess the biophysical alterations of mammalian cells associated 
with functional gene expressing or oncogenic transformation. Until now, there are only a 
few AFM applications in cancer cell line studies, which revealed that cancerous cells are 
largely softer and less adhesive [2, 3] and have a lower Young’s modulus [8, 29] 
compared to normal/benign cells. This work and others [4, 5, 29, 30] demonstrate the 
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importance of AFM detection of nano-biomechanics and the potential for early cancer 
diagnosis.  
Our aim in this study was to assess the usefulness of combining AFM/Raman 
technologies to distinguish differences in cellular biochemical markers, topography, 
membrane nanostructures and mechanics, among the following cancer cell lines: human 
lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cells (A549), metastatic human breast carcinoma cells 
MDA-MB-435 (435) and non-metastatic MDA-MB-435/BRMS1 (435/BRMS1). This 
study is directed at understanding potential fundamental links between biochemical 
makeup, cytoarchitectural, and biomechanical changes among these various cancer cell 
lines. Our results show that A549 cells possess a rougher cell membrane, and larger 
adhesion force and cell elasticity than 435 cells, and that BRMS1-expression increased 
membrane surface roughness, adhesion force and cell elasticity in 435/BRMS1 cells. This 
work revealed the potential of applying a combined AFM and RM approach to study the 
relationship of cell biochemical composition and biomechanics of cancer cell lines. 
4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
4.3.1 Preparation of human breast cancer cell 
line 435 and 435/BRMS1 and human lung 
adenocarcinoma cell A549 
The 435/BRMS1 cells were transfected with a lentiviral vector construct 
expressing full length BRMS1 cDNA under the control of a cytomegalovirus promoter. 
435 and 435/BRMS1 cells were cultured in a 1:1 mixture of Dulbecco’s-modified eagle’s 
medium (DMEM) and Ham’s F-12 medium supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum 
(HyClone, Logan, UT). Cells were cultured in 25-cm
2
 Corning tissue culture dishes at 37 
°C with 5% CO2 in a humidified atmosphere. Cells were subcultured at 80-90% 
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confluency using 2 mM EDTA in Ca
2+/
Mg
2+
-free phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 0.01 
M, pH 7.4, Thermo Scientific). Cell lines were confirmed to be free of mycoplasma 
contamination using PCR (TaKaRa, Japan). No antibiotics or antimycotics were used in 
either cell cultures. 
Human (Homo sapiens) lung carcinoma A549 cells (ATCC, USA) were cultured 
in F-12k medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a 
humidified atmosphere. Cells were sub-cultured at 80-90% confluency and used for 
experiments. No antibiotics or antimycotics were used in cell cultures. 
For AFM experiments, cells were seeded in poly-L-lysine coated Petri dishes at 5 
× 10
4
 cells/ml. The same seeding density was used for Raman spectroscopy; however, 
cells were seeded in quartz dishes (Quartz Scientific Inc., 313R020, USA) to minimize 
background fluorescence. 
4.3.2 Raman microspectroscopy 
Raman spectra were acquired using a Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer 
(controlled by WiRE 3.0 software) connected to a DMLM Leica microscope (Leica, 
Germany). The Raman spectrometer was equipped with a 785 nm near-IR laser (laser 
spot 10 × 3 m line) that was focused through a 63x NA = 0.90 water immersion 
objective (Leica, Germany). The spectrometer was calibrated with silicon at a static 
spectrum centered at 520.5 cm
-1
 for 1 second using a pinhole to partially block some of 
the laser. Each cell line, A549, 435, and 435/BRMS1 were cultured in quartz dishes to 
80-90% confluency, then mounted on the microscope stage and imaged. Raman spectra 
were collected in static mode at 1 accumulation with 10 second laser exposure over a 
wavenumber range of 500  1800 cm
-1
 for cells. A background spectrum was obtained at 
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the same focal plane [31]. Five spectra were used to obtain an average for each cell line 
and background. Averaged background spectra were subtracted from averaged cell line 
spectra by finding a local minimum area (GRAMS/AI 8.0, Thermo Electron Corp., 
USA). Each spectrum was then baseline corrected for fluorescence (Vancouver Raman 
Algorithm) [25], then normalized using peak intensity at 1450 cm
-1
 [32], which 
represents a CH deformation that is not significantly affected by intercellular changes 
[31]. Raman spectral maps were collected in a “StreamLine” mode for 30 seconds 
exposure time at wavenumber center of 910 cm
-1
. If necessary, Cosmic Ray Removal 
(CRR) was performed and signal-to-baseline intensity was analyzed. 
4.3.3 Chemometric analysis of Raman spectra 
and spectral images 
First, a moving average smoothing was done to the Raman spectra to filter high-
frequency noise. Then, the second derivative of smoothed spectra was obtained to 
eliminate baseline drifts and background interference. This pre-treatment is often used to 
distinguish overlapping peaks and improve resolution and sensitivity of spectra [33-35]. 
The Raman spectra were analyzed by principal components analysis (PCA) to extract 
information from raw spectral data and eliminate overlapped information, and then an 
unsupervised Ward’s hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) with Euclidean distances [36] 
was performed to qualitatively distinguish the differences among three cell lines. All 
algorithms were implemented in MATLAB R2010b (MathWorks, Natick, USA).  
PCA was employed to analyze Raman spectra for single cell Raman images.  The 
detailed steps to obtain PC1 (the 1
st
 principal component) and PC2 (the 2
nd
 principal 
component) score images for the single cell Raman spectral image, which was corrected 
for cosmic rays and smoothed, are described briefly. The spectral data of each single cell 
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was read and arranged into matrix A, whose width is the number of cells in the spectral 
image and whose height is the length of the spectral data in each cell.  Then the 
covariance matrix U was computed according to equation 1. 
T
i
M
i i
AA
M
U
1
1
       (1) 
Where  is the average spectra data of all cells in the image, M is the number of 
cells in the image, and Ai corresponds to the i
th
 column in A (i.e., the spectral data of the 
i
th
 cell). Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix U were computed and 
eigenvalues were sorted in descending order and eigenvectors were reorganized in matrix 
D, where D = [D1 D2 … Dn] with Di corresponding to the eigenvector of the i
th
 largest 
eigenvalue and n being the number of distinct eigenvalues.  The PC1 scores were 
computed (i.e., projected values in the first PC direction) by multiplying D1
T
 by  
and rearrange the PC1 scores to the corresponding cells in the PC1 score image.  
Similarly, PC2 scores (i.e., projected values in the second PC direction) were computed 
by multiplying D2
T
 by  and rearranging the PC2 scores to the corresponding cells in 
the PC2 score image. 
4.3.4 Atomic force microscopy 
In order to image viable carcinoma cells in vitro via AFM, two sample 
preparation approaches were utilized. In the first approach, cultured cells were measured 
directly in situ in culture medium without pre-treatment to record biomechanical 
properties (e.g. adhesion behavior and cellular spring constant). For the second approach, 
cells were visualized topographically and then pre-treated by a fixative (1% 
glutaraldehyde plus 1% paraformaldehyde dissolved in 1 × Ca
2+/
Mg
2+
-free phosphate 
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buffered saline) for 5 minutes. After fixation, cells were gently rinsed with PBS and then 
imaged in PBS. 
The contact mode PicoPlus AFM controlled by PicoScan 5.4 software (PicoPlus, 
Agilent Technologies, USA) was used to measure cells at 22 ~ 25 
o
C in PBS (0.01 M, pH 
7.4) or directly in cell culture medium. The spring constant of the cantilever was 
calibrated at 0.06 ~ 0.11 N/m (Veeco, USA) with tip length between 0.4 ~ 0.7 µm, and 
Si3N4 tip curvature radius of approximately 10 nm. The approach/retract velocity applied 
throughout deflection (nm) vs. distance (nm) curve acquiring was 6.1 µm/second. The 
values for the adhesion force (the detachment force between bare AFM tip and cell 
membrane in the process of AFM cantilever retracting) were extracted from the 
deflection (nm) vs. distance (nm) curves via the Scanning Probe Image Processor (SPIP) 
software (Image Metrology, Denmark). The compliance slope portion of the deflection-
distance curves was used to evaluate cellular elasticity and the cellular spring constants 
(kcell) were calculated using a previously proposed formula [37, 38] equation 2.  
s
s
kk tipcell
1
       (2) 
where s is the linear slope of the approaching branch, the ratio of deflection (nm) to 
distance (nm); kcell and ktip represent the spring constants of cell and cantilever, 
respectively. 
In addition, the average roughness (Ra) and root-mean-square roughness (Rrms) 
were obtained according to equation 3 and 4 [39]. 
N
n na
zz
N
R
1
1
        (3) 
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       (4) 
where N represents the total number of data points in a selected area, zn is the height of 
the n
th
 point, and z is the mean height. 
Furthermore, to assess statistically significant differences in nano-mechanics 
including adhesion force and cellular elasticity among these cancer cell lines, the data 
were reported as mean±SD (standard deviation of mean), and analyzed using Student’s t-
test. The data used to graph histograms or created force maps were measured from the 
whole cell body, and the histograms were graphed using OriginPro 7.5 (OriginLab Corp., 
USA). The adhesion force or cellular spring constant maps were graphed with as 256 
color maps created by MATLAB version R2010b (MathWorks, Inc.). 
4.4 RESULTS 
4.4.1 Raman spectral analysis - Biochemical 
markers of three cell lines 
In this study, RM was utilized as a method to characterize cellular biochemical 
composition for each cancer cell line; A549, 435 and 435/BRMS1. Figure 4.1 is a stacked 
view of the averaged raw data for A549, 435, 435/BRMS1, and the quartz/culture 
medium background, respectively (offset vertically for clarity).  
To better understand the differences between each cell line, the Raman spectra 
were post-processed as previously described (section 4.2). Figure 4.2 depicts stacked 
Raman spectra normalized at 1450 cm
-1
. These spectra exhibit minor differences, which 
are probably minimized based on the semi-confocal probing approach of the cellular 
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regions. The post-processing procedure assists to reveal subtle variations among each 
spectrum, yet maintain similarities for spectra of the same cell type. 
Mean RM spectra are illustrated in Figure C4.11 (Appendix C) with only minor 
variations based on the selected normalization band represented. In the 1450 cm
-1
 
normalized Figure 4.2, the overall spectral fingerprint for A549, 435 and 435/BRMS1, 
are very similar. However, initial fluorescence in Figure 4.2-B and -C obscure the  
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Figure 4.1.  Averaged Raman spectra for three cancer cell lines and 
background, respectively: A549 (A-black), 435 (B-red), 435/BRMS1 (C-
blue), and background (D-magenta). For each cell line the Raman 
spectrum represent an average of five separate spectra and the background 
is an average of fifteen spectra. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity.  
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624 cm
-1
 (protein) band of 435 and 435/BRMS1, another likely fluorescent artifact is 
present between ~770 – 872 and 1023 – 1148 cm-1, which could be caused by the quartz 
substrate. Further, a very weak shoulder peak at 1606 cm
-1
 (protein) is visible for both 
435 and 435/BRMS1 and the Amide I band at 1660 cm
-1
 for 435 is blue shifted from 
~1660 to 1665 cm
-1
. On the other hand, the 813 cm
-1
 (one of two RNA bands) is missing 
in Figure 4.2-A for A549 along with the previously mentioned fluorescent artifacts.  
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Figure 4.2.  Mean Raman spectra of three cancer cell lines: A549 (A-
black), 435 (B-red), and 435/BRMS1 (C-blue). Each spectrum is the 
average of five spectra, the averaged background was subtracted by 
finding a local minimum area, spectra were baseline corrected, and then 
normalized using peak intensity at 1450 cm
-1
 [32]. Spectra are offset 
vertically for clarity. 
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Table 4.1.  Tentative Raman band assignments for human lung 
adenocarcinoma epithelial cell (A549) and human metastatic (435) and 
non-metastatic (435/BRMS1) breast carcinoma cells  
Raman shift (cm
-1
) Band assignment 
A549 435 435/BRMS1  
624 
  
Phenylalanine 
646 645 645 C-C twist Phenylalanine 
671 672 672 
 
720 720 720 DNA 
760 760 
 
Tryptophan 
786 788 787 DNA & phosphodiester bands DNA 
 
813 814 Phosphodiester bands RNA 
830 830 829 PO2
-
 stretch nucleic acids 
856 855 853 Tyrosine 
 
880 
 
Tryptophan 
940 940 939 Skeletal modes (polysaccharides) 
984 986 984 
 
1006 1006 1006 Phenylalanine 
1034 1034 1035 Phenylalanine 
  
1050 
 
1066 
  
PO2
-
 stretching (DNA/RNA); chain 
stretching (lipids); C-O, C-C stretching 
(carbohydrates) 
1095 1095 1096 Lipid 
1130 1129 1129 C-C skeletal stretch transconformation 
 1160 1160 
  
1179 1178 1178 Cytosine, guanine 
1211 1211 1211 Tyrosine, phenylalanine 
1259 1255 1254 
Lipid; A,T breathing mode 
(DNA/RNA); Amide III (protein) 
1306 1306 1308 C-N stretching aromatic amines 
1343 1342 1342 
G (DNA/RNA); CH deformation 
(proteins and carbohydrates) 
1451 1452 1452 
CH2 deformation (nucleic acid, 
proteins, lipids) 
 
1553 
  
1579 1575 1579 Pyrimidine ring (nucleic acids) 
1659 1666 1660 Amide I 
Band assignments are based on [7, 40]. 
In Figure C4.10, normalized at 1660 cm
-1
, the same spectral difference are noted 
that were described for Figure C4.11 with relative intensity changes based on the ratio of 
the 1450 to 1660 cm
-1
 Raman bands. Additionally, data mining is required to extract  
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useful biochemical information to further compare each cell line. The first step is to 
assign various vibrational modes to each mean spectrum to provide a primary level of 
understanding. Tentative Raman band assignments are listed in Table 4.1. 
An approach that is somewhat better than direct comparison (as in Figure 4.2 and 
Figure C4.10) is to compute difference spectra by subtracting one mean normalized 
spectrum from another [32, 40]. Figure 4.3 and Figure C4.11 are the computed difference 
spectra from Figure 4.2 and Figure C4.10, respectively. 
PCA of pre-processed Raman data was performed and the score plot of the first 
three principal components is shown in Figure 4.4. In the score plot, each sample is 
represented by a single point and the origin of the graph is the data set average. The x-
axis, labeled PC1, is the score values for the first principal component; the y-axis, PC2, 
the second principal component, and the z-axis, PC3, the third principal component. The 
samples are color coded according to the sample type.  The score plot demonstrates that 
the three cell line samples are distinguishable into three distinct clusters.  
Figure 4.5 shows the dendrogram resulting from HCA performed on a total of 29 
spectra (9 spectra for A549, 9 spectra for 435, 11 spectra for 435/BRMS1). The first six 
principal components were used as the input parameters, which account for 97.2% of the 
variation in the data set. The dendrogram was generated using Ward’s clustering 
algorithm and the squared Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance method is a simple 
approach for the classification of multivariate data. In Figure 4.5, the horizontal axis  
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Figure 4.3.  Difference spectra computed from the 1450 cm
-1
 normalized 
spectrum in Figure 4.2 using A549, 435, and 435/BRMS1: 435/BRMS1 – 
A549 (A), 435/BRMS1 – A549 (B), A549 – 435 (C).  
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stands for the labeling of the 29 cells, and the vertical axis represents the heterogeneity 
(or dissimilarity) distance between two cells or clusters. Apparently, the 29 spectra (or 
cells) formed three separated clusters, one per cell type. The dendrogram shows that the 
Raman spectra of these three cell lines and illustrates that the 435/BRMS1 and 435 cell 
lines are much more similar to each other than to the A549 cell line. 
 
 
Figure 4.4.  PCA score plot of pre-processed Raman spectra for each cell 
line. Each cancer cell line is coded by color and shape (435/BRMS1 - red 
star, 435 - green pentagram, and A549 - blue diamond) 
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Figure 4.5.  Dendrogram analysis based on PCA score values for the first 
six principal components. The data is color coded into three groups. By 
including six PCs, the dendrogram shows that the spectral data can be 
correctly categorized according to cancer cell line type.  
4.4.2 Raman spectral image analysis – 
Biochemical markers of three cell lines 
Figure 4.6-A through -C represent white light images for A549, 435, and 
435/BRMS1 along with overlaid spectral maps for specific Raman bands which 
correspond to biochemical components of interest: DNA (Figure 4.6-D through -F), 
carbohydrate Figure 4.6-G through -I), protein Figure 4.6-J through -L), and lipid Figure 
4.6-M through -O). Characteristic Raman band intensity analysis provides spectral maps 
or images with spatial and temporal distribution for major biochemical components at 
single and sub-cellular levels. 
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Figure 4.6.  Raman spectral images for relative biochemical distribution 
within single cells; A549, 435 and 435/BRMS1. White light images (A-
C). Different biochemical components were identified by characteristic 
wavenumber as follows; DNA (D-F, red) – 720 cm-1, carbohydrate (G-I, 
blue) – 940 cm-1, protein (J-L, cyan) – 1006 cm-1, and lipid (M-O, yellow) 
– 1095. Complete biochemical distribution overlays (P-R). Scale bar: 10 
µm (horizontal), 5 µm (vertical). 
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Figure 4.7 represents the PC1 and PC2 score images for three single cell Raman 
images.  Here, PC1 and PC2 score images account for the two most significant PC 
components and show the summary of variations at all wavenumbers used in the PCA.  
Each score image shows a separate variation that is linearly independent of the other 
score image.  Specifically, PC1 and PC2 score images contain the largest and the second 
largest variation among all the choices of the PC component, respectively. 
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Figure 4.7.  Single cell Raman spectral image maps for A549, 435, 
435/BRMS1: first column (white image), 2
nd
 column (PCA1 score image), 
3
rd
 column (PCA2 score image). The colors were scaled for better 
visualization and displaying purpose. Scale bar: 10 µm (horizontal), 5 µm 
(vertical). 
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4.4.3 AFM observation of cell membrane 
nanostructure 
To assess the differences in cell topography and cell membrane surface 
nanostructures among each cancer cell line, fixed cells were imaged by contact mode 
AFM in PBS, and the results are shown in Figure 4.8. The first column gives the 
representative images of single A549 and 435 cells and multiple 435/BRMS1 cells. The 
second column shows their respective deflection mode images. The third and fourth 
columns show the nanostructures of the cellular membrane at two different locations for 
each individual cell type. 
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Figure 4.8.  Topography and membrane surface nanostructures of A549, 
435, and 435/BRMS1 acquired in PBS. The 1
st
 column shows the 
topography images; 2
nd
 column the respective deflection images, 3
rd
 and 
4
th
 columns show the membrane surface nanostructures (roughness values 
marked) obtained at two different locations for each cell line. The 5
th
 
column presents the cross section profiles taken along the green dash lines. 
Scale bar: 5 µm (A,B,E,F,I,J), 1 µm (C,D,G,K,L), 500 nm (H). 
Ra: 0.259 µm 
Rrms: 0.321 µm 
Ra: 0.163 µm 
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4.4.4 Measurements of nanomechanical 
properties of cancer cell lines 
Different cellular topography and membrane surface structures could alter cellular 
mechanics, for example, cellular elasticity and adhesion. To further evaluate the 
nanomechanical differences among each cell line, the adhesion interaction force (F) 
between the bare AFM tip and the cellular membrane surface cellular spring constant 
(kcell), and Young’s modulus (E) were analyzed in situ based on hundreds of force-
distance curves for each cell type. These force-distance curves were acquired using AFM 
contact mode in culture media and the measured results are shown in Figure 4.9. 
Columns 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 4.9 indicate a representative AFM image and the 
corresponding nanomechanical results (row 2, F maps and histograms; row 3, kcell maps 
and histograms; row 4, E maps and histograms) of A549, 435, and 435/BRMS1, 
respectively The low resolution images in Figure 4.9 (row 1) may have resulted from the 
very soft cell membrane (evidenced by the low cellular spring constants as shown in 
Figure 4.9, row 3) and the presence and movement of membrane surface microvillus of 
living cells during tip scanning. Therefore, we mainly focused on the acquisition of 
deflection (nm) vs. distance (nm) curve to evaluate the nano-biomechanics of living cells. 
The parametric statistical analysis (Student's t-test) indicated that the adhesion 
force, cell spring constant and Young’s modulus measured among three cell lines were 
significantly different (p < 0.01). To clearly illustrate the variations of these three 
parameters, the statistical data (mean±SD) were marked on their respective histograms 
(Figure 4.9- rows 2-4). 
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Figure 4.9.  Biomechanical evaluation of A549 (column 1), 435 (column 
2) and 435/BRMS1 (column 3). Row 1 shows representative topography 
images acquired in culture medium. The maps of adhesion force (F), 
spring constant (kcell), and Young’s modulus (E) of three cell lines are 
shown row 2, row 3, and row 4, respectively, and their respective 
distribution histogram (mean±SD is marked) is displayed under the 
corresponding map. The color bars arranged at the right of maps illustrate 
the value scale of color-coded maps of adhesion force (nN), kcell (mN/m), 
and E (kPa). Scale bar: 5 µm (A549), 1 µm (435 and 435/BRMS1). 
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4.5 DISCUSSION 
Qualitative and quantitative analysis of cell adhesion and elasticity of human 
cancer cells could advance the fundamental understanding of the biochemical and 
biomechanical developmental roles in cancer metastasis mechanisms. This present work 
exhibits a combined Raman microspectroscopy and atomic force microscopy approach to 
evaluate biochemical and biophysical properties of cellular membrane and nano-
architectures of three different model human carcinoma cells. 
4.5.1 Raman spectral analysis – Biochemical 
markers of three cell lines 
Raman microspectroscopy results showed that these three cell lines possess very 
similar biochemical components on their cell membrane surfaces, more over small 
spectral differences could be detected through the use of difference spectra. We have 
previously shown that both 435 and 435/BRMS1 contain similar gross biochemical 
compositions [41] when imaged with RM. A direct comparison, as in Figure 4.1, does not 
reveal many spectral variations among the cancer cell lines. 
In order to verify if spectral difference are affected by normalization band, we 
also compared the normalized 1450 cm
-1
 band (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3) with another at 
1660 cm
-1
 (Figure C4.10 and Figure C4.11). To better interpret the spectral differences 
and gain insight into the biochemical variation of A549, 435 and 435/BRMS1: difference 
spectra were computed by subtracting the metastatic spectrum from the model spectrum 
(435 – A549), the non-metastatic from model spectrum (435/BRMS1 – A549), and the 
non-metastatic from the metastatic (435/BRMS1 – 435), respectively. Differences in the 
spectral profiles of the breast carcinoma cells (435 and 435/BRMS1) and the lung 
adenocarcinoma cells (A549) were more pronounced than those from the breast 
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carcinoma cells. This suggests that while the spectra appear to contain a similar overall 
fingerprint as seen in Figure 4.2 and Figure C4.10, there are some vital distinctions that 
are observed. Therefore, the overall spectral fingerprint does not change based on the 
normalization band, only the relative intensity based on the normalization band ratio. 
It was found that these cancer cell lines share many of the same characteristic 
Raman bands as illustrated in Table 4.1 and are similar biochemically although cultured 
using slightly different cell culture protocols (4.3.1). Based on the phase of the cell cycle, 
many of the cell biochemical/biopolymer components are concentrated inside living cells 
[42] and typical biochemical molecules of interest are associated with DNA, 
carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids. When measured with RM, these biochemical 
molecules are typically reported based on each respective Raman band assignment (also 
designated Raman shift in cm
-1
). Raman band assignments, for the above mentioned 
biochemical molecules of interest, are as follows; DNA are located at ~ 720, 787, 830, 
1178, and 1579 cm
-1
, while a distinct band for carbohydrates is 940 cm
-1
, proteins are at 
1006, 1130 and 1660 cm
-1
, and lipids are located at 1095 cm
-1
, respectively [43]. Also, it 
is noted that there are bands that overlap; for example, 1066 cm
-1
 could be associated 
with the PO2
-
 stretching of DNA/RNA, chain stretching in lipids, and C-O or C-C 
stretching of carbohydrates [43], 1255 cm
-1
 may be assigned as lipid, adenine or thymine 
breathing modes of DNA/RNA, and the amide III band of proteins [43], 1308 cm
-1
 might 
either be assigned as C-N stretching of aromatic amines [43], or CH2 twist or bend 
associated with nucleic acids proteins and lipids [7], 1342 cm
-1
 may possibly be assigned 
as guanine in DNA/RNA or CH deformation in proteins and carbohydrates [43], and 
finally 1452 cm
-1
 could be assigned as CH2 deformation in nucleic acids, proteins, and 
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lipids [43]. At present, we are not able to further distinguish the overlapping bands, yet it 
may be possible to use surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) to gain insight into the 
specific biochemical components of interest via a better enhanced/resolved spectra 
around the broad Raman bands.  
In Figure 4.3-A, there is a two-fold decrease in the overall spectral intensity and 
all of the negative bands, 720, 1005, 1095, 1238, and 1697 cm
-1
 are due to the 435 
spectrum. The majority of these peaks can be assigned as DNA (720 – DNA, and 1095 
cm
-1
 – PO2
-
 in nucleic acids), proteins (1005 – phenylalanine/protein, 1238 – Amide III, 
and 1697 cm
-1
 – Amide I), and lipids (1095 – lipids,) with overlap in the 1095 cm-1 band. 
The positive bands, 787, 823, 980, 1050, 1380, and 1600 cm
-1
 are from the 435/BRMS1 
spectrum and can be similarly assigned; as DNA (787 – relative DNA, 823 – 
phosphodiester, and 1095 cm
-1
 – PO2
-
 in nucleic acids), proteins (980 – protein, 1602 cm-
1
 – phenylalanine/Amide I), and lipids (1380 – CH3 symmetric) with no overlapping 
bands and one unassigned band (1050 cm
-1
). Figure 4.3-B and -C show a two-fold 
increase in the overall spectral intensity when compared with Figure 4.3-A. The negative 
bands in Figure 4.3(-B and -C) are respectively: 1380 cm
-1
 and 1380, and 1600 cm
-1
 and 
were due to the A549 spectrum. Whereas the positive bands for Figure 4.3-B and -C are 
respectively; 787, 823, 980, 1005, 1050, 1095, and 1238 cm
-1
 due to the 435/BRMS1 
spectrum and 720, 787, 823, 980, 1005, 1050, 1095, 1238, and 1697 cm
-1
 due to the 435 
spectrum. These peaks have been previously assigned for Figure 4.3-A above. Difference 
spectra between 435/BRMS1 and 435 (Figure C4.11) yield negative bands at 720 and 
1697 cm
-1
 which were due to the 435 spectrum. The positive bands; 787, 823, 980, 1005, 
1050, 1095, 1238, 1380, 1441, and 1600 cm
-1
 are from the 435/BRMS1 spectrum. In 
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Figure C4.11-B and -C, the negative bands are respectively: 1441, 1697 cm
-1
 and 1380, 
1441, and 1600 cm
-1
, which were due to the A549 spectrum. Whereas the positive bands 
for Figure C4.11-B and -C are respectively: 720, 787, 823, 980, 1005, 1050, 1095, 1238, 
and 1441 cm
-1
 due to the 435/BRMS1 spectrum and 720, 787, 823, 980, 1005, 1050, 
1095, 1238, and 1697 cm
-1
 due to the 435 spectrum. The previously mentioned 
fluorescence quartz artifact is visible in Figure 4.3-B and -C and Figure C4.11-B and -C 
compared to Figure 4.3-A and Figure C4.11-A. 
From the difference spectra, it can be concluded that the variability within the 
difference spectra is associated with the differences related to the A549 spectrum. This is 
illustrated in Figure 4.3-A where the spectral features less pronounced as compared with 
both Figure 4.3-B and -C, which include stronger features at 787 and 823 cm
-1
 related to 
DNA and 1050 cm
-1
 (unassigned) and decreases at 1380 (lipid) and 1600 cm
-1
 (protein). 
Figure C4.11-A is similar to Figure 4.3-A and likewise Figure C4.11-B and -C are similar 
to Figure 4.3-B and -C with the exception of the addition of the Raman band at 1441 cm
-1
 
(CH2 scissoring & CH3 bending in lipids). These slight spectral variations from the 
difference spectra are more insightful than Figure 4.2 and Figure C4.10, in that, we can 
now compare the relative ratios of Raman bands across each of the three cell lines. Each 
of the Raman band vibrational modes was assigned based on available literature [7, 43]. 
PCA of the processed Raman spectra aid to distinguish each cell line based on cell 
type. Figure 4.4 shows the scatter plots of the Raman spectra for these cancer cell lines 
projected into a three-dimensional subspace using principal component scores PC1, PC2, 
and PC3. It is seen that the first principal component (PC1) possess 60.3% variation, PC2 
19.4% variation, PC3 9.8%. Thus the 3D PCA plots indicate that the Raman spectra of 
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these three cell lines are distinguishable into three distinct groups – according to the cell 
line type. The intrinsic difference in biomolecular composition and concentration for 
different cancer cells will cause the clusters to be separated from each other. In order to 
better view the similarity among these three cancer cell lines, hierarchical cluster analysis 
(HCA) was performed. HCA is used as an unsupervised method for obtaining 
information about the heterogeneity (dissimilarity) between spectra collected from 
different species. The dendrogram (Figure 4.5) shows that the three cell lines can be 
grouped based on the heterogeneity of each spectra, indicating that breast cancer cell 
lines (435 and 435/BRMS1) are much more similar to each other than to the lung cancer 
cell line (A549). The two breast cancer cell lines are more biologically similar each other, 
which makes sense as one is the parental cell line (435) and the other is progeny from 
that cell line (435/BRMS1). 
4.5.2 Raman spectral image analysis – 
Biochemical markers of three cell lines 
The spectral image at band 720 cm
-1
 in Figure 4.6-D through -F represents the 
guanine band distribution for DNA [43] and is concentrated centrally on the cells of 
A549 in Figure 4.6-D and 435/BRMS1 in Figure 4.6-F, compared to 435 cells in Figure 
4.6-E where the map is more evenly distributed. Raman band 940 cm
-1
 in all three cell 
lines Figure 4.6-G through -I is assigned the skeletal mode vibrations of polysaccharides 
for carbohydrates [43] and these spectral image display similar distributions as seen in 
Figure 4.6-D,-E,-F with the similar even spread noted for 435 cells in Figure 4.6-E. The 
1006 cm
-1
 band in Figure 4.6-J through -L is the symmetric ring breathing band of 
phenylalanine for protein [23, 43], which has a more even distribution near the center of 
each cell, although more broadly distributed in Figure 4.6-K. Finally, the 1095 cm
-1
 band 
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in Figure 4.6-M through -O is the chain C-C stretch band for lipid [23], and appears to be 
more narrowly distributed as in Figure 4.6-M and -O and more broad in Figure 4.6-N. 
Blended images are shown in Figure 4.6-P through -R and illustrate the overall combined 
biochemical distributions of these major biochemical components for A549, 435, and 
435/BRMS1. Furthermore, the biochemical distributions of A549 cells are very similar to 
those for 435/BRMS1. Both of these cell lines appear to have most of the biochemical 
components centralized at the mass of the cell. On the contrary, 435 has a broad 
distribution for each biochemical component, which could be attributed to the either the 
cellular adhesion or perhaps this cell is at a different phase cycle compared to A549 and 
435/BRMS1 cells imaged. 
In the PCA image analysis (Figure 4.4), all three cell lines possess >95% 
variations for the first principal component (PC1) among all the PC components. 
Specifically, the percentages of the variations in the first two principal components (PC1, 
PC2) of the spectra of the three cell lines are: A549 (98.98%, 1.02%), 435 (96.76%, 
3.24%), 435/BRMS1 (98.06%, 1.94%), respectively. As a result, the major variability of 
within the Raman signal is captured in the principal component (PC1) score image. 
Figure 4.7 clearly shows several distinct clusters, where the different colors indicate 
distinct features within the cluster. That is, the areas with similar colors represent a 
cluster and indicate the spectral data of the cells have similar patterns. The three PC1 
score images of the three cell lines demonstrate the major variability in the data and the 
dark red colored areas show the most informative sampling points in the single cell 
Raman spectral images. 
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4.5.3 Measurement of nanomechanical 
properties of cancer cell lines 
The topographical images obtained in Figure 4.8-B,-F, and -J revealed cellular 
morphological and structural differences of the cell surface membranes of each cell line: 
A549 cells exhibit a round or elliptical shape and the lamellipodia can be readily seen 
(Figure 4.8-A and -B), and 435 cells also have a round or elliptical shape but no 
pseudopodium is seen (Figure 4.8- E and -F); in contrast, 435/BRMS1 cells were 
predominately elongated and are long spindle-like or triangular shaped (Figure 4.8-I and -
J). Additionally, more details of the membrane surface nanostructures can be observed in 
the 3
rd
 and 4
th
 columns which were obtained using a more narrow scanning area: net-like 
cytoskeleton structures were present on A549 cells (Figure 4.8-C and -D) and 435 cells 
(Figure 4.8-G and -H); whereas the parallel arranged cytoskeleton structures (e.g., 
filamentous actin) were clearly visible on 435/BRMS1 cells (Figure 4.8-K and -L), 
indicating the reorganization of the cytoskeleton associated with BRMS1-expression. 
And the cross section profiles, shown in the 5
th
 column, further depicted the corrugation 
of cell membranes, suggesting non-smooth features on the cellular membrane surface. 
Furthermore, the quantitative comparison of membrane surface roughness (Ra and Rrms) 
indicated that the 435/BRMS1 cells possessed a much rougher membrane surface 
compared to A549 and 435 cells (the roughness values are indicated on respective images 
in the 3
rd
 and 4
th
 columns). 
Figure 4.9 indicates a representative AFM image and the corresponding 
nanomechanical results (adhesion force F maps and histograms; cell spring constant kcell 
maps and histograms; Young’s modulus E maps and histograms) of A549, 435, and 
435/BRMS1, respectively. Statistical analysis of AFM results revealed that A549 cells 
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had rougher cell membrane; larger cell adhesion force and cell spring constant compared 
to 435 cells and 435/BRMS1. The membrane surface adhesion forces for these cancer 
cells were measured in culture medium: 0.478±0.091 nN for A549 cells, 0.253±0.070 nN 
for 435 cells, and 1.114±0.281 nN for 435/BRMS1 cells, and the cell spring constant was 
measured at 2.62±0.682 mN/m for A549 cells, 2.105±0.691 mN/m for 435 cells, and 
5.448±1.081 mN/m for 435/BRMS1 cells. These differences could be attributed 
difference in the biochemical components and biophysical properties of each of the cell 
lines. Meanwhile, the increased membrane adhesion force and cell elasticity for 
435/BRMS1 versus 435 could be caused by changes in the cell adhesion, cytoarchitecture 
and extracellular matrix in the context of BRMS1-expression [44]. 
4.6 CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that the adhesion and motility of cancer cells is one of essential 
factors in the development of cancer cell metastasis [45, 46], for example, the inhibition 
of motility and enhancement of adhesion is very important for clinical treatment of 
cancer [45, 47, 48]. Therefore lower adhesion and a round shape may facilitate cell 
movement and migration. Alternatively, a stronger adhesion to the substratum may make 
these cells too adherent (or “sticky”) to migrate [45]. On the other hand, it has been 
reported that BRMS1 can suppress the development of metastasis without blocking 
orthotopic tumor growth [44, 49-53] and BRMS1-expression can probably induce 
cytoskeleton rearrangement and alterations in cell adhesion properties [44, 49], and 
suppress epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) expression [53].  
Our AFM results presented in this work revealed that BRMS1 expression in 435 
cells: a) altered cell topography from round (or elliptical shape) to triangular shape; b) 
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changed membrane cytoskeleton from net-like to parallel arrangement and thus induced a 
much rougher cell membrane; and c) increased the membrane surface adhesion force and 
cell spring constant. RM results indicated the overall similarity of the cellular surface 
biochemical compositions in A549, 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells, despite slightly weaker 
Raman band intensities that were observed in A549, the absence of the RNA band (813 
cm
-1
), and the increased amide I band (1660 cm
-1
). These slight differences could 
possibly be enhanced utilizing a surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) approach to 
gain new insight into the more subtle difference that may exist among these cell lines. 
The ability to differentiate cell biochemical components and cell biomechanics between 
native and metastasis biomarker gene expressed (e.g., BRMS1) cells could help in 
determining the role of related genes in cancer cell metastasis and the potential 
relationship to extracellular matrix and cell mobility [54, 55]. The alterations in cell and 
sub-cellular structures, nanomechanics and biochemical components arising from 
BRMS1-expression are likely to play an important role in the decrease of cell mobility 
and thus demonstrate a role in metastasis suppression. Altogether, this present work and 
the preliminary data revealed that the combination of AFM and RM are a promising 
technique for qualitatively and quantitatively assessing the differences in cell surface 
structures, surface biocomponents, and cell mechanics at the single cell, single molecule, 
and nanoscale level. 
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 CHAPTER 5 
BRMS1 EXPRESSION ALTERS THE ULTRASTRUCTURAL, 
BIOMECHANICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF MDA-MB-435 
HUMAN BREAST CARCINOMA CELLS: AN INSTRUMENTAL APPROACH 
TO STUDY CANCER CELLS
4
 
5.1 ABSTRACT 
Restoring breast cancer metastasis suppressor 1 (BRMS1) expression suppresses 
metastasis in MDA-MB-435 human breast carcinoma cells at ectopic sites without 
affecting tumor formation at orthotopic site in the body. BRMS1 expression induces 
many phenotypic alterations in 435 cells such as cell adhesion, cytoskeleton 
rearrangement, and the down-regulation of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 
expression. In order to better understand the role of cellular biomechanics in breast 
cancer metastasis, the qualitative and quantitative detection of cellular biomechanics and 
biochemical composition is urgently needed. In the present work, using atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and fluorescent microscopy we revealed that BRMS1-expression in 
435 cells induced reorganization of F-actin and caused alteration in cytoarchitectures 
(cell topography and ultrastructure).  Results from AFM revealed increase in 
biomechanical properties which include cell adhesion, cellular spring constant, and 
Young’s modulus in 435/BRMS1 cells. Raman microspectroscopy (RM) showed weaker 
vibrational spectroscopic bands in 435/BRMS1 cells, implying decrease in concentration 
of cellular biochemical components in these cells. This was despite similar spectral 
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patterns observed between 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells. Electric cell-substrate impedance 
sensing (ECIS) similarly revealed that 435 cells adhere more tightly to substrata and 
migrate more rapidly after wounding than BRMS1 cells. This work demonstrated the 
feasibility of applying AFM, RM, and ECIS techniques for in situ measurements of the 
cellular biomechanics, behavior, and biochemical components of breast carcinoma cells. 
It provides vital clues in understanding the role of cellular biomechanics in cancer 
metastasis, and further the development of new techniques for early diagnosis of breast 
cancer. 
5.2 INTRODUCTION 
The biomechanical properties of cancer cells such as adhesion, elasticity, and 
stiffness have been recognized as very important contributing to adherence, mobility, 
transformation, invasion, and metastasis [1]. Moreover, the cytoarchitectures and 
biophysical properties are often altered in cancer cells, and the latter has been implicated 
as a target area for the development of new clinical diagnostic approaches [1, 2, 3, 4]. 
Therefore, it is important to characterize the alterations in cellular biomechanics and 
membrane components in cancer cells with respect to normal or benign cells. However, 
such alterations have not yet been clearly elucidated, and one of the reasons is the lack of 
applicable technologies. Fortunately, studies using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 
RM have provided important insights into cellular biomechanics and these important 
tools have been recently applied in cancer cell studies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. 
MDA-MB-435 are breast adenocarcinoma cells that when injected into the 
mammary fat pads of immune-compromised mice form progressively growing tumors 
culminating in metastases [8].  These cells show alterations in the long arm of 
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chromosome 11, a region containing the breast cancer metastasis suppressor 1 (BRMS1) 
gene, leading to the loss of BRMS1 expression. Restoration of BRMS1 expression in 
these cells using microcell mediated chromosome transfer resulted in suppression of 
metastasis, leading to the identification of BRMS1 as a legitimate member of the family 
of metastasis suppressor genes [9, 10]. Metastasis suppressor genes are defined by their 
ability to suppress the formation of metastasis without affecting orthotopic tumor growth 
[11]. BRMS1 belongs to this family of genes which also includes more than 25 other 
genes [12]. BRMS1 has been shown to associate with the SIN3-histone deacetylase 
complexes possibly altering the transcription of some genes [13]. Also, BRMS1 has been 
shown to regulate phosphoinositide signaling [14], expression of epidermal growth factor 
receptor [15], osteopontin [16], NFκB [17], and connexins [18], all of which have been 
known to play a significant role in cancer progression, implicating BRMS1 in metastasis 
suppression.  
In the past decades, atomic force microscopy (AFM), had been widely applied in 
cell biological studies as a valuable force (nN/pN)-sensitive technique. This technology 
can provide the surface topography and biomechanics of mammalian cells at nanoscale 
resolution under near-physiological conditions AFM has allowed researchers to better 
understand mammalian cell biology and biophysical functions such as expression of 
specific receptors or oncogenic transformation. To date, applications AFM have been 
widely applied for detecting cellular biomechanics. For example, using AFM Cross et al. 
found that cancer cells are largely softer and less adhesive compared to normal/benign 
cells [2, 19]. Lekka et al. reported that cancer cells have a lower Young’s modulus than 
normal human epithelial cells (Hu609 and HCV29) [20], and Li et al. also found the 
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same variation tendency in non-malignant breast cells (MCF-10A) and malignant cells 
(MCF-7) [7]. These results along with others [3, 4, 20, 21] associated with cellular 
biomechanics have demonstrated the importance of AFM in nano-biomechanics studies 
and in early diagnosis of diseases like cancer. 
RM is a nondestructive vibrational/structural characterization method that can be 
utilized to identify characteristic spectroscopic fingerprints of living cells based on 
chemical molecular compositions [22]. Raman spectral frequencies are recorded in 
wavenumber units which are proportional to vibrational energies based on molecular 
polarizability [23]. Earlier studies using RM focused mainly on physical and structural 
investigations. Over the past few decades, due to advances in instrument design [24, 25], 
biological applications [26, 27], and methods for biochemical information extraction [28, 
29], RM has exhibited increased popularity in the field of mammalian cell biology [6, 
30]. Short et al. demonstrated the use of RM to detect biochemical changes, in 
tumorigenic versus nontumorigenic cells, as a result of proliferation [31]. More recently, 
Abramczyk et al. reported the hallmarks of normal, malignant, benign breast tissue 
characterized by Raman studies [32]. Several other studies reported the appearance of 
surface biopolymers (including DNA/RNA, lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates) in 
cellular growth [6, 29, 33]. 
Introduced in 1991 [4] electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) is an 
electrical method to observe mammalian cell behavior/mobility in real-time. Monitored 
behaviors include cell mobility, adhesion, and other cytoskeleton mediated activities. 
More than a decade ago ECIS was introduced to monitor cell attachment and cell 
spreading on artificial surfaces in real time and wound healing [5]. It was found that 
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wounding cells using ECIS is highly reproducible and can quantitatively measure cell 
line migration rates. A mini-review of ECIS as a non-invasive technique to study cancer 
cells addressed the importance of advantages for cancer biology and drug discovery [9]. 
Hong et al. further recognized how label-free and non-invasive measurements can be 
integrated with standard end point assays to achieve both optical and electrochemical 
observations. 
The objective of the present study was to analyze and compare the differences in 
cell topography, ultrastructure, biomechanics, biochemical components, and mobility 
between metastatic MDA-MB-435 (435) and non-metastatic MDA-MB-435/BRMS1 
(435/BRMS1) human breast carcinoma cells. In addition, we sought to understand 
potential links between cytoarchitectural, biomechanical changes and metastatic breast 
cancer. Our results show that BRMS1-expression induced alterations in cytoarchitecture 
including cell topography, ultrastructure, and biochemical properties, and increase in cell 
adhesion, elasticity, and stiffness in 435 cells. This work also illustrates the potential of 
applying a combined AFM and RM approach for the study of cancer cell metastasis. 
5.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
5.3.1 Preparation of breast cancer cell line 435 
and 435/BRMS1 
The 435/BRMS1 cells were transfected with a lentiviral vector construct 
expressing full length BRMS1 cDNA under the control of a cytomegalovirus promoter. 
435 and 435/BRMS1 cells were cultured in a 1:1 mixture of Dulbecco’s-modified eagle’s 
medium (DMEM) and Ham’s F-12 medium supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum 
(HyClone, Logan, UT). Cells were cultured in 25-cm
2
 Corning tissue culture dishes at 37 
°C with 5% CO2 in a humidified atmosphere. Cells were sub-cultured at 80-90% 
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confluency using 2 mM EDTA in Ca
2+/
Mg
2+
-free PBS (PBS, 0.01M, pH7.4, Thermo 
Scientific). Cell lines were confirmed to be free of Mycoplasma contamination using 
PCR (TaKaRa, Japan). No antibiotics or antimycotics were used in both cells culturing. 
For AFM experiments, cells were seeded on poly-L-lysine coated Petri dishes at a 
density of 1×10
5
 cells per 2 mls of media. For RM a density of 1×10
5
 cells per 2 mls of 
media was seeded on quartz cover slips (18×18 mm) to minimize the effects of 
background (Electron Microscopy Science Cat. # 72250-02). ECIS arrays were removed 
from the electrode holder and placed on a heating block (37 
o
C ±1 
o
C) within a laminar 
flow hood and inoculated with a 200 µl suspension of 5×10
5
 cells/ml to yield a final 
concentration of 2×10
5 
cells/well (400 µl total solution per well).   
5.3.2 Atomic force microscopy  
Because the 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells were too soft to be imaged by AFM, two 
approaches of sample preparation were adopted. 1) The in situ approach was used to 
measure the biomechanical properties such as adhesion behavior, cellular spring constant 
and Young’s modulus. Cells grown on poly-L-lysine coated Petri dishes were directly 
transferred onto AFM scanner stage for measurements without any pretreatment, and 
whole measurements were conducted in culture medium; the acquired data thus reflected 
the physiological status of the observed living cells. 2) To compare the differences in 
topography and ultrastructures of the two cell lines, the cells were pretreated by fixing 
with 1× Ca
2+/
Mg
2+
-free phosphate buffered saline containing 1% glutaraldehyde plus 1% 
paraformaldehyde for 5 minutes, followed by gentle rinsing using PBS. The Petri dish 
containing the cells immersed in PBS was then transferred onto AFM scanner stage for 
imaging.  
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The contact mode AFM controlled by software PicoScan 5.4 (PicoPlus, Agilent 
Technologies, USA) was applied to 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells at room temperature in 
PBS (0.01 M, pH7.4) or directly in cell culture medium. During AFM imaging the height 
mode and deflection mode images were acquired simultaneously. Because the deflection 
mode image can provide very fine structural details it was employed in experimental 
analyses. The spring constant of the cantilever used in the experiments was 0.06 N/m 
(Vecco). The tip length was 0.4~0.7 µm, and the curvature radius of the Si3N4 tip was 
approximately 10 nm. Also, the approach/retract velocity applied throughout the 
experiments of deflection (nm) vs. distance (nm) curve acquirement was 6.1 µm/s. The 
values for the adhesion force (the detachment force between bare AFM tip and cell 
surface in the process of AFM cantilever retracting) were extracted from curves of 
deflection (nm) vs. distance (nm) via the Scanning Probe Image Processor (SPIP) 
software (Image Metrology, Denmark). By applying the AFM tip to the sample surface, 
the elasticity of cell membrane can be evaluated based on the slope of compliance portion 
of the deflection-force curve. To analyze cellular elasticity, the cellular spring constants 
(kcell) were calculated using a previously presented formula [34, 35], as shown in Chapter 
4 equation 2. 
To further evaluate the difference in stiffness of the two cell lines, the Young’s 
modulus was also calculated according to the following formula that has been widely 
accepted [36, 37]:  
tan3
)1(4
5.1
2
)(
z
F
E
cellZ
cell
      (2) 
where Ecell, Young’s modulus; F, loading force; ηcell, Poisson ratio (assuming 0.5); Δz, 
indentation (shown in Figure 5.2);  is the curvature tip half-angle that equals to 36
o
. 
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With this formula, we calculated the Young’s modulus for each group based on hundreds 
of deflection-distance curves acquired.  
Furthermore, to assess statistically significant differences in biophysical 
properties including adhesion force and cellular elasticity between these two breast 
cancer cell lines, the data were reported as mean±SE (standard error), and the statistical 
difference was analyzed by a Student’s t-test or ANOVA. The data used to graph 
histogram or maps were measured from the whole cell body, and the histograms were 
drawn using OriginPro 7.5 (OriginLab Corp., USA). The mapping of adhesion force or 
cellular spring constant was graphed with a 256 color map created by MATLAB program 
version R2009a (MathWorks, Inc.). 
5.3.3 Raman microspectroscopy 
Raman spectra were acquired using a Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer 
(controlled by WiRE 3.0 software) connected to a Leica microscope (Leica DMLM). The 
spectrometer was equipped with a 785 nm near-IR laser (laser spot 10 x 3 m line) that 
was focused through a 63x NA = 0.90 water immersion objective. The spectrometer was 
calibrated with silicon at a static spectrum centered at 520.5 cm
-1
 for 1 second.  Samples 
of 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells were mounted on the microscope stage and imaged. Spectra 
were then collected in static mode for 1 accumulation at 10 second laser exposure over a 
wave number range of 500  1800 cm
-1
. Five spectra were used to calculate an average 
for both cell lines.  Each spectrum was then normalized using peak intensity at 805.7 cm
-1
 
and baseline corrected by subtraction of quartz substrate and media spectrum. Savitsky-
Golay smoothing [38] was performed with the smooth window equal to 9 and polynomial 
order equal to 2. Raman spectral maps were collected in a “StreamLine” mode at 30 
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seconds exposure time at wavenumber center 900 cm
-1
. Cosmic Ray Removal (CRR) was 
performed and signal-to-baseline intensity was analyzed over a range of 700 – 1092 cm-1. 
The diffraction limited optical resolution for the 63x objective was calculated by the 
Abbe equation [22]. 
5.3.4 Electric cell-substrate impedance sensing 
ECIS arrays were prepared, prior to use, according to the following steps; 200 µl 
of pre-warmed gelatin solution (0.15 M NaCl + 1000 µg/ml) was added to each well for 
10 minutes or 10 mM L-cysteine in water (Electrode-stabilizing Solution, ABP, NY, 
USA) was added to each well for 15 minutes, electrodes were then rinsed with 400 µl of 
0.15 M NaCl solution, and 200 µl of serum containing culture medium (DMEM:Ham’s 
F-12) was added to each well. Electrode arrays were then placed in an array holder (ECIS 
Zθ, ABP, NY, USA), incubated at 37 oC and 5% CO2 while an electrode stabilization was 
performed by the ECIS software. After stabilization, electrode arrays were monitored for 
an additional 30 minutes to verify proper electrode baseline prior to seeding with 435 and 
435/BRMS1 cells. Once seeded the arrays were then returned to incubated electrode 
holder and monitored using ECIS Software (v1.2.35, ABP, NY, USA). For wounding 
assay setting were 60 kHz and 1400 µA for 20 seconds. Pre- and post-wounding images 
were acquired using an Olympus IX-70 inverted epifluorescence microscope with no 
further image processing. 
5.3.5 Immuno-fluorescent staining for F-actin 
localization in 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells. 
To evaluate F-actin localization, 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells grown on cover slips 
for 24 hours were fixed using
 
4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, 
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Hatfield, PA) for 20 min, and permeabilized using 0.1%
 
Triton X-100 (Union Carbide 
Corporation, Texas city, TX) for 10 minutes. F-actin was stained using Phalloidin 
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), nuclei were counter-stained using 4',6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (Vector laboratories Inc, Burlingame, CA),
 
and cells were viewed with an 
Olympus IX-70 inverted epifluorescence
 
microscope. Representative images were 
obtained, combined, and
 
processed using IPLab (v3.7) deconvolution software 
(Scanalytics,
 
Rockville, MD). 
5.4 RESULTS 
5.4.1 Topography and ultrastructure of 435 
and 435/BRMS1 cells 
Fixed cells were imaged by AFM in PBS solution. Figure 5.1-A through -F) 
shows representative images of 435 cells at a single cell (A-C) and ultrastructural level 
(D-F), and Figure 5.1-G through -L) are images of 435 /BRMS1 cells at a single cell (G-
I) and ultrastructural level (J-L). Figure 5.1 vividly revealed the differences in topography 
and ultrastructures of these two cell lines, indicating that 435 cells possessed a more 
round or elliptical shape (Figure 5.1-A through -C). In contrast, 435/BRMS1 cells were 
predominately elongated (Figure 5.1-G) with lamellipodial-like projections (Figure 5.1-
I). Moreover, the comparison of membrane surface ultrastructures indicated that the 
435/BRMS1 (Figure 5.1-J through -L) cells also possessed a much rougher membrane 
surface than 435 cells (Figure 5.1-D through -F), which could be due to more abundant 
microvillus structures. These microvillus structures led to the low resolution (obscured) 
images (Figure 5.1-H, -K, and -L) because the microvillus floating in medium could 
move or be moved in the process of tip scanning. Mesh-like cytoskeleton structures were 
clearly visible on the membrane surface of 435 cells, whereas the cytoskeleton structures 
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(e.g., filamentous actin) (Figure 5.1-D through -F) of 435/BRMS1 cells were arranged in 
parallel, as shown in the deflection image (Figure 5.1-J). 
5.4.2 Homogeneity in adhesion behavior and 
elasticity of membrane surface 
The cytoskeleton, a supramolecular network mainly consisting of microfilaments, 
intermediate filaments and microtubules, is very important for determining cell shape and 
generating mechanical forces. It is possible that initiation of cytoskeletal rearrangements 
in 435 cells due to BRMS1 expression could affect cellular properties such as adhesion 
and elasticity. Therefore, it is of interest to evaluate the differences in viscoelascticity of 
the two cell lines (435 and 435/BRMS1). In 435 cells, both adhesion force and cellular 
spring constant (kc) measured on cytoskeleton and on lipid (non-cytoskeleton region) 
were not statistically different. The measured adhesion force was 0.291±0.018 nN for 
cytoskeleton and 0.298±0.024 nN for lipid; the mean value of kc was 9.45±0.23 mN/m for 
the cytoskeleton, and 9.27±0.20 mN/m for lipid, implying biophysical and biochemical 
homogeneity of the membrane surface of 435 cells. However in 435/BRMS1 cells the 
adhesion properties of the cytoskeleton region (below the green line in Figure 5.1-I) and 
the microvillus-abundant region (above the green line in Figure 5.1-I) were significantly 
different (P < 0.01): 0.173±0.025 nN for the cytoskeleton region, and 0.477±0.030 nN for 
the microvillus-abundant region. Also the difference in spring constants between these 
two regions were not statistically significant even though their mean spring constants 
were different (0.019±0.002 N/m for the cytoskeleton region, and 0.006±0.0001 N/m for 
the microvillus region). These findings suggested the lack of physicochemical 
homogeneity of the cell surface in 435/BRMS1 cells. These measurements indicated that 
BRMS1 expression induced changes in both membrane cytoskeleton and biomechanics, 
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which could be the result of differential expression of genes involved in the cytoskeleton 
and adhesion [39]. Because the reorganization of cytoskeleton is closely associated with 
cellular biomechanics [1, 7], it is more valuable to detect the difference in biomechanics 
including adhesion, elasticity and stiffness of living cells in situ. 
5.4.3 Biomechanics of 435 and 435/BRMS1 
cells. 
To further analyze the biomechanics including adhesion behavior and elasticity of 
the two cell lines in the context of cytoskeleton rearrangements [15, 39], we measured the 
living cells, in situ, cultured on poly-L-lysine coated Petri dish in culture medium and the 
results are shown in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2(-B, -D) and (-H, -J) show the statistical 
distribution of the adhesion force and cellular spring constant measured on 435 and  
 
 
Figure 5.1.  Comparison of topography, ultrastructures, and biomechanics 
of 435 (A-F) and 435/BRMS1 (G-L) cells. The cells were fixed by 1% 
glutaraldehyde plus 1% paraformaldehyde. (A-C) and (G-I) are deflection 
images of 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells, respectively; (D-F) and (J-L) present 
ultrastructures of 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells, respectively. The inset in (G) 
indicates the height mode image of cell (G). Images (H) and (J) are the 
magnified views of square frame in (G) and (I), respectively. Scale bar: A-
C, G-I, 5 µm; D-F, J-L, 1µm. 
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435/BRMS1 cells and these respective maps are shown in Figure 5.2(-C, -E) and (-I, -K). 
It was interesting to note that the filamentous actin that was previously observed in 
fluorescence images [14] was also seen in Figure 5.2-G (green arrows). The low 
resolution deflection images in Figure 5.2-A and -G may be a result of the very soft cell 
membrane (evidenced by the low cellular spring constants as shown in Figure 5.2-D, -J) 
and the presence and movement of membrane surface microvillus during the tip 
scanning.  Figure 5.2-Fshows representative deflection (nm) vs. distance (nm) curves 
acquired on 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells. The compliance portion of the approaching 
branch for the curves exhibited obvious non-linear interaction between the tip and cell 
membrane, revealing the existence of the effects of polymer brush of microvillus (steric 
effect), electrostatic interaction (charged group), and elastic interaction [40, 41]. On the 
other hand, the retracting branch of the curves indicated the non-specific binding force 
and long-range interaction (Figure 5.2-F) [41]. The culmination of these effects lowered 
the image resolution; therefore, we performed the acquisition of deflection (nm) versus 
distance (nm) curve to evaluate the biomechanics of the cell surface.  
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated that the adhesion behavior between 
the two cell lines were significantly different at the 0.05 level (F=37.67). The adhesion 
force of 435 cells was measured at 0.434±0.010 nN, whereas that of 435 /BRMS1 cells 
was 0.826±0.011 nN (statistics based on multiple cells). This adhesion force difference 
might be ascribed to the changes in cell adhesion, cytoarchitecture, and extracellular 
matrix in BRMS1-expressing cells [39]. Moreover, it was found that both 435/BRMS1 
and 435 cells possessed very low cellular spring constants, 4.334±0.066 mN/m for 
435/BRMS1 and 3.443±0.064 mN/m for 435 (data from multiple cells), and the 
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Figure 5.2.  Biomechanical evaluation of living breast cancer cell line 435 
(A-E) and 435/BRMS1 (G-K). (A) and (G) are representative deflection 
images of 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells scale acquired in culture medium, 
respectively, and their respective statistical results of adhesion force and 
spring constant (kcell) are shown in (B, D) or in (H, J). The maps of 
adhesion force and kc of 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells are shown in (C, E) 
and (I, K), respectively. (F) Two representative deflection (nm)-distance 
(nm) curves measured on 435 cells (black curve) and 435/BRMS1 cell 
(red curve). (L) presents the merged compliance portion of approaching 
branch of one deflection (nm)-distance (nm) curve acquired on 435 cell 
(green curve), 435/BRMS1 cell (red curve), or on Petri dish (black curve); 
the Young’s moduli of the two cell lines were calculated by substituting 
the indentation depth and the corresponding compliance force into the 
equation (2). Scale bar for (A, G): 5µm. 
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difference was also statistically significant. Furthermore, it should be noted that the 
Young’s modulus of 435/BRMS1 (non-metastatic), 18.10±0.94 kPa, was larger than the 
metastatic 435, 4.70±0.28 kPa, which is similar to previous reported results for MCF7 
breast cancer cells [7] and other cancer cell lines [2, 20]. The larger Young’s modulus of 
435/BRMS1 could be attributed to the reorganization of the cytoskeleton. In addition, it 
was noted that the adhesion force and spring constant measured for living cells differed 
from those for fixed cells (discussed in section 3.3.), which could be due to the different 
physiological status of the cell membranes. 
5.4.4 Cellular components of 435 and 
435/BRMS1 cells 
RM provides a non-invasive tool to characterize the cellular biochemical 
composition of human tissues at different disease states [42]. Using this technique the 
predominance of lipids was reported in normal breast tissue whereas proteins were 
predominant in pathological breast issue [43, 44]. Taking note of the previous 
observations the Raman spectra was compared between 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells in 
order to determine if the expression of BRMS1 could alter cell surface components. 
Stacked Raman spectra of 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells are shown in Figure 5.3. These 
spectra illustrate the overall similarities in biochemical composition between the 
metastatic 435 cells (upper in Figure 5.3) and the non-metastatic 435/BRMS1 cells 
(lower in Figure 5.3). It was found that the Raman spectra for 435 and 435/BRMS1 are 
very similar with the presence of bands corresponding to DNA/RNA, lipids, proteins, and 
carbohydrates. The main bands for DNA are assigned as 720 (adenine), 785 (cytosine and 
thymine), 1091 (O-P-O symmetric stretching), and 1341 cm
-1
 (adenine); all of which are  
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associated with the vibrations of the nucleic acid and sugar-phosphate backbone [33, 45, 
46]. The band at 785 cm
-1
 can be taken as a measure for the relative quantity of nucleic 
acids [47]. Besides the nucleic acid and phosphate backbone bands, another characteristic 
band for RNA is assigned at 813 cm
-1
 (C'5-O-P-O-C'3 phosphodiester bands) which is 
one of the most distinct peaks for RNA [33, 46]. Lipids are present at 719 (N
+
(NH3)3 
symmetric stretching), 1091 (lipid), 1304 (CH2 deformation of phospholipids), and 1451 
(CH2 bending mode in malignant tissue) [33, 46]. The characteristic peak for 
phospholipids at 719 cm
-1
 overlaps with the adenine peak at 720 cm
-1
. Wavenumbers in 
the 1091 ~ 1095 cm
-1
 range can result from either lipids or phosphate backbone vibration 
in nucleic acids [33, 46], we tentatively assign 1091 cm
-1
 in 435 cells to lipid and use this 
peak for Raman spectral mapping. Compared to the normal breast tissue, the lipid band in 
breast cancer cells typically found at 1440 cm
-1
 (CH2 bending mode) was red shifted to 
1451 cm
-1
, which is consistent with reported literature [44]. Proteins are assigned to 624 
(C-C twisting mode of phenylalanine), 645 (C-C twisting mode of tyrosine), 856 (ring 
breathing of tyrosine), 1006 (ring breathing of phenylalanine), 1034 (C-H in 
phenylalanine), 1128 (C-N stretching in protein or C-O stretching in carbohydrates), 
1209 (C-C6H5 stretching mode in phenylalanine and tyrosine), 1254 (Amide III  sheet), 
and 1661 cm
-1
 (Amide I) [33, 45]. It should be noted that the Amide I band, usually 
present at 1654 cm
-1
 in normal breast tissue, is also red shifted to 1661 cm
-1
 for both 
cancer cell-lines in this study. Also, the typical amide III at 1270 cm
-1
 (α helix of protein) 
was not observed here. Carbohydrates are assigned in the range of 800 – 1100 cm-1 are 
associated with glycosidic bonds and sugar ring vibrations [33], e.g., 939 or 940 cm
-1
 can 
be tentatively assigned to the skeletal mode of polysaccharides.  
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Figure 5.3.  Raman spectra of 435 cells (upper) and 435/BRMS1 cells 
(lower). 
Spectral differences between 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells are observed for the 
bands: 813 (C'5-O-P-O-C'3 phosphodiester bands in RNA), 1426 (deoxyribose or s 
(COO
-
) of protein), and 1772 cm
-1
 (unidentified) in 435 cells; 1376 (CH3 symmetric 
deformation) and 1513 cm
-1
 (cytosine or carotenoid pigments) in 435/BRMS1 cells [33, 
46]. Also observed are relatively stronger bands at 1158 and 1176 cm
-1
 in 435, which can  
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be tentatively assigned as carotenoids, or C-C/C-N stretching in proteins and cytosine, or 
guanine or C-H bending in tyrosine [33, 46], and a relatively stronger band at 986 cm
 1
 in 
435/BRMS1, which can be assigned as C-C or C-O in ribose [33, 46]. In addition, 
symmetric phosphate backbone stretching vibration of DNA band is red shifted from 
1091 cm
-1
 in 435 cells to 1098 cm
-1
 in 435/BRMS1 cells. Overall, the band intensity of 
435 is stronger than that of 435/BRMS1, implying a richer biochemical composition in 
435 compared with 435/BRMS1 cells. The major spectral differences between these 
breast carcinoma cells and normal breast tissue [44] are: 435 carcinoma cells possess a 
relatively strong amide I band, a stronger and broader amide II band, a broader and red 
shifted CH2 bending mode band, and a richer protein presence. The increased presence of 
proteins in cancer cells has been associated with inflammation and metastasis [48, 49]. 
Figure 5.4 shows Raman spectral mapping for both 435 (column 1) and 
435/BRMS1 cells (column 2). The bottom row is a bright field image acquired prior to 
Raman spectral mapping. Each of the following rows (2-5 from bottom) is a specific 
cellular component distribution map, as characterized by using a wavenumber 
characteristic of each component layered over the bright field image. The top-most row is 
a blended image of each cellular component overlaid on the bright field image. Individual 
components were assigned as follows: 785 cm
-1
 for DNA, 939 cm
-1
 for carbohydrate, 
1006 cm
-1
 for protein, and 1092 cm
-1
 for lipid. The overall component distribution for435 
and 435/BRMS1 appeared very similar, with the exception that 435 has a stronger 
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Figure 5.4.  Raman mapping of biochemical information for cell line 435 
and 435/BRMS1. Different biochemical components were identified by 
characteristic wavenumbers as follows; DNA (red) – 785 cm-1, 
carbohydrate (blue) – 939 cm-1, protein (green) – 1006 cm-1, and lipid 
(yellow) – 1092 cm-1. Scale bar: 10 µm (horizontal), 5 µm (vertical). 
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overall intensity than 435/BRMS1. Closer observation for the 435 maps revealed that the 
attached cell (column 1) has a different spectral intensity when compared to the rounded 
cell (column 2). This may be attributed to the spatial area distribution of components in a 
rounded cell compared with an attached cell which has a larger surface area. This could 
increase the likelihood of motility related proteins and metastatic potential [49]. 
Conversely for the 435 cell on the right the similarities with 435/BRMS1 is 
indistinguishable. Based on spatial resolution, Raman mapping gives a 2-D distribution 
(peak intensity mapping was used) for each of the cellular bio-components. 
5.4.5 435 and 435/BRMS1 wound healing and 
migration rate 
ECIS arrays seeded with both 435 cells and 435/BRMS1 cells were monitored 
over a time course of 50 hours. Figure 5.5 illustrates averaged time profiles of 435 and 
435/BRMS1 cultured in separate arrays. During this time, cells were seeded (1) and 
allowed to attach and proliferate (2). Next each array was wounded (3) and allowed to 
recover (4) for ~12 hours. Then a second wounding was performed (5) and cells were 
allowed to continue in culture until termination (6). During the initial growth phase (2), 
both cell lines appear very similar with the exception of the red profile for 435 cells, 
which has an overall lower capacitance. After the first wounding (3), there are clear 
separations between each cell line (4). Replicates of 435 cells return to a lower 
capacitance level, indicating cell re-population of the working electrode, as compared 
with 435/BRMS1 which do not fully recover. When the capacitance values were close to 
the initial baseline values prior to the first wounding (4), a second wounding (5) was 
performed and the both cell line continued in culture. After the second wounding, there is  
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a greater separation in relative capacitance values for both 435 and 435/BRMS1 cell 
lines. This separation indicates that 435 cells recover and re-populate the working 
electrode versus little to no recovery for 435/BRMS1 cells. From the wound/healing 
assay, we calculated an average migration rate for 435 of 37 µm/hour whereas 
435/BRMS1 did not recover from the wounding and a migration rate could not be 
calculated. Similar wound healing results have been reported using traditional scrape 
assay for 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells and implicate the expression of BRMS1 gene in 
reduction specific to matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) MMP-9 and MMP-2, which could 
be responsible for the decreased invasiveness of 435/BRMS1 compared with 435 cells 
[50]. Another point to consider is the adhesion of each cell line.  For the measured 
capacitance values and resistance values (not shown) for each cell line, 435 reach a 
greater capacitive low of ≤1.5 nF and resistance of 6 kΩ while 435/BRMS1 are around 
≤2 - 2.5 nF and 2.1 kΩ.  
Figure 5.6 are bright field images from array A for each electrode pre- and post- 
wounding (profile not shown). Wells A2 – A4 contained 435 cells and A6 – A8 contained 
435/BRMS1 cells and medium controls were in A1 and A5. Visually, without trypan blue 
exclusion or fluorescent staining, it is difficult to distinguish morphological difference 
between the pre- and post-wounded cells in the wells. However, slight differences were 
observed for in A4, A6, A7, and A8. Migration rates were not calculated for ECIS data in 
Figure 5.5, however a second study was conducted and electrode coverage and migration 
rates were calculated and indicated that there was incomplete electrode coverage and 
therefore wound/healing migration rates may have been too high  
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Figure 5.5.  Electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) of wounding 
and healing for 435 and 435/BRMS1. Each cell line was seeded, in 
culture-ware containing integrated electrodes on the substrate, at a final 
density of 2×10
5
 cells/well (1). A confluent layer was allowed to form 
after initial attachment and proliferation (2). Arrays were charged with a 
1400 µA pulse for 20 seconds at 60 kHz to wound cells attached on the 
electrode surface (3), time then allowed for the cell layer to recover – 
migrate/proliferate back over electrode surface (4). Re-wounding was 
performed (5) and then more time was allowed for healing (6). 
5.4.6 Immuno-fluorescent imaging for F-actin 
localization in 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells 
For cancer cells to successfully metastasize they must complete all the steps 
starting from invasion through the basement membrane to successful colonization at the 
secondary site to form micrometastasis followed by macrometastasis. Cytoskeletal  
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Figure 5.6.  Bright field images of array A wells imaged with IX – 71 
Olympus Microscope at 10 x magnifications. Well were imaged pre- and 
post-wounding.  Note wells A1 and A5 contained only culture medium, 
A2, A3, A4 contained 435 cells and A6, A7, A8 contained 435/BRMS1 
cells. Arrows indicated areas where cell monolayer has changed after 
wounding. 
reorganization is critical in accomplishing some of these steps; metastatic cells reorganize 
their F-actin filaments to minimize adhesion to substratum leading to easier dissociation. 
Figure 5.7 (A and B) shows the difference in F-actin organization in 435 and 
435/BRMS1 cells stained with phalloidin. 435 cells show irregular distribution of F-actin 
mainly localized on the membrane surface, whereas 435/BRMS1 cells show a more 
organized cytoskeleton, providing the 435/BRMS1 cells with a stronger attachment to the  
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Figure 5.7.  F-actin localization in 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells: Cells were 
cultured on cover slips for 24 hours; F-actin was visualized by phalloidin 
staining. Multiple cells and single cells were imaged for 435 (A and C) 
and 435/BRMS1 (B and D). 
substratum. This is consistent with the increased adhesion force observed when BRMS1 
was expressed in 435 cells. Figure 5.7 (C and D) also shows distinct differences in the 
morphology of 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells supporting the concept that cytoskeletal 
MDA-MB-435/BRMS1 MDA-MB-435 
A B 
C D 
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organization determines the shape of the cell. The cell shape observed by fluorescence 
images is similar to what was observed by AFM and RM images: 435 cells are more 
round while 435/BRMS1 cells are more elongated. 
5.5 DISCUSSION 
It is well known that adhesion to the substratum is a critical component in cell 
survival.  However, this requirement is not necessary for cancer cells as they do not 
undergo anoikis [51]. Unlike normal cells, the adhesion motility of cancer cells is one of 
the essential factors in the development of cancer cell metastasis [51, 52]. For this reason, 
cancer cells often possess very low adhesive behavior and a round shape that can 
facilitate the metastatic process and promote invasion, because a stronger adhesion to the 
substratum makes these cells too adherent (or “sticky”) to move and migrate [51]. 
Therefore, the inhibition of motility and the enhancement of adhesion are very important 
in the clinical treatment of cancer [51, 53, 54].  
It has been shown that BRMS1 can suppress the development of metastasis 
without blocking orthotopic tumor growth [14, 15, 39, 55, 56, 57]. Also, previous work 
suggested that the mechanism of BRMS1-mediated metastasis suppression might 
correlate with the secretion of metastasis-associated proteins and/or extracellular matrix 
effects [39]. Also the expression of BRMS1 in 435 cells probably induced changes in cell 
adhesion, cytoskeleton rearrangement [14, 39], and suppressed epidermal growth factor 
receptor (EGFR) expression [15]. Because EGFR can be activated by its specific ligands 
such as epidermal growth factor (EGF) and transforming growth factor α (TGFα) leading 
to the growth and spread of tumor [58], down regulation of EGFR by BRMS1 helps 
suppress metastasis by modulating metastatic-associated phenotypes [52] like cell 
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migration and adhesion. Our qualitative and quantitative AFM results presented in this 
study revealed that the expression of BRMS1 in 435 cells, i) altered cell topography from 
round or elliptical shape to triangular shape, ii) induced membrane cytoskeleton changes 
from mesh-like to parallel arrangement, iii) resulted in the much rougher cell membrane, 
and iv) increased membrane surface adhesion force. These alterations in cell topography 
and the reorganization of sub-cellular structures arising from BRMS1 expression are very 
likely to play an important role in the decrease of cell mobility and thus demonstrate its 
role as a metastasis suppressor [59, 60]. Raman microspectroscopy results indicate 
overall similarity of cell surface biochemical composition in 435 and 435/BRMS1 cells, 
despite a slightly weaker Raman band intensity that was observed in 435/BRMS1 cells. 
That means the BRMS1 suppressor gene expression may not significantly change the 
cellular biochemical compositions (or these changes are not detectable under the current 
experimental conditions), but may alter the intensities of these biochemical components 
on the cell surface. ECIS also verified that the 435/BRMS1 cells have a stronger adhesion 
to the substratum compared to 435 cells. Also, 435 recover more completely from 
wounding whereas 435/BRMS1 cells do not fully recover. In future studies, it would be 
useful to verify complete surface coverage (by ECIS modeling and fluorescent staining) 
and then to extract further parameters of interest (i.e. alpha and h) to verify 
morphological/attachment differences between these two related cell lines. 
In conclusion, the role of the biomechanical properties of cells in human diseases 
has been studied considerably in the past decades [1, 2, 3, 4, 61, 62]. Previous studies 
have demonstrated that malignant cells are less adherent and much softer compared to 
normal or benign cells [1, 2, 20, 62], which could be used as a “biomechanical marker” 
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for the development of a new tool for early diagnosis of cancer [1, 2, 3, 4, 62]. As shown 
in our work, the increase in cell adhesion, cellular spring constant, and Young’s modulus, 
which were associated with the alteration in cytoarchitectures of BRMS1 expressing 
cells, altogether contributed to the low metastasis ability of 435/BRMS1 cells compared 
to 435 cells. This study revealed that the expression of BRMS1 altered the 
physiochemical and biomechanical properties of the parental cell membrane surface and 
induced an increase in cell adhesion, cell elasticity, and stiffness, suggesting why 
435/BRMS1 cells are not metastatic and why 435 cells are metastatic. These findings 
were consistent with previous observations that non-metastatic cells possessed higher 
adhesion and stiffer cell membrane than malignant or metastatic cells [1, 2, 7, 20, 62]. 
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 CHAPTER 6 
TOXIC EFFECTS OF DIESEL EXHAUST PARTICLES AND ANTI-OXIDANT 
PROTECTIVE ACTIVITIES ON HUMAN LUNG EPITHELIAL CELLS: 
ENHANCED STUDIES USING ELECTRIC-CELL SUBSTRATE IMPEDANCE 
SENSING AND RAMAN MICROSPECTROSCOPY
5
 
6.1 ABSTRACT 
Research using epithelial cell lines is required to understand underlying 
mechanisms which lead to abnormalities that cause airway or pulmonary disease.  A 
novel arrangement of electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) and Raman 
microspectroscopy (RM) was used to explore cytotoxic response in A549 cell line 
exposed to diesel exhaust particles (DEP).  For ECIS, ≤10-fold DEP concentration (≤100 
µg/ml) exposure caused clastogenic DNA degradation whereas ≥25-fold DEP (≥250 
µg/ml) exposure caused cytotoxic results compare to 10 µg/ml DEP.  10 µM treatments 
of the natural phytoalexin, resveratrol (RES), showed minimal to mild protection against 
DEP before and after exposure and aided in improving injury recovery.  RM also 
revealed decreases in nucleic acid and protein specific Raman bands.  In conclusion, our 
setup with A549 proved useful for cytotoxic response to DEP exposure and we report a 
reproducible method to study cell attachment and proliferation, and biochemical changes 
with respect to culture time. 
                                                 
5
 Figures 6.28 – 6.31 used with permission from Mingjie Tang 
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6.2 INTRODUCTION 
Cell death mechanisms can be classified as either necrotic or accidental and as 
apoptotic or programmed [1].  Over the past three decades, the interest in apoptosis has 
gained attention based on the cascade of events that can be manipulated to trigger this 
natural programmed pathway for cell death.  In apoptosis studies, at the cellular level, 
cytotoxic and genotoxic effects are generally studied utilizing either fluorescence staining 
techniques with in vivo or in vitro studies and also incorporated with flow cytometry [2].  
Cytotoxicity refers to the state or quality of being toxic to mammalian cells.  Whereas 
genotoxicity refers to the degree, to which, something will damage or mutate DNA.  
Common staining techniques require cells to be stained while live and then fixed as dead 
to then image using microscopy. Although fluorescent staining techniques offer specific 
advantages; there are disadvantages to these terminal type studies.  Electric cell-substrate 
impedance sensing (ECIS) offers a non-invasive approach to monitor cell behavior.  
Alternatively, Raman microspectroscopy (RM) is a non-destructive vibration 
spectroscopy technique that may offer a real-time method to monitor cellular viability.  
This work investigated the feasibility of utilizing ECIS and RM to monitor cell behavior 
and biochemical changes with respect to culture time versus DEP exposure and RES 
treatment. 
6.3 ELECTRIC CELL-SUBSTRATE IMPEDANCE SENSING 
Invented in 1984 [3] and commercially introduced in 1991 [4], ECIS is an 
electrical method used to observe mammalian cell behavior.  Monitored behaviors 
include cell mobility, adhesion, and other cytoskeleton mediated activities.  More than a 
decade ago ECIS was introduced to monitor cell attachment and cell spreading on 
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artificial surfaces in real time and wound healing [5].  ECIS has also been used in 
numerous studies, for example cytotoxicity has been monitored, as a function of time and 
concentration, for the inhibitors: cadmium chloride, sodium arsenate, and benzalkonium 
chloride were compared to a standard neutral red assay [6] with good agreement.  Xiao et 
al. showed that exposure to these toxicants made attached cells die and/or detach from 
the ECIS electrode, which correspond to a decrease in the measured capacitance.  
Another study focused on wound-healing initiated and monitored by ECIS as compared 
to traditional “scrap” wounding studies [7].  It was found that wounding cells using ECIS 
is highly reproducible and can quantitatively measure cell line migration rates.  More 
recently ECIS illustrated important differences in airway epithelial cell types [8].  The 
most remarkable aspect of this study was that each of the four cell lines (16HBE14o-, 
BEAS-2B, NCI-H292, and A549) has distinct phenotypic differences for the 
adhesion/spreading, barrier function, and wounding healing as measured with ECIS.  
These differences divide the cell lines into good candidates for either barrier function 
studies (16HBE14o-) or cell-matrix translational research (BEAS-2B and A549) [8].  A 
mini-review of ECIS as a non-invasive technique to study cancer cells addressed the 
importance of advantages for cancer biology and drug discovery [9].  Hong et al. further 
recognized how label-free and non-invasive measurements can be integrated with 
standard end-point assays to have both optical and electrochemical observations.  Our 
studies targeted this type of application and focused on the cytotoxic effects of diesel 
exhaust particles (DEP) on confluent layers of A549 cells.  Further, we observed the 
inhibitory (hence forth termed “protective”) effect of resveratrol against premature cell 
death for both DEP treated and untreated A549 cells. 
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ECIS electrode arrays (8W10E and 8W10E+) were obtained from Applied 
BioPhysics (ABP, NY, USA).  Each array slide consisted of eight individually 
addressable wells with modified surface for mammalian cell culture.  On each well base, 
there were either 1 (8W1E) or <10 (8W10E+) active electrodes and one large counter 
electrode.  Wells contained a maximum fluidic volume of ~600 µl and ~0.8 cm
2
 substrate 
for active cell culture [7]. 
Some of our ECIS experiments utilized 8W10E+ arrays (Figure 6.1-A).  The 
8W10E+ arrays contain a total of 40 electrodes per well or two sets of 20 circular 250 µm 
diameter active electrodes.  These arrays are generally useful to monitor extracellular 
matrix (ECM) protein interactions, barrier function measurements (modeling), and cell 
proliferation.  We also decided to utilize 8W1E arrays (Figure 6.1-B), which contain a 
single 250 µm diameter active electrode and are useful in measuring cell migration via 
wound healing, agent effects on cell motion and morphology, and correlated 
microscopy/ECIS experiments.  The 8W1E arrays measure approximately 50 – 100 cells 
in a confluent layer whereas the 8W10E+ array measures approximately 1000 – 2000 
cells.  Another advantage of the 8W1E array is that they reveal increased details of 
 
Figure 6.1.  An 8W10E+ array containing >40 working electrodes (A) 
compared with 8W1E array that has a single working electrode (B) 
[images courtesy of ABP, NY, USA]. 
A B 
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cellular mobility (compare signal–to–noise in an 8W1E array (Figure 6.7) to an 8W10E+ 
array (Figure 6.4)) as these arrays are not an average of multiple electrodes, but a 
measurement of one working electrode. 
As stated in previous chapters, RM is a nondestructive vibrational classification 
routine that can be utilized to identify characteristic spectroscopic fingerprints of living 
cells based on chemical compositions and molecular structures [10].  Briefly, Raman 
spectral frequencies are recorded in wavenumber units which are proportional to 
vibrational energies based on molecular polarizability [11].  Many former RM studies 
focused mainly on physical and structural investigations.  Over the past few decades, due 
to advances within instrumentation design [12, 13], biological applications [14, 15], and 
methods for biochemical information extraction [16, 17], RM has exhibited increased 
popularity in the field of mammalian cell biology [18, 19].  Short et al. demonstrated the 
use of RM to detect biochemical changes, in tumorigenic versus non-tumorigenic cells, as 
a result of proliferation [20].  More recently, Abramczyk et al. reported the hallmarks of 
normal, malignant, benign breast tissue characterized by Raman studies [21].  Several 
other studies reported the appearance of cellular biopolymers (including DNA/RNA, 
lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates) in cell growth [17, 19, 22].  As RM has increased in 
popularity, new analysis routines have emerged to extract useful information from Raman 
spectra.  Advances have been made to obtain Raman scatter from inherent background 
fluorescence through automation [23, 24], while other groups move toward an automated 
pre- and post-processing routine to eliminate natural user variability [25] and categorize 
Raman spectra [26].  Also new and emerging methods have been explored to enhance the 
usefulness of Raman spectral maps/images.  Principal component analysis (PCA) has 
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been used to evaluate maps of freeze dried and living cells [27].  Ling et al. demonstrated 
image processing algorithms to restore Raman image degradation in the study of 
anticancer drug distribution within living cells [10].  When key molecular components 
are used, RM becomes a powerful tool for rapid characterization of normal and 
transformed breast epithelial cell-lines [19] and multivariate analysis classification 
models can discriminate normal from abnormal tissue in cervical cancer progression [17].  
We employed RM to track changes in DNA/RNA, lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates 
during cell growth and treatment with DEP and RES. 
6.4 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
6.4.1 Chemicals 
DEP was a generous gift from Dr. Daniel Costa and Dr. Ian Gilmour from the 
U.S. EPA National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory (NEERL).  A 
DEP stock was prepared fresh for each experiment by dissolving 8 mg DEP in 80 µl 
methanol and sonicate for 15 minutes at room temperature and then adding 1920 µl fresh 
culture medium.  A 20 µM resveratrol (CAS: 501-36-0, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) 
stock solution was prepared daily in fresh culture medium.  Earle’s balanced salt solution 
(EBSS) was prepared as described previously [28]. 
6.4.2 Cell culture 
Human (Homo sapiens) lung carcinoma A549 cells (ATCC, USA) were cultured 
in F-12K medium (Gibco F12K #21127, Invitrogen) containing 10% fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) (HyClone, UT, USA) at 37 °C with 5% CO2 in a humidified atmosphere.  Cells 
were sub-cultured at 80-90% confluency and used for experiments.  No antibiotics or 
antimycotics were used in cell cultures. 
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6.4.3 Electric cell-substrate impedance sensing 
Briefly, ECIS arrays were prepared, prior to use, according to the following steps: 
200 µl of pre-warmed gelatin solution (0.15 M NaCl + 1000 µg/ml) was added to each 
well for 10 minutes or 10 mM L-cysteine in water (Electrode-stabilizing Solution, ABP, 
NY, USA) was added to each well for 15 minutes, electrodes were then rinsed with 400 
µl of 0.15 M NaCl solution, and 200 µl of serum containing culture medium (Gibco 
F12K #21127, Invitrogen) was added to each well.  Electrode arrays were then placed in 
an array holder (ECIS Zθ, ABP, NY, USA), incubated at 37 oC and 5% CO2 while an 
electrode stabilization was performed using the ABP ECIS monitoring software.  After 
stabilization, electrode arrays were monitored for an additional 30 minutes to verify 
proper electrode baseline prior to seeding with A549 cells.  To seed, arrays were placed 
on a heating block (37 
o
C ±1 
o
C) within a laminar flow hood and inoculated with a 200 µl 
suspension of 5×10
5
 cells/ml to yield a final concentration of 2×10
5 
cells/well (400 µl 
total solution per well).  Arrays were then returned to incubated electrode holder and 
monitored appropriately for each experiment.  All additional treatments were performed 
aseptically in a laminar flow hood. 
6.4.4 Cell viability staining 
The live/dead viability/cytotoxicity kit was obtained from Molecular Probes 
(Eugene, OR, USA).  Samples were prepared post-ECIS measurement by incubating 
arrays in EBSS containing 2 µM calcein AM and 4 µM ethidium homodimer-1 for 30 
minutes at room temperature.  Dye solution was then replaced with Earle’s buffered salt 
solution (EBSS) for fluorescence microscopy. 
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6.4.5 Raman microspectroscopy 
Raman spectra were acquired using a Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer 
(WiRE 3.0 software) connected to a Leica microscope (Leica DMLM).  The spectrometer 
was equipped with a 785 nm near-IR laser (laser spot 3 x 3 m) that was focused through 
a 63x NA = 0.90 water immersion objective.  The spectrometer was calibrated with 
silicon at a static spectrum centered at 520.5 cm
-1
 for 1 second.  Samples of A549, were 
cultured, on 13 mm magnesium fluoride optic windows, to ~65-80% confluent and then 
transferred into a 50 mm glass Petri dish lined with an inert reflective metal substrate.  
Spectra were collected in static mode for 2 accumulation at 20 s laser exposure over a 
wavenumber range of 600  1800 cm
-1
 for cells and culture media at the same focal plane 
[29].  If necessary, Cosmic Ray Removal (CRR) was performed and four spectra per 
location (nucleus, cytoplasm, membrane, and background) for each cell were imaged.  
Then four cells were averaged (16 total spectra per location) for the A549 cells and 
background.  Spectra were then analyzed over a range of ~600 – 1800 cm-1. 
6.4.6 Raman data processing 
Raman spectra are affected by physical properties of the samples and other noises, 
therefore, it was necessary to use a mathematical process to reduce systematic noises and 
enhance resolution of the chemical compositions from the target cells.  Raman spectra 
were smoothed by a moving average smoothing filter for high-frequency noises.  Then 
the second derivative of the smoothed spectra was used to eliminate baseline drift and 
background interferences.  This data processing method can help distinguish overlapping 
peaks and improve the resolution and sensitivity of the spectra.  
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The Raman spectral data include an array of ~1300 cross-sensitive variables 
which contain overlapping spectral information.  Multivariate data analysis was 
employed to overcome these inherent difficulties of data analysis.  Our approach utilized 
principal component analysis (PCA) which make it possible to extract useful information 
from a sample, and eliminate overlapping information [30, 31].  In this work, we utilized 
a PCA method based on moving average smoothing and second derivative pre-processing 
to extract the main information from raw spectral data.  Then we used an unsupervised 
Ward’s hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) with Euclidean distances [32] to qualitatively 
examine the differences among cell location and the DEP and DEP/RES treated and 
untreated groups versus culture time.  All algorithms were implemented in MATLAB 
V7.1 (MathWorks, USA) in Windows XP. 
6.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Due to the amounts of tables and figures used to describe the ECIS experiments 
reported hence forth, Table 6.1 briefly outlines the major distinctions in section 6.5.1 and 
6.5.2.  Individual results direct the reader to comparable studies placed in Appendix D. 
Table 6.1.  Sectional overview for the ECIS experimental setup. 
Section Array Type Treatment Wounding Average wells 
6.5.1 6.5.2 8W1E 8W10E+ DEP RES Array A Array B Yes No 
1   x x    x  
2   x x x x x  x 
3  x  x x    x 
4  x  x  x x x  
5  x  x x   x  
6  x  x x x  x  
 1  x x    x  
 2  x x x x x  x 
 3 x  x x  x x  
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6.5.1 Approach #1 – Sequential array 
modification 
6.5.1.1 Multi-electrode monitoring of methanol 
treated versus DEP exposed cells 
Because DEP is insoluble in culture medium we had to dissolve them in methanol 
(1.6.1).  We first decided to evaluate the toxicity of increasing amounts of methanol to 
determine if it would be a good solvent for DEP.  Cell seeding densities and methanol 
concentrations are listed in Table 6.2, where text color corresponds to profile color.  
Figure 6.2 illustrates the averaged normalized capacitance measured at 64 kHz from two 
8W10E+ arrays.  The time profiles are an average of two wells and show the impedance 
of A549 cells inoculated in 14 identical wells with 2 control wells (Table 6.2).  Insert in 
Figure 6.2 represents the ECIS array configuration for array A and B and well color also 
correlates to profile color.  Approximately 2×10
5
 cells/well were inoculated at zero hour 
and allowed to settle, attach and proliferate on the bottom of each well.  When a 
confluent layer of cells was established (≤25 hours), each well was treated with culture 
medium mixed with increasing amounts of methanol (≥25 hours, see Table 6.2).  After 
Table 6.2.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 6.2. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.02% MTH + media) B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.02% MTH + media) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.05% MTH + media) B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.05% MTH + media) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.2% MTH + media) B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.2% MTH + media) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH + media) B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH + media) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH + media) B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH + media) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (2.0% MTH + media) B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (2.0% MTH + media) 
A8 – media only                (media only) B8 – media only                (media only) 
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treatment with methanol, the cells continue in culture until ~50 hours.  Next cells were 
wounded (50 hours – red dashed line) at 60 kHz and 5000 µA for 20 seconds and then 
allowed to recover until ~90 hours.  
From the experimental setup outlined in Table 6.2 and illustrated in Figure 6.2, 
we observe that increasing concentrations of methanol are not immediately toxic to A549 
cells after cell attachment on the ECIS electrode working surface (~20 – 25 hours, 
compare Figure D6.32 Appendix).  The arrow in Figure 6.2 indicates increasing 
concentration of methanol.  In Figure 6.2 at 50 hours the adherent cells were wounded 
and allowed to recover until 90 hours.  Because the capacitance signal does not return to 
the previous capacitance plateau baseline, prior to wounding, the cells do not fully 
recover from the wounding assay (≥ 50 hours).  Furthermore, the increased capacitance, 
post wounding, indicates facilitated electron flow at the working surface of the ECIS 
electrode and hence a non-confluent layer of cells, implicating cell death, compromised 
integrity, and detachment.  In this case, cell death is likely caused by nutrient metabolite 
depletion accompanied with toxic byproduct accumulation along with culture medium 
evaporation and perhaps medium component degradation. 
Figure 6.3 illustrates uniform seeding and attachment (0 – 28 hours) followed by 
DEP treatment (28 hours, see Table 6.3 for increasing concentrations), and then cells 
continued in culture until termination (29 – 52 hours). 
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Figure 6.2.  Two 8W10E+ arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/well (A1 – 
A7 and B1 – B7) with control wells containing culture medium (A8 and 
B8).  When the cells were confluent at ~25 hours an increasing amount of 
methanol was added to each well, and then at 50 hours wells were 
wounded (60 kHz, 5000 µA, for 20 sec) and allowed to recover.  The 
experiment was performed twice with similar results.  Legend “AnBn” 
refers to averaging the responses in duplicate wells An and Bn (where n = 
1, 2, 3 … 8 see insert of well configuration).  
The arrow in Figure 6.3 indicates increasing concentration of DEP.  The highest 
three concentrations (250, 500, and 1000 µg/ml) tend to disrupt the confluent cells as 
illustrated by increasing capacitance values (29 – 52 hours).  The middle concentration 
(100 µg/ml) also affects the cells as indicated by an increase in capacitance compared to 
the lower concentrations (10 and 25 µg/ml), which do not seem to affect the adherent  
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Table 6.3.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 6.3. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/10 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/10 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/25 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/25 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/250 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/250 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/1000 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/1000 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A8 – media only                 (media only) B8 – media only                (media only) 
 
 
Figure 6.3.  Two 8W10E+ arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/ml (A1 – 
A7 and B1 – B7) with control wells containing culture medium (A8 and 
B8).  When the cells were confluent at ~28 hours, then an increasing 
amount of DEP (ranging from 10 µg/ml to 1000 µg/ml), dissolved in 
methanol, was added to each of the wells.  Each data line is an average of 
two wells, except for A6 (B6 data was erroneous). 
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cells.  Control wells continued to have the lowest raw capacitance values (~10 – 11 nF) 
and are similar to values in Figure 6.2 and are in agreement with literature [5].  We 
determined that fresh DEP solutions had an effect on adherent A549 cells in Figure 6.3 
(~28 – 50 hours) when compared to methanol treated A549 cells in Figure 6.2 (~25 – 50 
hours). 
6.5.1.2 Protective effects of resveratrol against 
DEP exposure and wounding 
Figure 6.4 illustrates uniform seeding of two 8W10E+ arrays.  Wells were seeded 
at 2×10
5
 cells/well (0 – 23 hours), culture medium was replaced in array A, and array B 
was treated with medium containing 10 µM resveratrol (23 – 45 hours).  Next cells were 
treated with increasing concentrations of DEP (45 hours, see Table 6.4) allowed to 
continue to culture in medium containing increasing concentrations of DEP.  At 70 hours, 
fresh medium was added (70 – 90 hours), and arrays were wounded at 60 kHz and  
Table 6.4.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 6.4. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media + 10 µM RES) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/2 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/2 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM 
RES) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/7 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/7 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM 
RES) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/20 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/20 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM 
RES) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/50 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/50 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM 
RES) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM 
RES) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM 
RES) 
A8 – media only                (media only) B8 – media only                (media only) 
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6500 µA for 20 seconds and then allowed to recover for ~30 hours (90 – 120 hours) and 
were finally wounded a second time and allowed to recover (120 – 164 hours) until 
termination.  Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 represents ECIS profiles of array A and array B 
for clarity. 
 
Figure 6.4.  Two 8W10E+ arrays (array A and B) were seeded with 2×10
5
 
cells/ml of A549 (A1 – A7 and B1 – B7). After attachment and 
proliferation (0 – 24 hours), the media in wells A1 – A8 was replaced with 
fresh media (~24 hours) and wells B1 – B8 was replaced with medium 
containing 10 µM resveratrol. Next cells were treated with different 
concentrations of DEP (45 – 70 hours), then media was changed again and 
cells were allowed to adjust to new media (70 – 90 hours), next cells were 
wounded (90 hours) and allowed to recover (90~120 hours), and finally 
cells were re-wounded (~120 hours) and allowed to recover (120 – 165 
hours). 
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During the first 90 hours of the experiment, there are no obvious differences for 
the time profile of control wells (medium only) versus 10 µM resveratrol treated wells.  
Figure 6.5 reiterates the trend of attachment, spreading and proliferation (0 – 45 hours; 
compare Figure 6.2, 0 – 50 hours) along with decreasing capacitance for increasing DEP 
concentrations (54 – 70; compare Figure 6.3, 28 – 51 hours).  Conversely, from  
 
Figure 6.5.  Array A. A549 was seeded at 2×10
5
 cells/well in 8W10E+ 
arrays. After attachment and proliferation (0 – 24 hours), the media in the 
wells was replaced with fresh media (~24 hours). Next cells were treated 
with different concentrations of DEP (45 – 70 hours), then media was 
changed again and cells were allowed to adjust to new media (70 – 90 
hours), next cells were wounded (90 hours) and allowed to recover 
(90~120 hours), and finally cells were re-wounded (~120 hours) and 
allowed to recover (120 – 165 hours). 
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≥90 hours onward there are two distinct features that were observed.  The first feature is 
evident in the initial wounding (with the exception of well B6) where the capacitance 
values decreased following the trend of increasing DEP concentration.  Wells with lower 
concentrations of DEP (2, 7, and 20 µg/ml DEP) tend to have greater capacitive values 
whereas wells with higher concentrations of DEP (50, 100, and 500 µg/ml) have  
 
Figure 6.6.  Array B. After attachment and proliferation (0 – 24 hours), the 
cells were treated with 10 µM resveratrol (~24 – 45 hours). Next cells 
were treated with different concentrations of DEP (45 – 70 hours), then 
media was changed and cells were allowed to recover (70 – 90 hours), 
next cells were wounded (90 hours) and allowed to recover (90 – 120 
hours), and finally cells were re-wounded and allowed to recover (120 – 
165 hours). 
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decreasing capacitive values.  The increased capacitive values are an indication of cell 
attachment and are associated with cell re-population on the working area of the electrode 
within that well.  When the capacitance values decrease, it signals loss of cell 
integrity or a decrease in population numbers attached to the electrode surface.  The 
second feature is evident in the final wounding where all wells (array A see Figure 6.5 
>120 hours) show marked decreases in capacitive values and indicate a declining cell 
population based on factors such as: wounding, DEP toxicity, and medium depletion.  On 
the other hand, four wells (B1, B2, B3, and B4) from the 10 µM resveratrol treated array 
(array B see Figure 6.6 >120 hours) show steady capacitive values compared to the 
declining values of the same untreated wells (see A1, A2, A3, and A4).  These four wells, 
the control well (B1) along with the wells containing the three lowest concentrations of 
DEP: B2 = 2 µg/ml, B3 = 7 µg/ml, and B4 = 20 µg/ml, continue to survive (indicated by 
the flat capacitance response) after recovering from DEP treatment and wounding.  
Figure 6.5 clearly shows the decreasing capacitance trend in array A and Figure 6.6 
shows steady capacitance in array B after the final wounding.  These results imply a 
protective advantage for the 10 µM resveratrol treated A549 cells that were exposed to 
<20ug/ml DEP. 
6.5.1.3 Single electrode monitoring of resveratrol 
treatment versus DEP exposure 
Figure 6.7 illustrates the time profile for cells that were cultured in two 8W1E 
arrays.  (Note: the aforementioned experiments; Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4, Figure 
6.5, and Figure 6.6 were cells cultured in 8W10E+ arrays containing multi-electrode  
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wells).  Cells were seeded at 2×10
5
 cells/well and allowed to attach and proliferate until 
confluent (~27 hours), then culture medium in array A (Figure 6.8) was replaced with 
fresh medium and array B (Figure 6.9) was also replaced with medium containing 10 µM 
resveratrol.  After ~24 hours, array A and B were treated with increasing concentrations 
of DEP (50 – 74 hours, see Table 6.5).  
Figure 6.7 shows the combined arrays whereas Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show 
each separate array A (no resveratrol) and B (10 µM resveratrol).  Figure 6.8 and Figure 
6.9 show similar signal-to-noise for the initial seeding and proliferation (0 – 27 hours), 
however there is a distinct decrease in cellular mobility (micro-motion) when Figure 6.9 
is treated with 10 µM resveratrol (27 – 50 hours) compared to the control wells 
containing only culture medium in Figure 6.8.  On the other hand, the opposite is true for 
Table 6.5.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 6.7. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media + 10 µM RES) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/10 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/10 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 
µM RES) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/25 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/25 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 
µM RES) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 
µM RES) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/250 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/250 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 
µM RES) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 
µM RES) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/1000 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/1000 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 
µM RES) 
A8 – media only                 (media only)  Not shown B8 – media only                 (media only) 
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Figure 6.7.  Two 8W1E arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/ml of A549 
(A1 – A7) and (B1 – B7) with control wells containing culture medium 
(A8 and B8).  Cells were monitored until approximately confluent (27 
hours), then 10 µM (final) resveratrol was added to array B for 24 hours 
(culture medium, without resveratrol, in array A), DEP was added for the 
final~24 hours. 
treatment with DEP, the lower concentrations of DEP in Figure 6.8 (A2 = 10 µg/ml, A3 = 
25 µg/ml, B4 = 100 µg/ml and B5 = 250 µg/ml) have an overall increase in cell micro-
motion whereas the same wells in Figure 6.9 pre-treated with resveratrol and exposed to 
DEP have a decrease in micro-motion.  The highest concentrations of DEP (500 and 1000 
µg/ml) for both array A and B show a similar trend of increasing micro-motion (A6 & B6 
and A7 & B7).  Interestingly the decrease in micro-motion of A549 
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Figure 6.8.  Array A. A549 was seeded at 2×10
5
 cells/well in an 8W1E 
array. After attachment and proliferation (0 – 27 hours), the medium in 
each well was replaced with fresh medium (~27 hours) and cells were 
allowed to continue in culture (28 – 50 hours). Next cells were treated 
with different concentrations of DEP (50 – 75 hours). 
cells was not apparent in Figure 6.6 (45 – 70 hours) when treated with 10 µM resveratrol 
and is likely due to the average of ~1000 – 2000 cells on the 40 electrodes per well of the 
8W10E+ array compared with 50 – 100 cells of the 8W1E array.  The overall trend for 
cell response to increasing concentrations of DEP is consistent between the 8W10E+ 
(Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4) and 8W1E (Figure 6.7) arrays. 
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Figure 6.9.  Array B. A549 was seeded at 2×10
5
 cells/well in an 8W1E 
array. After attachment and proliferation (0 – 27 hours), the medium in 
each well was replaced with fresh medium containing a final concentration 
of 10 µM resveratrol (~27 hours) and cells were allowed to continue in 
culture (28 – 50 hours). Next cells were treated with different 
concentrations of DEP (50 – 75 hours). 
ECIS modeling was performed for raw data in Figure 6.7 and is illustrated in 
Figure D6.33-A through -C.  Means comparison (mean±SD) was calculated for a 10 hour 
span during seeding (~15 – 25 hours), resveratrol treatment (35 – 45 hours), and DEP 
exposure (55 – 65 hours).  Figure D6.33-A illustrates the overall mean changes in Rb for 
array A and B.  For array A the Rb value increases after the medium exchange and the 
DEP exposure, suggesting an increase in cell-to-cell junctions.  In array B the Rb value is 
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greatest at the medium exchange/resveratrol treatment, and then decreases during the 
DEP exposure, perhaps indicating protective effects of resveratrol in maintaining cell-to-
cell integrity.  A similar trend is seen for α in Figure D6.33-B as in Figure D6.33-A; 
perhaps suggesting that cell morphology (area) or basal membrane to substratum (h) may 
change due to resveratrol treatment.  In Figure D6.33-C there is an increase in Cm, which 
may indicate that the cell area decreases with resveratrol treatment and may contribute to 
a decrease in cell micro-motion during this period. 
6.5.1.4 Single electrode monitoring of DEP 
exposure on wound healing with 
wounding verified by fluorescent staining 
Figure 6.10 illustrates the averaged time profiles of A549 in 8W1E arrays (see 
Table 6.6).  Cells were seeded at 2×10
5
 cells/well and allowed to attach and proliferate 
until confluent (~24 hours), then fresh culture medium was added to wells A1, B1, A5, 
and B5 in both arrays and followed by increasing concentrations of DEP in A2, A3, A4, 
A6, A7, A8 and B2, B3, B4, B6, B7, B8.  After the addition of medium to each array, 
Table 6.6.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 6.10. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing 
media) 
B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing 
media) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP) 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP) 
A8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP) 
B8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP) 
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Figure 6.10.  Two 8W1E arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/well of 
A549 (A1–A8 and B1–B8) and cells were allowed to become confluent.  
After ~24 hours, the medium was changed and medium with DEP (50, 
125, and 500 µg/ml) was added to the arrays.  The arrays were then 
wounded (A5 – 8 and B5 – 8 @ 180 seconds, 3000 µA and 60 kHz), and 
then allowed to recover.  It appears each of the wells begin to recover, but 
not to the baseline of the un–wounded wells. 
wells of array B were wounded at 60 kHz and 3000 µA for 180 seconds and then allowed 
to recover until ~46 hours. 
From the averaged wells in Figure 6.10, the partial recovery of the wounded wells 
(A5, A6, A7, A8 and B5, B6, B7, B8) and the trend for cell recovery is consistent with 
previous runs of DEP exposed and wounded cells (Figure 6.2 after wounding at 50 hours  
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and Figure 6.4 after 90 hours).  The unwounded wells appear to have similar micro-
motion as compared to the DEP exposed cells in Figure 6.9 after resveratrol treatment (27 
hours). 
Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 are both the bright field images of array A and B, 
from Figure 6.10, along with accompanying live/dead assay (Molecular Probes, Eugene, 
OR, USA) of array A and B.  Green cells were stained using calcein and represent live 
cells while red cells were stained with ethidium homodimer (EthD) and represent cells 
with compromised cellular membranes.  The same wells were wounded in both array A 
and B (A5, A6, A7, A8 and B5, B6, B7, B8).  For array A, it is possible that the wounded 
cells were washed off the electrode during the staining procedure.  In contrast, more care 
was taken for array B and the dead cells are easily spotted in the wounded wells (B5, B6, 
B7, B8) and especially in B6 and B7 where there are a greater number of red cells in the 
working electrode area outlined with a white circle. 
From the wounding at the electrode, we can see that the settings which were used 
have an effect to permeate the cell membrane and allow for EthD to enter these cells and 
bind to nucleic acids.  Likewise DEP can also cause reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
mediated damage to these compromised cells. 
For comparison, in Figure D6.34  we observe that the concentrations of DEP (50 
and 125 µg/ml) do not significantly affect the attached A549 cells; however, after 
wounding the healing/migration rate is altered and the lower DEP concentration (50 
µg/ml) has a minimal affect on the recovering cells as compared with the higher 
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Figure 6.11.  Bright field and fluorescent images of array A imaged with 
IX – 71 Olympus Microscope at 10x magnification.  Note that the first 
column (A1 – A4) was not wounded and the second column (A5 – A8) 
was wounded and the 250 µm electrode is still covered after partial 
recovery. 
concentration (125 µg/ml).  Figure D6.35 illustrates an example of decreasing the 
frequency applied to the electrodes for the wounding assay.  A frequency of 32 kHz was 
too low and increased the likelihood that the cells would not recover after the wounding 
assay.  From Figure D6.34, Figure D6.35, and Figure D6.38, we determined that 180 
seconds, 2600 µA (or 3000 µA), and 64 kHz was ideal for wounding A549 in our 
experimental setup. 
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Figure 6.12.  Bright field and fluorescent images of array B imaged with 
IX – 71 Olympus Microscope at 10x magnification.  Note that the first 
column (B1 – B4) was not wounded and the second column (B5 – B8) was 
wounded and the 250 µm electrode is mostly covered, but the dead cells 
are visible above the electrode. 
The bright field images (Appendix – Figure D6.36 and Figure D6.37) show two 
important distinctions among the wells from each array.  First, the overall color 
differences associated with increasing concentrations of DEP listed in Table D6.15. 
Second, wounding causes the cells to roundup on the electrode as compared with the 
insulated background (compare Figure D6.37-A1 and -A5).  Also, we can see damage to 
the electrode perimeter in Figure D6.37-A1 compared to -A5 (arrow) and -B1 compared 
with -B5 (arrow).  Wells A1 and B1 were un-wounded and appear to have an intact 
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perimeter, whereas A5 and B5 were wounded and the perimeter of the electrode appears 
to be compromised (i.e. gold flaking around the electrode perimeter). 
6.5.1.5 Single electrode monitoring of DEP 
exposure versus simultaneous DEP/RES 
treatment 
Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 illustrate time profiles for A549 cells (each profile an 
average of two wells) cultured in 8W1E arrays.  Cells were seeded at 1×10
5
 cells/well 
and allowed to attach and proliferate until confluent (~30 hours).  Next, according to 
Table 6.7, wells were randomly treated with either DEP (Figure 6.13 ) or a combination 
of DEP plus 10 µM resveratrol (Figure 6.14).  Following treatments cells continued in 
culture another ~24 hours.  Arrow indicates increasing concentration of DEP. 
Table 6.7.  Well seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 6.13 
and Figure 6.14. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP) 
B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
125 µg/ml DEP + 10 µM 
RES) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP + 10 
µM RES) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP + 10  
µM RES) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP + 10 
µM RES) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media) 
A6 – 1.0×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing 
media) 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP) 
A8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP + 10 
µM RES) 
B8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP + 10 
µM RES) 
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Figure 6.13.  A549 cells were seeded at 1×10
5
 cells/well, allowed to attach 
and spread until 30 hours.  Next cells were treated with increasing 
concentrations of DEP and allowed to continue to grow for ~15 hours 
(note each data line is an average of two wells). 
Figure 6.13 illustrates two averaged wells per profile for DEP exposure.  After 
culture exposure (~35 – 47 hours) the two highest concentrations of DEP (125 and 500 
µg/ml) caused cells to die and detach as the overall DEP trend is similar to that shown in 
Figure 6.3 as indicated by the increasing DEP concentration (arrow).  In Figure 6.14, the 
DEP plus resveratrol treated cells show three distinct differences: 1) cell viability appears  
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Figure 6.14.  A549 cells were seeded at 1×10
5
 cells/well, allowed to attach 
and spread until 30 hours.  Next cells were treated with increasing 
concentrations of DEP combined with 10 µM resveratrol and allowed to 
continue to grow for ~15 hours (note each data line is an average of two 
wells). 
unaffected except for a higher capacitance value for the 500 µg/ml DEP treated wells, 2) 
the micro-motion of the cells is reduced as previously seen in Figure 6.9, and 3) an 
overall decrease in the total capacitance values for each well could indicate a stronger 
attachment to the electrode or other morphological changes. 
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6.5.1.6 Single electrode monitoring of RES 
pretreatment and followed with DEP 
exposure and wounding versus no 
wounding and fluorescent imaging 
Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 illustrate time profiles for two averaged wells of 
A549 cultured in 8W1E arrays.  Cells were seeded at 2×10
5
 cells/well plus 10 µM 
resveratrol and allowed to attach and proliferate until confluent (~30 hours).  Next, arrays 
were exposed to increasing amounts of DEP (Table 6.8) and wells: A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, 
A7, A8, and B1 were wounded (60 kHz and 3000 µA for 180 seconds).  All wells were 
allowed to continue in culture another 40 hours.  Post-ECIS measurement the arrays were 
stained using a live/dead assay (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) and imaged with 
an IX – 71 Olympus microscope. 
Table 6.8.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 6.15 
and Figure 6.16. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES)  
B1 – No cells                      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES)  
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 50 
µg/ml DEP) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP + 10 
µM RES) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 125 
µg/ml DEP) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 125 
µg/ml DEP) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 500 
µg/ml DEP) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 500 
µg/ml DEP) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES) 
B5 – No cells                     (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES) 
A6 – 1.0×10^5 cells/well   (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 50 
µg/ml DEP) 
B6 – 1.0×10^5 cells/well   (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 50 
µg/ml DEP) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 125 
µg/ml DEP) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 125 
µg/ml DEP) 
A8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 500 
µg/ml DEP) 
B8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES then 500 
µg/ml DEP) 
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Figure 6.15.  A549 cells were seeded at 2×10
5
 cells/well plus 10 µM 
resveratrol, allowed to attach and spread until ~30 hours. Then cells were 
treated with increasing concentrations of DEP, wounded (60 kHz and 
3000 µA for 180 seconds) and allowed to continue to grow for ~36 hours 
(note each data line is an average of two wells, expect for the media and 
media + cells wells). 
Figure 6.15 illustrates the wounding assay and it is interesting to see the trend for 
the resveratrol treated cells once they are exposed to DEP and then wounded. The most 
notable recovery is 50 µg/ml DEP followed by 125 µg/ml and then the medium control 
and finally 500 µg/ml DEP.  At first glance, it appears that the control (well A5, no 
replicate) may not have been representative for the recovery after wounding; however, 
similar trends were seen in Figure 6.10 and Figure D6.38.  Conversely, cells treated with 
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Figure 6.16.  A549 cells were seeded at 2×10
5
 cells/well + 10 µM 
resveratrol, allowed to attach and spread until ~30 hours. Then cells were 
treated with increasing concentrations of DEP and allowed to continue to 
grow for ~36 hours (note each data line is an average of two wells, expect 
for the media and media +cells wells). 
B4, B6, B7, and B8) stained resveratrol and the lowest concentration of DEP (50 and 125 
µg/ml) may exhibit better recovery compared to control cells, as seen with the low 
capacitance flat line in Figure 6.6-B2. 
A second way to understand the response of the treated wells would be to look at 
the inflection points of the profiles post-wounding (Figure 6.15 colored arrows).  The 
trend for longest to shortest survival is 59.8 hours, (no DEP), 56.6 hours (50 µg/ml DEP), 
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51.7 hours (125 µg/ml DEP), and 40.9 hours (500 µg/ml DEP).  The latter response in 
Figure 6.15 coincides with the un-wounded wells in Figure 6.16 for array B. 
Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18 are bright field and fluorescent images of array A 
(Figure 6.15) and array B (Figure 6.16) at 40x magnification.  From the images of array 
A only wells A4 and A6 appear to contain dead cells.  The other wells appear to be cell 
free on the working area of the electrode.  This may, again, be due to the cells washing 
off the surface of the electrode in the wash step of the staining protocol.  It is interesting 
to compare the Figure 6.17-A4 with Figure 6.12-B6, where the majority of the wounded 
cells are on the working electrode.  For the un-wounded array, the treated wells (B2, B3,  
 
  
 
  
  
 
  
  
 
  
  
 
  
Figure 6.17.  Bright field and fluorescent images of Array A imaged with 
IX – 71 Olympus Microscope at 40x magnification.  Note that most of the 
wounded cells detached and may have washed away – except for well A4 
and some in well A6. 
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Figure 6.18.  Bright field and fluorescent images of Array A imaged with 
IX – 71 Olympus Microscope at 40x magnification.  It also appears that 
some of the cells have washed off in the rinsing with EBSS. 
approximately the same with the noted increase in DEP, however surprisingly sparse 
dead cells. 
In summary, Approach #1 (6.5.1) shows that increasing concentrations of 
methanol were not immediately toxic to A549 cells; however, increasing concentrations 
of DEP begin to interfere with cell integrity and lead to cell death and detachment 
compared to control.  The “higher” DEP concentrations (125, 250, and 500 µg/ml) appear 
to cause a cytotoxic response in A549 that leads to outright cell death.  Whereas the 
“lower” concentrations of DEP (5, 17.5, and 50 µg/ml) illicit non to mild genotoxic 
responses in A549 cells.  Moreover, treatment with 10 µM resveratrol exhibits protective 
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effects against cell death, notably, for DEP concentrations (>20 µg/ml) that are not 
readily cytotoxic to cells.  It is thought that these inhibitory effects are mediated by 
resveratrol as a scavenger of ROS or by inhibiting some apoptotic machinery.  Also 
resveratrol has a visible effect on cell micro-motion, which could also be linked to cell 
recovery and survival. 
6.5.2 Approach #2 – Simultaneous array 
modification 
6.5.2.1 Multi-electrode monitoring of methanol 
treated cell versus DEP pre-exposed cells, 
prior to seeding 
Figure 6.19 shows the averaged normalized capacitive portion for measured 
impedance at 64 kHz of A549 inoculated in 14 identical wells with 2 blank wells.  Cells 
were seeded in 8W10E+ arrays according to Table 6.9.  Cells were seeded with medium 
plus increasing concentrations of methanol and then allowed to settle, attach, and 
proliferate on the bottom of each well (~25 hours). 
Table 6.9.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 6.19. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH + media) B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH + media) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH + media) B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH + media) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH + media) B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH + media) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH + media) B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH + media) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH + media) B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH + media) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH + media) B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH + media) 
A8 – media only                 (media only) B8 – media only                 (media only) 
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Figure 6.19.  Two 8W10E+ arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/well + 
methanol (A1 – A7 and B1 – B7) and culture media without methanol in 
the other two wells (A8 and B8).  A549 cells become confluent at ~24 
hours. 
In Figure 6.19, we observe that increasing concentrations of methanol mixed with 
cells, prior to attachment, are not immediately toxic to the A549 cells as attachment is 
uniform for all wells.  A similar trend was observed for attached cells treated with 
increasing concentrations of methanol (compare Figure 6.2 and Figure D6.32).  Figure 
6.20 illustrates uniform seeding of two 8W10E+ arrays where cells were combined with 
increasing concentrations of DEP (see Table 6.10).  Cultures were allowed to continue in 
culture until termination at ~46 hours. 
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Table 6.10.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 6.20. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/10 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/10 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/25 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/25 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/250 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/250 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/1000 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/1000 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A8 – media only                 (media only) B8 – media only                 (media only) 
 
 
Figure 6.20.  Two 8W10E+ arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/ml + 
DEP/MTH (A1 – A7 and B1 – B7) and culture media in the other two 
wells (A8 and B8).  A549 cells become confluent at ~15 – 20 hours. 
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In Figure 6.20, the arrow indicates increasing concentration of DEP, the highest 
three concentrations (250, 500, and 1000 µg/ml) tend to interrupt the attachment of cells 
as illustrated by increasing capacitance values (compare 15 – 30 hours among averaged 
wells in Figure 6.20). The middle concentration (100 µg/ml) also affect the cells as 
indicated with the increase in capacitance compared to the lower concentrations (10 and 
25 µg/ml), which do not seem to affect the adherent cells as adversely as the higher 
concentrations (250, 500, and 1000 µg/ml).  Control wells continued to have the lowest 
raw capacitance values (~15 – 16 nF).  As seen previously in Figure 6.3, the attached 
cells treated with DEP and the concurrent mixture of cells and DEP prior to seeding yield 
very similar trends.  The lowest concentrations (10 and 25 µg/ml) appear to do the least 
amount of damage whereas the highest concentrations (250, 500, and 1000 µg/ml DEP) 
cause the greatest increase in capacitance compared to control. 
6.5.2.2 Multi-electrode monitoring of effects for 
DEP exposed cells versus DEP + RES 
treated cells and wound healing 
Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 were setup according to Table 6.11, where two 
8W10E+ arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/well that were treated with either 
increasing amounts of DEP (array A) or DEP plus 10 µM resveratrol (array B).  After 23 
hours, both arrays were wounded and allowed to recover until termination at ~45 hours. 
There are two main differences that are readily observed between Figure 6.21 
(array A) and Figure 6.22 (array B).  In Figure 6.21 the attachment and proliferation 
follow a similar trend when compared with Figure 6.20; where the there is an overall 
decrease in the capacitance values with increasing DEP concentrations.  In Figure 6.22, 
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Table 6.11.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A in Figure 6.21 and B 
in Figure 6.22. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media+ 10 µM RES) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/2 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/2 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM RES) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/7 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/7 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM RES) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/20 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/20 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM RES) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/50 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/50 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM RES) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM RES) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media + 10 µM RES) 
A8 – media only                 (media only) B8 – media only                 (media + 10 µM RES) 
 
 
Figure 6.21.  Array A (8W10E+ array) seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/ml of 
A549 + media/DEP (A1–A7) and culture medium in A8.  Cells were 
monitored until approximately confluent (~23 hours) and were wounded at 
6500 µA, 20 seconds, and 60 kHz. 
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Figure 6.22.  Array B (8W10E+ array) seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/ml of 
A549 + media/RES/DEP (B1–B7) and culture medium + RES in B8.  
Cells were monitored until approximately confluent (~23 hours) and were 
wounded at 6500 µA, 20 seconds, and 60 kHz. 
the DEP plus 10 µM resveratrol mixture combined with cells prior to seeding have a 
negligible effect on the capacitance values except for the greatest amount of DEP (1000 
µg/ml) used in well B7.  The respective profile in Figure 6.22 is more similar to the 
untreated wells in Figure 6.19 when compared to the DEP exposed wells in Figure 6.20, 
and Figure 6.21.  The partially wounded cells in both Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 appear 
to recover quickly and surprisingly those that were treated with resveratrol are very 
similar in final capacitive values.  Based on the smaller spread of the profiles in Figure 
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6.22 compared to Figure 6.21, it appears that resveratrol inhibits the DEP damage to cells 
more easily when mixed directly with DEP (compare Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, and Figure 
6.6). 
6.5.2.3 Single-electrode monitoring of DEP + 
RES treated cells and wounding versus 
non-wounding 
Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24 were both setup according to Table 6.12, where two 
8W1E arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/well that were treated with increasing 
amounts of DEP plus 10 µM resveratrol. After 25 hours, array B was wounded and both 
arrays were allowed to continue in culture another ~45 hours. 
Table 6.12.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A in Figure 6.23 and B 
in Figure 6.24. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES)  
B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES)  
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 50 
µg/ml DEP) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 50 µg/ml 
DEP) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 125 
µg/ml DEP) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 125 
µg/ml DEP) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 500 
µg/ml DEP) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 500 
µg/ml DEP) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10  µM RES) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES) 
A6 – 1.0×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing 
media + 10 µM RES + 
50 µg/ml DEP) 
B6 – 1.0×10^5 cells/well   (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 50 µg/ml 
DEP) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 125 
µg/ml DEP) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 125 
µg/ml DEP) 
A8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 500 
µg/ml DEP) 
B8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 10 µM RES + 500 
µg/ml DEP) 
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Figure 6.23.  Array A (8W1E array) was seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/ml of 
A549 + DEP (50, 125, and 500 µg/ml) +10 µM resveratrol (A1–A8 and 
B1–B8) and cells were allowed to become confluent.  After ~28 hours, the 
arrays were then wounded (B1–B8 @ 180 seconds, 3000 µA and 60 kHz), 
then the wells were allowed to recover. 
Figure 6.24 illustrates a similar setup when compared to Figure 6.15; however, 
this time the recovery follows a different pattern where the best recovery is the media 
control, then the 125 µg/ml, followed by 50 µg/ml, and finally 500 µg/ml DEP.  
Although the trend of increasing DEP concentration does not follow suit with decreasing 
viability for Figure 6.10, Figure 6.24, or Figure D6.38; it does follow a similar pattern for 
both Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.23. 
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Figure 6.24.  Array B (8W1E array) was seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/ml of 
A549 + DEP (50, 125, and 500 µg/ml) +10 µM RES (A1–A8 and B1–B8) 
and cells were allowed to become confluent.  After ~28 hours, the arrays 
were then wounded (B1–B8 @ 180 seconds, 3000 µA and 60 kHz), then 
the wells were allowed to recover. 
In summary Approach #2, like Approach #1, showed similar results for methanol 
treatment where methanol was not readily toxic to cells and increasing concentrations of 
DEP were toxic to A549 cells.  Also, DEP treated cells that are wounded do not fully 
recover; however, resveratrol aids in protecting cells from DEP toxicity and in wound 
healing.  Moreover, extensive wounding ultimately leads to no recovery of DEP exposed 
cell as well as control cells. 
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6.6 RAMAN MICROSPECTROSCOPY 
6.6.1 Raman spectra and light images of DEP 
exposure A549 with and without 
resveratrol protection 
Raman microspectroscopy (RM) was performed to better understand induced 
biochemical changes and analyze cellular bio-compositions of single A549 cells using 
two concentrations of DEP (25 and 50 µg/ml) with and without 10 µM resveratrol 
treatment.  Results for confocal Raman spectra and bright field images of A549 cells are 
illustrated in Figure 6.25, Figure 6.26, and Figure 6.27.  Each Raman figure represents 
four different spectral profiles (nucleus – black, cytoplasm – red, cellular membrane – 
blue, and background substrate – magenta), which are an average of four individual cells 
with four spectral acquisitions per cell (16 total spectra per profile).  Row 1 shows Raman 
spectra of A549 control group and rows 2 through 5 show the treated groups over a 48 
hour period of culture/DEP exposure (0, 4, 8, 16, 24, and 48 hours).  These four imaged 
locations exhibit biochemical differences among the four cellular locations imaged.  For 
example, the 0 hour figure in row 1 exhibit a peak rich profile for the nucleus (black) and 
cytoplasm (red) compared with the membrane (blue) and background (magenta).  As the 
culture time increases, for the control group, the Raman bands become more defined and 
distinguishable with the best resolution at 24 and 48 hours.  Notable peaks of interest are 
located at ~720, 940, 1006, and 1451 cm
-1
 and are representative of DNA, carbohydrates, 
proteins, and lipids.  Furthermore, changes in Raman spectra of A549 cells with respect 
to increases in DEP exposure time combined with 10 µM resveratrol treatments are seen 
in rows 2 – 5.  The 0 hour spectra for each of the treated groups illustrate the best Raman 
resolution (with the exception of anomalies in the 25 µg/ml DEP control group).  In the 4  
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– 48 hour treated groups, DEP exposure illicit two broad fluorescent bands at ~1320 and 
~1620 cm
-1
, which overpower all but the strongest Raman bands (1006 and 1451 cm
-1
).  
Figure D6.41-A is a Raman spectrum of DEP acquired in air and it illustrates two main 
peaks (1318 and 1600 cm
-1
) that are associated with crystalline graphite and are 
commonly referred to in literature as disorder-induced models D and D', respectively [33, 
34].  Figure D6.41-A shows a similar overall trend as seen in Figure 6.25, Figure 6.26, 
and Figure 6.27 for the DEP treated samples.  Figure D6.41-B is a bright field image of 
DEP powder.  Additional morphology of amorphous clusters can be seen in Figure 
D6.42-A through -D, where DEP clusters range in size from 3.0 µm, 500 nm, 333 nm, 
and 231 nm. 
Likewise, Figure D6.43-A is a Raman spectrum for dry resveratrol powder; which 
is rich with many Raman bands.  Figure D6.44 is an overlay of Raman spectra for A549, 
DEP, and resveratrol.  This figure illustrates how crystalline solids give intense Raman 
bands and produce a peak rich spectrum that can be used as a “finger-print” for Raman 
active substances.  However, due to the low concentration of resveratrol in our aqueous 
medium, and overlapping peaks from A549 and DEP, it is difficult to pin-point a specific 
characteristic band or bands for resveratrol.  Therefore, more data mining is necessary to 
achieve these specific bands and a way to segregate information.  RM spectral peak 
assignments of A549 cells had been given in the literatures [35-39] and are listed in Table 
4.1.  Moreover, Raman spectra show significant differences of overall spectral patterns 
between row 1 (control groups) and rows 2 - 5 (treatment groups) and can be seen in 
Figure 6.25, Figure 6.26, and Figure 6.27.  Bright field images show the overall 
morphology of the cells versus time and DEP exposure.  Clumps of DEP can be seen and 
209 
are similar to the previous images of the ECIS arrays (compare Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12, 
Figure 6.17, Figure 6.18, Figure 5.6, and Figure D6.37) and other images in Figure D6.42 
and Figure D6.43.  
6.6.2 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis of DEP 
exposed A549 with and without 
resveratrol protection 
The dendrogram in Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29 show the heterogeneity of each 
group location (nucleus, cytoplasm, membrane, and background) for the control (red), 25 
µg/ml DEP (green), and 50 µg/ml DEP (blue) treated groups versus time.  Whereas 
Figure 6.30 and Figure 6.31 show dendrogram, grouped by location, of the control (red), 
25 µg/ml DEP (green), and 25 µg/ml DEP + 10 µM RES (blue) treated cells versus time.  
These statistical evaluations of the RM spectra showed that there are inherent 
compositional differences among the different locations on A549 cells and that these 
biochemical changes of A549 cells were time-dependent.  Such results indicated 
heterogeneity property of mammalian cells and hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) 
conducted on multiple spectra showed that RM could achieve detection and identification 
of specific molecular components and biochemical changes such as nucleic acids, lipids 
and proteins at the single cell level. 
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Figure 6.25.  Raman spectra and bright field images of A549 cells during 
culture/treatment.  Row 1 – Raman spectra of untreated A549 cells for 0 
and 4 hours of culture.  Row 2 – Raman spectra of 25 µg/ml DEP treated 
A549 cells.  Row 3 – Raman spectra of 25 µg/ml DEP + 10 µM RES 
treated A549 cells.  Row 4 – Raman spectra of 50 µg/ml DEP treated 
A549 cells.  Row 5 – Raman spectra of 50 µg/ml DEP + 10 µM RES 
treated A549 cells.  Each Raman spectral profile represent the following 
locations of A549; nucleus (black), cytoplasm (red), cellular membrane 
(blue), and background substrate (magenta) and corresponding arrows 
accompany bright filed images.  Raman spectra are an average of four 
spectra per cell for four separate imaged cells (16 total spectra per profile).  
Scale bar = 10 µm.  
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Figure 6.26.  Raman spectra and bright field images of A549 cells during 
culture/treatment.  Row 1 – Raman spectra of untreated A549 cells for 8 
and 16 hours of culture.  Row 2 – Raman spectra of 25 µg/ml DEP treated 
A549 cells.  Row 3 – Raman spectra of 25 µg/ml DEP + 10 µM RES 
treated A549 cells.  Row 4 – Raman spectra of 50 µg/ml DEP treated 
A549 cells.  Row 5 – Raman spectra of 50 µg/ml DEP + 10 µM RES 
treated A549 cells.  Each Raman spectral profile represent the following 
locations of A549; nucleus (black), cytoplasm (red), cellular membrane 
(blue), and background substrate (magenta) and corresponding arrows 
accompany bright filed images.  Raman spectra are an average of four 
spectra per cell for four separate imaged cells (16 total spectra per profile).  
Scale bar = 10 µm.  
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Figure 6.27.  Raman spectra and bright field images of A549 cells during 
culture/treatment.  Row 1 – Raman spectra of untreated A549 cells for 24 
and 48 hours of culture.  Row 2 – Raman spectra of 25 µg/ml DEP treated 
A549 cells.  Row 3 – Raman spectra of 25 µg/ml DEP + 10 µM RES 
treated A549 cells.  Row 4 – Raman spectra of 50 µg/ml DEP treated 
A549 cells.  Row 5 – Raman spectra of 50 µg/ml DEP + 10 µM RES 
treated A549 cells.  Each Raman spectral profile represent the following 
locations of A549; nucleus (black), cytoplasm (red), cellular membrane 
(blue), and background substrate (magenta) and corresponding arrows 
accompany bright filed images.  Raman spectra are an average of four 
spectra per cell for four separate imaged cells (16 total spectra per profile).  
Scale bar = 10 µm  
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Figure 6.28.  Dendrogram obtained by hierarchical cluster analysis of 
Raman spectra of A549 cells during 48 hour culture period.  Each tree, 
three per figure, represent a different set of cell culture treatment 
conditions; control (red), 25 µg/ml DEP (green), and 50 µg/ml DEP 
(blue).  Row 1 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 nucleus at 0, 4, and 8 hours 
of culture.  Row 2 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 cytoplasm.  Row 3 – 
Dendrogram clusters of A549 membrane.  Row 4 – Dendrogram clusters 
of A549 background. 
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Figure 6.29.  Dendrogram obtained by hierarchical cluster analysis of 
Raman spectra of A549 cells during 48 hour culture period.  Each tree, 
three per figure, represent a different set of cell culture treatment 
conditions; control (red), 25 µg/ml DEP (green), and 50 µg/ml DEP 
(blue).  Row 1 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 nucleus at 16, 24, and 48 
hours of culture.  Row 2 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 cytoplasm.  Row 
3 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 membrane.  Row 4 – Dendrogram 
clusters of A549 background. 
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Figure 6.30.  Dendrogram obtained by hierarchical cluster analysis of 
Raman spectra of A549 cells during 48 hour culture period.  Each tree, 
three per figure, represent a different set of cell culture treatment 
conditions; control (red), 25 µg/ml DEP (green), and 25 µg/ml DEP + 10 
µM RES (blue).  Row 1 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 nucleus at 0, 4, 8, 
16, 24, and 48 hours of culture.  Row 2 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 
cytoplasm.  Row 3 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 membrane.  Row 4 – 
Dendrogram clusters of A549 background. 
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Figure 6.31.  Dendrogram obtained by hierarchical cluster analysis of 
Raman spectra of A549 cells during 48 hour culture period.  Each tree, 
three per figure, represent a different set of cell culture treatment 
conditions; control (red), 25 µg/ml DEP (green), and 25 µg/ml DEP + 10 
µM RES (blue).  Row 1 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 nucleus at 0, 4, 8, 
16, 24, and 48 hours of culture.  Row 2 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 
cytoplasm.  Row 3 – Dendrogram clusters of A549 membrane.  Row 4 – 
Dendrogram clusters of A549 background. 
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6.7 CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, ECIS makes it possible to non-invasively real-time monitor cell 
behavior and related morphological activities of mammalian cells in culture.  This can 
provide insight into cell integrity and viability, be used to screen toxic substances and 
agents that protect against toxicity (i.e. pharmaceuticals, biologicals, etc.), and to quantify 
mobility/migration rates.  This was important in our studies to explore the toxicity of 
DEP to A549 cells and protective activities of resveratrol for DEP treated cells. 
It was found that increasing concentrations of methanol were not toxic to A549 
cells, however increasing concentrations of DEP begin to interfere with cell integrity and 
lead to cell death and detachment compared to control.  Concentrations greater than 125 
µg/ml appear to cause cytotoxic response in A549 and leads to outright cell death.  The 
lower concentrations of DEP (10, 25, and 100 µg/ml) had no effect to mild genotoxic 
responses in A549 cells.  Moreover, treatment with 10 µM resveratrol exhibits protective 
effects against cell death, notably, for DEP concentrations that are not readily cytotoxic 
to cells (2, 7, 10, 25, 100, and 125 µg/ml).  Also it was observed that resveratrol had a 
visible effect on cell micro-motion, which could be linked to cell survival and recovery.  
DEP treated cells that are wounded did not fully recover however resveratrol did aid to 
protect cells from DEP toxicity and in wound healing.  Finally, extensive wounding 
ultimately lead to non-recovery of DEP exposed and control cells and further studies with 
additional epithelial cell lines would reveal more information for barrier function and 
recovery from DEP exposure and resveratrol treatment. 
In future work, the multi-frequency modeling could provide more information 
into cell mobility/migration rates, barrier resistance (Rb), current flow (α), and average 
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capacitance of cell plasma membrane (Cm).  These values might then be further used to 
elucidate particular morphological changes on the cellular level. 
Raman microspectroscopy also provided insight into the biochemical response of 
A549 cells when exposed to DEP.  These responses were based on biochemical changes 
in Raman bands characteristic of nucleic acid, protein, carbohydrate, and lipid 
concentrations and with respect to culture/treatment time.  RM findings suggest that, 
under our current experiment conditions, DEP mediated cell death involved a decrease in 
DNA (726, 782, 788 cm
-1
) and a decrease in protein (1006 and 1037 cm
-1
) of the cells. 
Raman further illustrated that cellular viability decreases with time and exposure to 
increasing DEP concentrations.  This is evident in the light images (similar to Figure 5.6 
and Figure D6.37), where morphology visibly changes with time and DEP exposure.  
These findings suggest DEP exposure could be triggering important biochemical and 
biophysical changes that are interrelated with pathological changes of human lung cells, 
providing further insights into cytotoxicity of DEP to human lung cells. 
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 CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
7.1 SUMMARY 
The overall aim of the various studies performed within the breadth my 
dissertation was to look at different bio-interfaces by using traditional and non-traditional 
instrumentation in the specific study designs.  A wide-ranging amount of work was 
performed and the following are a review of the main findings from each of the technical 
chapters. 
In Chapter 2 we observed that the DNA surface density (ΓDNA) changed according 
to self-assembled monolayer order as follows: ΓDNA (dsS-DNA/Au) > ΓDNA (MCH/dsS-
DNA/Au) > ΓDNA (dsS-DNA/MCH/Au).  The electro-oxidation of the DNA modified 
gold surface involved the oxidation of guanine and adenine nucleotides with a 5.51 
electron transfer rate.  The oxidative desorption of DNA and MCH molecules were 
caused by a 3 electron transfer rate.  Also, it was observed that STM topography and 
current images increased in conductivity according to this order: dsS-DNA/Au < 
MCH/dsS-DNA/Au < oxidized MCH/dsS-DNA/Au < Hoechst/oxidized MCH/dsS-
DNA/Au.  Raman identified characteristic peaks for nucleic acids and may prove useful 
in verifying DNA electro-oxidation.  Knowledge of interfacial electron transfer for gold 
modified surfaces, oxidative damage to DNA related electron transfer, and biochemical 
information of DNA modified gold surface may lead to better applications for DNA-
based biosensors and the rapid detection of pathogenic organisms. 
In Chapter 3 AFM and SEM images illustrated similar morphological features of 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.  Raman spectra showed that Gram-positive 
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bacteria contained more specifically defined Raman bands than did Gram-negative 
bacteria.  Also, Gram-positive bacteria contained Raman bands that could be associated 
with pigmentation.  DCLS aided to rapidly distinguish Gram-positive from Gram-
negative bacteria even amid our simulated co-cultured strains.  FTIR proved insightful 
for characteristic bands for Gram-positive; however, due to the aqueous sample the final 
resolution was poor for our particular region of interest.  The combined AFM/Raman 
image revealed a nice colony of Gram-positive bacteria and Raman imaging revealed the 
areas of highest Raman intensity.  Increased number of spectral points within the map or 
increased acquisition times will yield greater detailed information.  Ultimately, this 
approach may prove useful to identify a mycobacterium species that can be used as a 
model organism in MTB studies. 
Our results from Chapter 4 indicate that both A549, 435 and 435/BRMS1 cell 
lines contain several similar characteristic Raman bands.  Moreover, there is a greater 
similarity between 435 and 435/BRMS1, respectively.  The membrane surface adhesion 
forces and cell spring constants were measured for each cell line.  These showed that 
435/BRMS1 had physical forces that were greater than the other two cell lines, and may 
implicated BRMS1 as the key reason. 
In Chapter 5, AFM revealed increases in biomechanical properties for 
435/BRMS1 in the areas of cell adhesion, cell spring constant, and Young’s modulus.  
Fluorescent staining showed the F-actin rearrangement for both cell lines.  Raman 
showed a decrease in spectroscopic bands for 435/BRMS1 and implied a decrease in 
cellular biochemical components of these cells.  ECIS revealed that 435 cells adhere 
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more tightly to substrata and migrate more rapidly compared with the metastasis 
suppressing cells. 
From Chapter 6 it was found that for ECIS, ≤10-fold DEP concentration exposure 
caused clastogenic DNA degradation whereas ≥25-fold DEP exposure caused cytotoxic 
results.  10 µM treatments with the natural phytoalexin, resveratrol (RES), showed 
minimal to mild protection against DEP before and after exposure and aided in improving 
injury recovery.  RM also revealed decreases in nucleic acid and protein specific Raman 
bands. 
Toward the end of better understanding bio-interfaces, much of the research 
focused on the use of mammalian cells and how environmental factors affect their 
biochemical and biomechanical properties.  It would be a good idea to explore ways to 
compare and correlate findings between RM, AFM, and ECIS.   
7.2 FUTURE WORK 
7.2.1 Raman outlook 
Because a lot of the original work of this dissertation was exploratory, it would be 
worthwhile to take many of the processes that were developed throughout the course of 
this dissertation and continue to implement them in future studies.  Three areas for future 
developments are discussed briefly. 
Raman microspectroscopy is a powerful tool and it has been used to look at the 
different characteristic Raman bands associated with DNA, bacterial cell walls, and two 
different types of model cancers cell lines.  In order to continue the viability of RM as 
tool for biological studies there are areas that need further development. 
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One area of particular interest is creating a database that contains Raman spectra 
for many different types of cancer and various stages of cancer development.  Currently, 
there are several Raman databases that range from minerals and inorganics to artist 
pigments (http://www.irug.org).  However, no standard database exists for cancerous 
samples and in order to achieve this work various factors would need to be considered.  
For example: cancer type and stage, Raman acquisition settings, laser wavelength, sample 
preparation, pre- and post-processing parameters, etc.  As daunting as this task may 
appear, a simple beginning would be to setup a standardize method of collecting Raman 
spectra and then to sample numerous immortal cell lines.  These spectra could be used a 
the preliminary group for creating algorithms that can then be used to classify a particular 
type of cancer cell line based on characteristic Raman bands and overall spectral 
fingerprint.  Then the database could be further augmented with primary cell lines 
established for specific cancerous tumor sites.  This type of information could then be 
used to look at the changes in the Raman signal over time, versus concentration, and 
chemical exposure.  Then this database could be used in identifying potential cancerous 
specimens/biopsies in human diagnosis and later it could possibly be used to monitor 
treatment and recovery of cancer patients.  
Another area that needs to be further developed is the use of our tandem 
AFM/RM system.  The strength of the combined AFM/RM system is the fact that the 
same sample can be interrogated using both systems simultaneously.  This 
instrumentation opens up the ability to look at the chemical properties of a sample and 
also the mechanical properties within the same location.  This will lead to a more in-
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depth look at biological specimens and allow studies that can draw correlations between 
chemical and mechanical properties of these samples. 
The final area that will strengthen the use of RM is be able to accurately identify 
and assign Raman bands specifically to mineral, chemical, and biological species.  Along 
the lines of the previously mentioned database, this would entail a large database of 
known Raman spectra and band assignments.  A program could then be designed to take 
into account various parameters associated with the acquired Raman spectrum and use 
mathematical modeling and statistical analysis to create a best match for the components 
within that spectrum. 
Although RM has great potential as an analytical tool, there are still barriers that 
need to be addressed.  At the time of the writing of this dissertation, the Molecular and 
Cellular Sensing and Imaging Laboratory (MCSIL) at USU headed by Dr. Anhong Zhou 
is continually pursuing research to understand the fundamentals of cellular behavior and 
how these behaviors can be measured qualitatively and quantified using Raman 
microspectroscopy and other techniques. 
7.2.2 Electric cell-substrate impedance sensing 
outlook 
In our experiments, we utilized ECIS to monitor the attachment and viability of 
our culture cell lines in either 8W1E or 8W10E+ arrays.  ECIS was used to monitor cell 
behavior of our cell population in real-time and was also used to electroporate cells or 
electrically wound cells attached to the working electrode.  However, there is also the 
possibility to utilize different arrays that support different electrode architecture, such as, 
a linear line electrode that more naturally mimics a traditional scrap test used in wound 
healing or wound repair studies.  Other cultureware include 96 well arrays that contain 
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one or multiple electrodes per well, flow cells for chemotaxis, and ibidi® products that 
can incorporate into the ECIS array holders.  Along with these different options is the 
ability to use modules to prolong the culture times for incubated cells, such as, a 
perfusion system to exchange culture medium, a wound healing module, and a 
hypoxia/hyperoxia chamber incubator.   I believe that the power of the ECIS system, as 
applied to our research, would be the ability to utilize a DOE approach for high 
throughput screening of toxic substances and also protective compounds.  Then after the 
initial screening, we could narrow in on a range of our compound(s) of interest and use 
the more sensitive arrays to study subtle differences in cellular physical behaviors.  The 
final key to ECIS would be to use the data modeling capabilities to extract the specific 
values for the model parameters as describe in Section 1.6.  These parameters could them 
be used to describe a picture of how these cells compare to others and, more specifically, 
how they behave when exposed to various toxic or protective compounds. 
7.2.3 Traditional biology methods to validate 
EC, RM, AFM, and ECIS 
Due to the exploratory nature of this dissertation, there is a need to validate the 
EC, RM, AFM, and ECIS techniques that are presented throughout this dissertation.  
Currently there exist many time tested standard approaches that are used in traditional 
biology approaches that need to be investigated to validate the alternative methods that I 
have presented here.  A few of the methods and studies that I feel would be most useful 
are described below. 
The first study would be to perform typical growth and viability curves for the 
immortal cell lines that will be used throughout the studies.  From the growth curves the 
average doubling time can be calculated and also the timing of the log growth phase can 
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be calculated.  These results would be very useful, especially in comparison to the cancer 
cell studies in chapter 4 and 5 and the DEP/RES study performed in chapter 6.  Along 
similar lines, the average cell cycle analysis would be very interesting to have, as cell 
cycle could affect our Raman results.  A control experiment to measure the cell cycle 
could be easily performed by fixing and staining cells using a fluorescent dye, such as, 
propidium iodide (PI) and analysis events via flow cytometry.  If we were to perform this 
analysis for our treated and untreated cells in chapter 6, it could give us a better idea 
about the way that cell cycle may influence both the AFM and RM results and possible 
the chemometric results.  It would be very interesting to know if some of the Raman 
results and chemometric analysis is influenced by the cell cycle.  The final set of 
experiments that I would perform would have to do with screening for cytokines and 
other inflammatory markers and mediators using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA).  These results would benefit the studies that we performed in chapter 6 due to 
the inflammation and toxic response that the DEP illicit in the A549 cell line. 
In conclusion, there are many future areas that can be further explored to enhance 
the research that has been described in detail in chapters 2 – 6.  My primary work was to 
show the feasibility of utilizing EC, RM, AFM, and ECIS to characterize bio-interfaces 
that included biological samples, such as, molecular DNA, bacteria cell walls, and 
mammalian cell lines.  
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APPENDIX B 
7.2.4 Electron transfer behaviors of the 
Hoechst/CV oxidation/dsS-DNA/MCH 
modified electrode surface  
If the immobilization order between dsS-DNA and MCH is reversed, the 
electrochemical behaviors of the dsS-DNA modified gold electrode surface may be 
different. Figure B2.12 illustrates cyclic voltammograms of the gold electrode in 0.5 mM 
K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.01 PBS with the following sequential modifications: bare Au (curve 1), 1 
mM MCH for 6 hours (curve 2), 1 µM dsS-DNA for 24 hours (curve 3), CV oxidation 
(data not shown), and immersion in 100 µM Hoechst for 5 min (curve 5). The main 
difference between Figure 2.5 and Figure B2.12 is the immobilization order of dsS-DNA 
and MCH. As seen in Table B2.6, neither the immobilization of MCH nor of dsS-DNA 
give any diffusion coefficient (D0) values for the Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 electroactive specifies due 
to the diffusive blockage between the self-assembly modified gold surface and the bulk 
solution. 
EIS plots are shown in Figure B2.13 and the corresponding EIS parameters for 
these modifications are given in Table B2.7. It is worthwhile to note the difference in the 
simulated equivalent circuit parameters for the immobilization of MCH first (Table B2.7) 
and for the immobilization of dsS-DNA first (Table B2.5). For example, due to the 
chemical nature of both molecules MCH (uncharged small molecules) and dsS-DNA 
(charged macromolecules), the immobilization of dsS-DNA first leads to a larger Cd of 
7.64 µF (as well as a small increase in ZW) compared to the smaller capacitance Cd of 
2.34 µF when MCH is immobilized first. Other than that, immobilization of MCH first 
results in the greater values of Rct (7.5 KΩ), θR (0.851), and di (9.51 nm), compared to 4.8 
KΩ, 0.766, and 2.91 nm, respectively, in the case of the immobilization of dsS-DNA 
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first. These larger values demonstrate that a more uniform multi-layer structure (di = 9.51 
nm) of MCH is achieved on the gold surface if immobilization of MCH is conducted 
first. Moreover, this more uniform MCH multi-layer gives rise to a slightly smaller Ka
0
 
(2.26×10
-3
 cm s
-1
), compared to the immobilization of dsS-DNA first (3.54×10
-3
 cm s
-1
).  
The second immobilization step (Figure B2.12) was to incubate the MCH-
modified gold electrode with 1 µM dsS-DNA for 24 hours and the CV scan is shown in 
curve 3. In this immobilization step, it seems that the dsS-DNA molecules may still be 
able to replace the self-assembled MCH layers (or non-specifically attached MCH), 
which can be evidenced by the increase in Cd (3.20 µF) and decrease in di (6.95 nm).  
It is noteworthy to compare the EIS parameters from the different immobilization 
orders: MCH/dsS-DNA/bare Au (Table B2.5), and dsS-DNA/MCH/bare Au (Table 
B2.7). After the immobilization of the second layer of molecules, the former 
immobilization approach (dsS-DNA/MCH) achieves the changes of Cd (7.64 µF/3.10 
µF), Rct (4.8 KΩ/91 KΩ), Ka
0
 (3.54×10
-3
 cm s
-1
/1.86×10
-3
 cm s
-1
), θR (0.766/0.988), and 
di (2.91 nm/7.19 nm), respectively; while the later immobilization approach (MCH/dsS-
DNA) gives Cd (2.34 µF/3.20 µF), Rct (7.5 KΩ/7.6 KΩ), Ka
0
 (2.26×10
-3
 cm s
-1
/2.21×10
-3
 
cm s
-1
), θR (0.851/0.854), and di (9.51 nm/6.95 nm), respectively. It is found that 1) the 
interfacial capacitance Cd seems to be independent of the immobilization order; the 
magnitude of Cd follows the order: ss-DNA/Au (9.64 µF) > ds-DNA/Au (7.64 µF) > 
MCH/Au (2.34 µF). It has been reported that ss-DNA gives a larger Cd than ds-DNA 
when immobilized on a gold surface [60; 61]; 2) the electron transfer resistance (Rct) or 
electron transfer rate (Ka
0
) is dependent on the immobilization order between dsS-DNA 
and MCH; 3) surface coverage θR shows an increase with the dsS-DNA/MCH 
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immobilization order, while it remains almost unchanged with the MCH/dsS-DNA 
immobilization order; and 4) the layer thickness di seems to be dependent on the 
immobilization order. The dsS-DNA/MCH approach results in a significant increase in 
the surface layer thickness that may be due to the formation of a MCH multi-layer on the 
electrode surface. The MCH/dsS-DNA approach gives a decrease in surface layer 
thickness due to the replacement of MCH by the dsS-DNA molecules. 
The subsequent cyclic voltammetric oxidation of MCH/dsS-DNA modification 
leads to a decrease in Cd (2.47 µF), Rct (1.5 KΩ), θR (0.276), and di (0.9 nm), all due to 
the oxidative damage of dsS-DNA and the oxidative removal of both MCH and dsS-
DNA molecules from the gold surface.  
From the comparison of Table 2.2, Table B2.5, and Table B2.7, the conclusion is 
that Hoechst prefers to bind with ds-DNA (rather than ss-DNA) and this binding 
facilitates the electron transfer between the DNA molecules and the electrode surface.  
Table B2.5.  Measured EIS parameters for successive modifications on bare gold 
by dsS-DNA, MCH, Hoechst, CV oxidation, and Hoechst binding. 
Step Modifications 
¥
RΩ / Ω 
¥
Cd / µF 
¥
Rct / Ω 
¥
ZW/µΩ s
-1/2
 
£
Ka
 0
 / cm s
-1
 
€θR di / nm 
1 Bare gold 147.9 1.12 1120 80.4 1.51E-02 - - 
2 dsS-DNA 150.3 7.64 4792 81.3 3.54E-03 0.766 2.91 
3 MCH 143 3.10 91200 67.8 1.86E-04 0.988 7.19 
4 Hoechst (1) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
5 CV Oxidation 150.5 2.63 4193 82.1 4.04E-03 0.733 0.85 
6 Hoechst (2) 154.3 1.05 5581 63.4 3.04E-03 0.799 2.13 
¥
Calculated based on the modified Randles equivalent circuit, 
£
Calculated using Chapter 2 
Equation 2, 
€
Calculated using Chapter 2 Equation 3, and Calculated using Chapter 2 Equation 4. 
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Figure B2.11.  Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of step-by-
step synthetic ds-DNA modified electrode: bare Au (1), dsS-DNA/Au (2), 
MCH/dsS-DNA/Au (3), Hoechst/MCH/dsS-DNA/Au (4), 
Oxidation/Hoechst/MCH/dsS-DNA/Au (5), and 
Hoechst/Oxidation/Hoechst/MCH/dsS-DNA/Au (6). Inset: modified 
equivalent Randles circuit used to model impedance data. EIS was 
conducted in 0.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.5 mM K4Fe(CN)6 in 0.01 M PBS, 
pH 7.4 with 10 mV AC amplitude. 
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Table B2.6.  Diffusion coefficients (D0) for successive modifications on bare gold 
by MCH, dsS-DNA, CV oxidation, and Hoechst binding. 
Step Modifications 
φ
D0 / cm
2
 s
-1
 
1 Bare gold 6.59E-06 
2 MCH -- 
3 dsS-DNA -- 
4 CV Oxidation -- 
5 Hoechst 4.71E-06 
φ
Calculated from Equation 1 by using cathodic peak currents. 
0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0.0
0.1
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0.4
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t 
/ 
A
Potential / V
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Figure B2.12.  Voltammetric behaviors of Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 redox couple (0.5 
mM K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.01 PBS) on step-by-step synthetic ds-DNA modified 
electrodes: bare Au (1), MCH/Au (2), dsS-DNA/MCH/Au (3), 
Oxidation/dsS-DNA/MCH/Au (4), and Hoechst/Oxidation/dsS-
DNA/MCH/Au (5). Inset: 5 mM Na2HPO4 + 5 mM NaH2PO4 between 0 - 
1.3 V at 30 mV s
-1
. 
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Table B2.7.  Measured EIS parameters for successive modifications on bare gold 
by MCH, dsS-DNA, CV oxidation, and Hoechst binding. 
Step Modifications 
¥
RΩ / Ω 
¥
Cd / µF 
¥
Rct / Ω 
¥
ZW /µΩ s
-1/2
 
£
Ka
0
 / cm s
-1
 
€θR di / nm 
1 Bare gold 147.9 1.12 1120 80.4 1.51E-02 - - 
2 MCH 145.4 2.34 7506 78.3 2.26E-03 0.851 9.51 
3 dsS-DNA 144.7 3.20 7684 73.6 2.21E-03 0.854 6.95 
4 CV Oxidation 152.7 2.47 1547 79.2 1.09E-02 0.276 0.90 
5 Hoechst 151.5 1.36 7183 66.3 2.36E-03 0.844 1.64 
¥
Calculated based on the modified Randles equivalent circuit, 
£
Calculated using Chapter 2 
Equation 2, 
€
Calculated using Chapter 2 Equation 3, and Calculated using Chapter 2 Equation 4 
 
Figure B2.13.  Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of step-by-
step synthetic ds-DNA modified electrode: bare Au (1), MCH/Au (2), dsS-
DNA/MCH/Au (3), Oxidation/dsS-DNA/MCH/Au (4), and 
Hoechst/Oxidation/dsS-DNA/MCH/Au (5). Inset: modified equivalent 
Randles circuit used to model impedance data. EIS was conducted in 0.5 
mM K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.5 mM K4Fe(CN)6 in 0.01 M PBS, pH 7.4 with 10 mV 
AC amplitude. 
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7.2.5 Charges obtained from current vs. time 
curves 
 
 
Figure B2.14.  Depiction of current vs. time curves for three cases; (A) 
Hoechst 33258 (5 min)/MCH (6 hrs)/dsS-DNA (24 hrs)/Au 
(corresponding to the inset in Figure 2.5), (B) dsS-DNA (24 hrs)/MCH (6 
hrs)/Au (corresponding to the inset in Figure B2.12), and (C) dsS-DNA 
(12 hrs)/Au (corresponding to the curves in Figure 2.7-A. Each CV 
illustrates the first three cyclic voltammetry scans numbered 1, 2, and 3. 
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It has been assumed that the immobilized ds-DNA would be oxidized in the first 
CV scan [54]. Under this assumption, we could speculate the following electro-oxidation 
and electro-reduction mechanisms on the ds-DNA immobilized gold electrodes during 
the first three CV scans (CVs in the insets of Figure 2.5, Figure B2.12, and Figure 2.7-A), 
which consists of DNA electro-oxidation (charge QDNA,ox), gold electro-oxidation (QAu,ox) 
or electro-reduction (QAuO,Rd), and oxidative desorption (Qox-des (DNA/MCH)). Here an 
example of the modification MCH/dsS-DNA/Au (case B in Table B2.8, inset of Figure 
B2.12) is given below:  
1st scan, QO1 = QDNA,ox + QAu,ox1 + Qox-des1 (DNA/MCH) = 102.04 µC; 
 QR1 = QAuO, Rd1 = QAu,ox1 = 47.38 µC 
2nd scan, QO2 = QAu,ox2 + Qox-des2 (DNA/MCH) = 77.18 µC; 
 QR2 = QAuO,Rd2 = QAu,ox2 = 48.33 µC 
3rd scan, QO3 = QAu,ox3 + Qox-des3 (DNA/MCH) = 74.47 µC; 
 QR3 = QAuO,Rd3 = QAu,ox3 = 47.94 µC 
Considering the charge difference of electro-oxidation charge between the 2nd 
scan and the 3rd scan, 77.18 µC and 74.47 µC, we define an “attenuation factor” ( ),  = 
74.47 µC/77.18 µC = 96.49%. Taking this percentage as the same attenuation factor for 
the electro-oxidation charge between 1st scan and the 2nd scan, we could estimate the 
QAu,ox1 + Qox-des1 (DNA/MCH) = 79.98 µC. Considering QAuO,Rd1 = QAu,ox1 = 47.38 µC, Qox-
des1 (DNA/MCH) is estimated to be 32.60 µC. Thus, QDNA,ox = 102.04 µC - 79.98 µC = 22.06 
µC. Also, following the similar procedures for the modification dsS-DNA/MCH/Au and 
dsS-DNA/Au, we can obtain all the individual charges for the above three scans, shown 
in Table B2.8. 
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Table B2.8.  The charges (µC) for individual electro-oxidation reactions on 
different modified gold electrodes. 
 Modifications 
QO1 
QDNA,ox 
QAu,ox 
Qox-des 
QO2 
QAu,ox 
Qox-des 
-- 
QO3 
QAu,ox 
Qox-des 
-- 
A 
Hoechst 33258 (5 min)/MCH 
(6 hrs)/dsS-DNA (24 hrs)/Au 
22.05 
47.38 
32.60 
48.34 
28.84 
-- 
47.94 
26.53 
-- 
B 
dsS-DNA (24 hrs)/MCH 
(6 hrs)/Au 
19.43 
47.42 
53.49 
48.34 
48.43 
-- 
47.97 
44.83 
-- 
C dsS-DNA (12 hrs)/Au 
25.92 
47.50 
45.65 
47.48 
41.94 
-- 
48.51 
37.22 
-- 
All conditions are the same as Table 2.4. QO1, QO2, and QO3 
obtained in three modified electrodes are referred to Table 2.4. 
 
 
7.2.6 Processing STM images 
Shown in Figure 2.9 are the procedures for how we do the molecule conductance 
estimation from the STM current image. The STM topography image (left) and the 
current image (same time cited as current map) (right) are obtained using the constant 
current mode. In this mode, the feedback circuit moves the piezo, or the STM tip, in Z-
direction to maintain constant current while the tip is scanning in X- and Y- directions.  
We chose a few of the brightest points in the current image to do the rough 
estimation. We first carefully increased the “Z-range” in the PicoScan software to view 
only a few of the brightest points. Secondly, we adjusted the “Z-center offset” to make 
the background black so that the brightest points are easier to distinguish from the 
background. Third, we gradually increased the zoom around each spot until a clear spot 
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shape could be identified. Finally, a cross-section profile over each selected spot was 
done to measure the highest current. 
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APPENDIX C 
Figure C4.10 depicts stacked Raman spectra normalized at 1660 cm
-1
. 
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Figure C4.10.  Mean Raman spectra of three cancer cell lines: A549 (a-
black), 435 (b-red), and 435/BRMS1 (c-blue). Each spectrum is the 
average of five spectra, the averaged background was subtracted by 
finding a local minimum area, spectra were baseline corrected, and, then 
normalized using peak intensity at 1660 cm
-1
. Spectra are offset vertically 
for clarity. 
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Figure C4.11.  Difference spectra computed from the 1660 cm
-1
 
normalized spectrum in Figure C4.10 using A549, 435, and 435/BRMS1: 
435/BRMS1 – A549 (a); 435/BRMS1 – A549 (b); A549 – 435 (c) 
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APPENDIX D 
Table D6.13.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 
D6.32. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.02% MTH + media) B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.02% MTH + media) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.05% MTH + media) B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.05% MTH + media) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.2% MTH + media) B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.2% MTH + media) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH + media) B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH + media) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH + media) B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH + media) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (2.0% MTH + media) B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (2.0% MTH + media) 
A8 – media only                 (media only) B8 – media only                 (media only) 
 
 
Figure D6.32.  Two 8W10E+ arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/ml (A1 
– A7 and B1 – B7) and media in the other two wells (A8 and B8).  When 
the cells were confluent at ~27 – 28 hours, an increasing amount of 
methanol was added to each of the wells. 
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Figure D6.33.  Means comparison (mean±SD) of modeled parameters Rb, 
α, and Cm obtained from Figure 6.7.  Means were computed for six wells 
over a 10 hour period.  Seed = 15 – 25 hours (A), Media/RES = 35 – 45 
hours (B), and DEP = 55 – 65 hours (C).  Array A and B were seeded at 0 
hour, media was exchanged at 29 hour with medium control in array A 
and 10 µM resveratrol plus medium in array B, and DEP exposure was at 
performed 50 hours. 
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Table D6.14.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 
D6.34. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media) no wounding B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media) wounded 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media + 50  µg/ml DEP) 
wounded 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media + 50  µg/ml DEP) 
wounded 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media + 125  µg/ml 
DEP) wounded 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media + 125  µg/ml 
DEP) wounded 
A4 – media only                 (media) no wounding B4 – media only                 (media) no wounding 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media) no wounding B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media) wounded 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media + 50  µg/ml DEP) 
wounded 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media + 50  µg/ml DEP) 
wounded 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media + 125  µg/ml 
DEP) wounded 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media + 125  µg/ml 
DEP) wounded 
A8 – media only                 (media + 50  µg/ml 
DEP) no wounding 
B8 – media only                 (media + 125  µg/ml 
DEP) wounded 
 
 
Figure D6.34.  This was an experiment to test the migration rate of A549 
at two different concentrations of DEP (50 and 125 µg/ml – dark red and 
dark yellow) at the previously defined wounding settings of at 60 kHz, 
2600 µA and 180 seconds.  A549 cells were seeded as outlined above (see 
Table D6.14).  At ~22.5 hours the experiment was paused, DEP was added 
to wells A2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and B2, 3, 4, 6, and 7.  Arrays were replaced, values 
were checked and wounding was applied while measurements were still 
paused.  Then measurement was resumed.  
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Table D6.15.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 
D6.35. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing 
media) 
B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing 
media) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP) 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50 µg/ml DEP) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125 µg/ml DEP) 
A8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP) 
B8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500 µg/ml DEP) 
 
 
Figure D6.35.  Two 8W1E arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/ml of 
A549 cells and were allowed to become confluent. At ~22 hours the media 
was changed and DEP was added to wells A2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8.  Cells were 
allowed to continue to culture for ~42 hours.  Array B was then wounded 
at 2600 µA, for 30 seconds. and 32 kHz. Cells were allowed to heal until 
~42 hours. 
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From the above wounding settings, it was determined that ~180 seconds at 2600  
µA and 64  kHz is the best for wounding A549 cells in our current configuration.  
Wounding at 32 kHz is too much for the cells to recover and it also possibly damages the 
electrodes and causes them to return erroneous values. 
 
  
 
  
  
 
  
  
 
  
  
 
  
Figure D6.36.  Bright field images of Array A and B imaged with IX – 71 
Olympus Microscope at 10x magnification. Note increasing DEP 
concentrations in Wells A2 & 6, 3 & 7, 4 & 8 and B2 & 6, 3 & 7, 4 & 8 – 
respectively 50, 125, and 500 µg/ml. 
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Figure D6.37.  Bright field images of Array A and B imaged with IX – 71 
Olympus Microscope at 40x magnification. Note increasing DEP 
concentrations in Wells A2 & 6, 3 & 8, 4 & 8 and B2 & 6, 3 & 7, 4 & 8 – 
respectively 50, 125, and 500 µg/ml. 
Table D6.16.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 
D6.38. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing 
media) 
B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing 
media) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50  µg/ml DEP) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50  µg/ml DEP) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125  µg/ml DEP) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125  µg/ml DEP) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500  µg/ml DEP) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500  µg/ml DEP) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing 
media) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing 
media) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50  µg/ml DEP) 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 50  µg/ml DEP) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125  µg/ml DEP) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 125  µg/ml DEP) 
A8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500  µg/ml DEP) 
B8 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (serum containing media 
+ 500  µg/ml DEP) 
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Figure D6.38.  Two 8W1E arrays were seeded with 2×10
5
 cells/ml of 
A549 (A1–A8 and B1–B8) and cells were allowed to become confluent.  
After ~18 hours, the media was changed and media and DEP (50, 125, and 
500 µg/ml) were added to the arrays.  The arrays were then wounded (A5 
– 8 and B5 – 8 @ 180 seconds, 3000 µA and 64 kHz), then the wells were 
allowed to recover.  It appears that control and the 50 µg/ml DEP wells 
start to recover while the 125 and 500 µg/ml treated wells do not recover. 
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Table D6.17.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 
D6.39. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH + media) B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH + media) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH + media) B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH + media) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH + media) B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH + media) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH + media) B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH + media) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH + media) B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH + media) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH + media) B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH + media) 
A8 – media only                 (media only) B8 – media only                 (media only) 
 
 
Figure D6.39.  8W10E+ Second seeding using a final dilution (2×10
5
 
cells/well) combined with methanol + media treatment (~0 hours) *note 
MTH + media was prepared fresh on day of runs. 
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Table D6.18.  Array seeding density and treatment for array A and B in Figure 
D6.40. 
A1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) B1 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (media only) 
A2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/10 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B2 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.01% MTH/10 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/25 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B3 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.025% MTH/25 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B4 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.1% MTH/100 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/250 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B5 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.25% MTH/250 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B6 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (0.5% MTH/500 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/1000 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
B7 – 2×10^5 cells/well      (1.0% MTH/1000 µg/ml 
DEP + media) 
A8 – media only                 (media only) B8 – media only                 (media only) 
 
Figure D6.40.  A repeat of the suspension/DEP work was performed to 
verify the concentration and test if media+ antibiotics make a difference in 
the bacterial contamination of the DEP. Two 8W10E+ arrays each seeded 
with A549 mixed with DEP, final density of A549 was 2×10
5
 cells/well. 
Density of the DEP treatments is listed in the table below. 
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Figure D6.41.  Raman spectrum of dry diesel exhaust particles collected 
over a wavenumber range of 100 – 3200 cm-1 at 2.5% laser power for 10 
seconds (A).  Bright field image of DEP (B).  Scale bar = 20 µm. 
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Figure D6.42.  SEM images of DEP powder. Micrographs reveal DEP size 
and morphology.  Size of DEP clusters range from 3.0 µm (A), 500 nm 
(B), 333 nm (C), and 231 nm (D). 
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Figure D6.43.  Raman spectrum of resveratrol powder collected over a 
wavenumber range of 200 – 3200 cm-1 at 0.5% laser power for 10 seconds 
(A).  Bright field image of resveratrol powder (B).  Scale bar = 20 µm.  
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Figure D6.44.  Raman spectral overlay of resveratrol powder (blue), DEP 
(red), and A549 (black).  Count intensities are absolute values. 
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Thermo Fisher Scientific, Logan, UT 
 Designed experiments to validate genetically engineered cell lines for 
recombinant protein production 
 Measured protein production via colorimetric assay 
 Observed cholesterol affinity to storage contain polymer to determine long term 
storage lose 
 Utilized Design of Experiments (DOE) for formulation screening and new 
product development 
 
Summer 2006 
Summer intern in the Process Development Department 
Amgen Inc., Longmont, CO 
 Innovated a capillary zone electrophoresis protocol to measure protein charge 
versus pH 
 Measured protein mass acetylation by use of high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) and matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-
flight (MALDI-TOF) 
 Observed standards for Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) in an industrial 
laboratory setting 
 Utilized Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) for order supplies 
and training 
 Collaborated in a team setting to troubleshoot instrumental/experimental issues 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE  
Sept. 2005-May 2010 
Teaching Assistant for Bioinstrumentation Laboratory Section (BIE 3000)  
Department of Biological and Irrigation Engineering, Utah State University, Logan, 
UT 
 Created a protocol and instrumental setup for an electrocardiography laboratory 
module 
 Developed another protocol and setup for an electroencephalography laboratory 
module 
 Prearranged each laboratory session prior to instructing students during lab 
sessions 
 Composed and modified laboratory protocols as needed to increase student 
efficiency and understanding 
 Assisted students, one-on-one, in troubleshooting and performing experiments 
(note: with my input, this course has received very positive feedback to these 
hands-on lab modules) 
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Feb. 2005-May 2010 
Teaching Assistant for Biosensors Laboratory Section (BIE 5910) 
Department of Biological and Irrigation Engineering, Utah State University, Logan, 
UT 
 Instructed an overview of laboratory requirements and illustrated an example 
laboratory report 
 Demonstrated the use of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and electrochemical 
analysis detectors 
 Pre-performed and setup the laboratory equipment for each laboratory session 
 Assisted students in troubleshooting and understanding experiments and theory 
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (6 PODIUMS + 16 POSTERS)  
PODIUMS  
1. Gerald D. McEwen, C. B. Bitner, K. Johnson, and M. E. Wight, “Design of 
Experiment Methodologies to Optimize Custom Cell Culture Medium for 
Increased Protein Quantity and Quality”, Fourth Annual Institute of Biological 
Engineering (IBE) Regional Conference, Engineering Building, USU, October 28, 
2011. (note: 2
nd
 place award in student presentation competition) 
2. Gerald D. McEwen, Y. Wu, T. Yu, T. A. Gilbertson, R. A. Coulombe, Jr, A. 
Zhou, “Diesel exhaust particle toxicity to human lung cells: a study of cellular 
biochemical components and biomechanical alterations”, 2010 Intermountain 
Graduate Research Symposium. Eccles Conference Center, Utah State University, 
Logan, Utah. March 31, 2010. (note: 1
st
 place award in student presentation 
competition) 
3. Gerald D. McEwen and A. Zhou, “Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 
(SERS) Characterization of Mycobacteria – A new twist on an emerging 
technique”, Second Annual Institute of Biological Engineering (IBE) Regional 
Conference, Merril-Cazier Library, USU, December 4, 2009. 
4. Gerald D. McEwen, F. Chen, and A, Zhou. “Electron Transfer (ET) 
Characteristics of ssDNA, hybridized dsDNA, and Oxidatively Damaged dsDNA 
on Gold Surface: Electrochemistry and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 
Studies.” The Tenth World Congress on Biosensors. Shanghai International 
Convention Centre, Shanghai, China. May 14-16, 2008. 
5. Gerald D. McEwen, A. Zhou. “Electron Transfer via Self-Assembled Monolayer 
(SAM) of Immobilized DNA on a Gold Electrode Surface.” 11th Annual 
Intermountain Graduate Student Research Symposium. Taggart Student Center, 
Utah State University, Logan, Utah. April 2, 2008.  
 (note: 1
st
 place award in student presentation competition) 
6. Gerald D. McEwen and A. Zhou, "Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 
(SERS) Characterization of Mycobacteria", Graduate Student Support Program 
(CIBR), Center for Integrated Biosystems, USU, Nov 19th, 2008. 
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POSTERS 
1. K. Johnson, Gerald D. McEwen, C. Bitner, and M. Wight, "Employing Design 
of Experiments During Custom Media Development to Increase Protein Quantity 
and Quality", Bioprocess International Conference and Exhibition, Long Beach, 
California, November 1 – 4, 2011. 
2. Gerald D. McEwen, Y. Wu, T. Yu, S. Baker, T. A. Gilbertson, D. B. DeWald, A. 
Zhou, “Topography, Biomechanics, and Chemical Components of Human Cancer 
Cell Membranes Examined by Combined Atomic Force Microscopy and Raman 
Microspectroscopy”, 2010 Intermountain Graduate Research Symposium. 
Taggart Student Center, Utah State University, Logan, Utah. March 31, 2010. 
3. A. Zhou, Gerald D. McEwen, Y. Wu, T. Yu, T. A. Gilbertson, R. A. Coulombe, 
Jr, "Toxicity effect of diesel exhaust particles on biomechanics and cell surface 
biopolymers of human lung carcinoma epithelial cells A549: preliminary study by 
Atomic Force Microscopy/Raman microspectroscopy", 49th Annual Meeting of 
the Society of Toxicology (SOT), Salt Lake City, Utah, March 7-11, 2010. 
4. Y. Wu, Gerald D. McEwen, S. Baker, T. Yu, T. A. Gilbertson, D. B. DeWald, A. 
Zhou, "Topography, Biomechanics, and Chemical Components of Cancer Cell 
Membranes Exploited by Combined Atomic Force Microscopy and Raman 
Microspectroscopy", SPIE Photonics West BiOS 2010, San Francisco, California, 
23 - 28 January 2010. 
5. Y. Wu, A. Zhou, Gerald D. McEwen, C.D. Miller, R.C. Sims, T. Kar, "Real-time 
observation of cellular biomechancis of Ethambutol treated M. JLS using 
AFM/Raman", 2009 BMES Annual Meeting, Pittsburgh, PA, October 7-10, 2009. 
6. M. L. Davis, Gerald D. McEwen, A. Zhou, "Study of the effects of Magnesium 
ion on the thermal stability of a monomer-excimer molecular beacon that has 
potential in detection of synthetic DNA of human genotype Cryptosporidium", 
237th ACS National Meeting & Exposition, Salt Lake City, UT, March 22-26, 
2009. 
7. Gerald D. McEwen, A. Zhou, "Characterization of Nontuberculous 
Bioremediation Mycobacteria via Raman Microspectroscopy", 60
th
 Pittsburgh 
Conference on Analytical Chemistry and Applied Spectroscopy (Pittcon®2009), 
Chicago, IL, USA, March 8-13, 2009. 
8. Y. Peng, Gerald D. McEwen, A. Zhou, R. Sims, C. Miller, "Comparison analysis 
of Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria by atomic force microscope and 
Raman microspectroscopy", 2007 INRA Environmental and Subsurface Science 
Symposium (ESSS 07), featuring Biotechnology and Bioremediation, Utah State 
University, Logan, Utah, July 25
th
 ~ 27
th
, 2007. 
9. Gerald D. McEwen, E. Griffiths, G. Olsen, A. Zhou, and T. Gilbertson, "Bio-
Impedance Multi-Sensor Array to Test Cell Response in Real-Time", 2007 
Annual Meeting of Institute of Biological Engineering (IBE), St. Louis, Missouri, 
March 30-April 1, 2007. 
10. Gerald D. McEwen, E. Griffiths, G. Olsen, A. Zhou, and T. Gilbertson, "Multi-
Sensor Array for Real Sensor Array for Real-Time Monitoring Time Monitoring 
Cellular Apoptosis ", Undergraduate Research Day at the State Capitol, Salt 
Lake City, January 16, 2007. 
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11. Gerald D. McEwen, E. Griffiths, G. Olsen, A. Zhou, and T. Gilbertson, "Multi-
Sensor Bio Sensor Bio-impedance Array for Real impedance Array for Real-Time 
Monitoring of Cellular Relative Volume Change and Viability of Cellular 
Relative Volume Change and Viability", Utah Conference on Undergraduate 
Research (UCUR), Olpin Student Union, University of Utah, February 2, 2007. 
12. F. Chen, Y. Wang, Gerald D. McEwen, and A. Zhou, "DNA Hybridization and 
Oxidative Damage at Gold Surface: Electrochemical Scanning Tunneling 
Microscopy (STM) Study", 2006 Annual Biomedical Engineering Society, 
Chicago, Illinois, Oct 11 - 14, 2006. 
13. A. Zhou, Gerald D. McEwen, and Y. Wang, "Characterization of Single 
Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) Hybridization of Cryptosporidium Pathogen 
DNA: Electrochemistry, Surface Plasmon Resonance, Scanning Tunneling 
Microscope, and Fluorescence Spectroscopy/Microscope", Biosensors 2006 – 9th 
World Congress on Biosensors, Toronto, Canada, May 10 – 12, 2006. 
14. Gerald D. McEwen, M. Grover, A. Zhou, "Investigation of Pathogenic DNA via 
Electrochemical Surveillance Techniques", Utah Undergraduate Research Day at 
the State Capitol, Salt Lake City, UT, January 26, 2006. 
15. Gerald D. McEwen, M. Grover, A. Zhou, "Electrochemical and surface plasmon 
resonance detection of pathogenic DNA", 1st Annual Mountain Biomedical 
Engineering Conference, Snowbird, Utah, Sept 16-17, 2005. 
16. A. Zhou, M. Grover, Gerald D. McEwen, "Studies of pathogen DNA 
immobilization and hybridization on gold surface: electrochemical and SPR", 
2005 Annual Biomedical Engineering Society, Baltimore, Maryland, Sept 28 – 
Oct 1
st
, 2005. 
 
 
